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Adamou, Petros / Anderson, William Michael / Arratibel, Kristina Zorita / Boykov Kotzev, Vassil / Buncelmans, Joanns / Cahill-Hayes, Connor / CaoCao, Henry / Carbone, Paolo / Chadha, Aviya / Cornwall, Julien / Davies, Gareth Wyn / de Oliveira, Vasco / Deshpande, Ronil / 

D’Adesky, Chelsey / D’Alverny, Servane / Elkhateeb, Norah / Feng, Shuo / Ferguson, Brianna / Gaul , Piper Katherine / Goodwyn, Hannah / Gorman, Sarah / Greenwood, Harry / GuoGuo, Jinfang / Haimovici, Shira / Hao, Zhizi / Harrison, Alexander / Helbling, Simon / Hirt, Ben / Hong, Xinyi

Howe, Luke Samuel / Hughes, Anthony / Jaimes, Natalia Romero / Kaut, Jozef / Khamis, Davi / Kindrachuk, Malindi / Kumar, Rochna / Lamprecht, Natalie / Lazović, Nicholas / Lewis, Alannah / Liang, Naixin / Lin, Shijun / Lopez, Diana / Lozano Wulf , Maria Isabel / 

Magalhães, Miguel / MaMa, Guyuan / Manjuvil, Shyam / Manuel, Rafael / Marrazzo, Angela / Maziere, Paul / McFarland, Sam T. / Meng, Gen / Montague, Andrew Paul / Méder, Támas Apor / Ng, ET / Nobre, Gabriela Nemésio / Ogden, Ewan / O’Connor, Sarah-Kate /  

Pan, Lauren Yue / Pantò, Nadjana Nerina Patricia, Xenia / Pensa, Prospero / Qamar, Muzna / Renaudeau, Loula / Ribeiro, Gonçalo / Roberts, Cam / Robinson, Nailah / Rudiman, Adriano / Sabiri, Anisa / Sequeira, Antonio / Shears, Molly / Song, Junyi / Sordi, Ludovica /  

Souchet, Elicia / Stairs, Kathleen /  Streffer, Elisabeth Tang, Mengdan / Tennant, Flora / Thorsdottir, Thorey / Trefusis, James Fane / Trezzolani, Davide / Trotter, Scott / Tseng, Ying-ju / Vees, Tobias / Vorotniuk, Anastasiia / Wan, Xi Kun / Wang, Xiaoyu / Wang, Zhiyi  

/ Whitehorn, Daniel J. / Wilson-Flynn, Alexander / Woolcott, Erik / Xing, Kun Xu, Shengnan / Yang, Jiyue / Yoshida, Taiyo / Zhang, Hui / Zhang, Qihui / Zhang, Xiaoyu / Zhang, Xinyi / Zhou, Jiahong / Zhou, Leshu / Zhu, Yiri / Zuniga, Luis Felipe
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GRADUATION 2021

Hello, and welcome to our Graduate Showcase 2021 booklet. 
The films, scripts, and project proposals you’ll find here are 
collectively extraordinary, and I personally promise you will be 
delighted, moved, and thrilled throughout.

Ordinarily, London Film School would screen its 

graduates’ films at one of London’s most iconic film 

institutions and blend the experience late into the evening 

with workshops and general merriment. The need for us 

to move our Graduate Showcase online this year was, 

quite honestly, difficult to face: all of us wish to be with one 

another in person right now, to congratulate, wish well, 

catch up, and, in some cases, see peers and tutors for 

possibly the final time. For this reason, it was essential to 

commit fully to accept our circumstances and, as humans 

strive to do best, adapt. We created the website to 

showcase our graduates’ work to the global film industry, 

and we are delighted by the result and reels of positive 

feedback we have since received.

Despite a global pandemic, our achievements since 

the start of the year have not thinned. Films created at 

London Film School have screened at 129 international 

film festivals, including Berlinale, Camerimage, 

Encounters, and BFI London Film Festival, and 23 

awards have been won, including the Silver Bear Jury 

Prize for Short Film at the Berlinale, the 2020 UFVF 

/ Kodak Excellence in Filmmaking Grant, the Grand 

Prix at Encounters, the Best Student Film at the In The 

Palace Short Film Festival, and the BSC Short Film 

Cinematography Student Prize.

Graduation film Bastard made it to the semi-finals of the 

Student Academy Awards (this is the third year in a row 

we have had a grad film shortlisted), and we have two 

graduation films longlisted for the British Independent 

Film Awards, Summer Shade and Filipiñana. Our alumni 

have premiered at Rotterdam, Toronto, and Locarno, been 

part of an Emmy-award winning VFX team, nominated 

for a Goya Award, and won several awards at the Venice 

Biennale. From our MA Screenwriting course, an alumna 

has been longlisted for Best Debut Screenwriter, we have 

participants in Serial Eyes, and another is a Best Feature 

Screenplay Winner from the Mallorca Film Festival.

Perhaps the greatest achievement of all can be seen 

collectively. I admit even I have been wonderfully 

surprised at London Film School’s strength of spirit – at 

how quickly it accepted, adapted, and thrived within 

circumstances as severe, restricting, and in some cases 

devastating as these. Despite everything, 60 films have 

been produced thanks to the caution and tenacity of my 

wonderful team of staff and our students who are nothing 

but full of energy and consideration of their peers.

At London Film School, we are leaders in introducing 

both international talent and best practice to the UK 

and global film industries. We are dedicated to fostering 

creative freedom while instilling craft excellence, and are 

grateful for all the help we continue to receive from our 

various partners and friends across the industry to make 

this so. Each of you have a second home with us here, 

online or in person when it is once again safe to do so. We 

live in a confused world. With the pandemic coming at a 

time of climate change, political uncertainty, institutional 

discrimination, and so many other challenges, the path 

ahead is clouded. More than ever, we need clarity. We 

need hope. As filmmakers, I am remarkably proud of the 

dedication and contribution we make to the world around 

us, and the stories we create to guide us through the fog.

To our dear graduates, and all of those who joined us 

online for Graduate Showcase 2021, I wish you all the best. 

The future is yours to make.

5

Gisli Snaer

Director and Chief Executive Officer

Welcome
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A MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIR A MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIR

GRADUATION 2021

This is a particularly good time for our students to be joining 
the film industry. Thanks, in part, to the coming of the internet 
downloading services provided by the likes of Netflix, Disney, 
Apple, Google and Amazon the industry is booming worldwide 
and is doing particularly well in Britain. The existing film studios 
in Britain are full, and brand-new studios are planned for Elstree 
and Dagenham to try to help meet the demand for studio space. I 
believe this boom will continue.

The value of the creative industries to the UK economy is 

growing at a tremendous rate and more than two million 

people in Britain are now working in these industries – 

that’s one in ten of the working population. London Film 

School, the longest-standing film school in the UK, is 

renowned around the world as a home for emerging talent 

and, as a result, we believe our students are particularly 

well placed to benefit from this worldwide growth in film 

production.

Many of them will find they are in the right place at the 

right time. But, as an educational institution, this boom 

offers opportunities, and we cannot stand still. To allow us 

to seize upon this growth in our industry, we’re planning to 

move to a new centre at London City Island where LFS can 

grow its network of support for film talent and the growth 

of the film industry worldwide. This is an exciting time for 

our industry, but it is also an exciting time for the School.

7

Greg Dyke

Chair of the Board

A message
from our Chair
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Kasi Lemmons is an award-winning director, 
writer, actor, and professor who has been a 
staple in Hollywood for nearly three decades.

Her acclaimed 1997 feature directorial debut, 
Eve’s Bayou, was recently inducted into the 
National Film Registry and is considered among 
the first to showcase the beauty of African 
American Southern culture. The film received 
the Independent Spirit Award for Best First 
Feature, and the National Board of Review 
bestowed her with a special first-time director 
award.

ON HER OWN GROUND (2021 (TV Mini-Series) (filming)) /  WOMEN OF THE MOVEMENT  (2021 (TV Series) (1 episode)) /  

SELF MADE: INSPIRED BY THE LIFE OF MADAM C.J. WALKER  (2020 (TV Mini-Series)) /  HARRIET (2019) /  LUKE CAGE 

(2018 (TV Series) (1 episode)) /  SHOTS FIRED (2017 (TV Series) (1 episode)) /  BLACK NATIVITY (2013) /  TALK TO ME 

(2007) /  THE CAVEMAN’S VALENTINE (2001) /  Eve’s Bayou (1997) /  DR. HUGO (1996 (Short)) 

Her fifth feature film, Harriet, a deeply resonant and 

powerful drama based on the life of American icon 

Harriet Tubman, received Academy Award nominations 

in the categories of Best Actress (Cynthia Erivo) and 

Best Original Song. As an actor, Lemmons appeared in 

such notable films as Jonathan Demme’s Silence of the 

Lambs, John Woo’s Hard Target, and Spike Lee’s School 

Daze. Lemmons has worked extensively as a mentor and 

educator, and currently serves as an Arts Professor in the 

Graduate Film Department at New York University’s Tisch 

School of the Arts. Lemmons recently added librettist 

to her formidable body of work with her featured libretto 

in the operatic adaptation of Charles Blow’s New York 

Times bestselling memoir, Fire Shut Up in My Bones, 

written by Academy-Award nominated composer Terence 

Blanchard for the Opera Theatre of Saint Louis. Fire 

Shut Up in My Bones will open The Metropolitan Opera 

2021-22 season, making history as the first opera by a 

Black composer to appear on the Met stage. Lemmons 

is currently adapting and directing Maaza Mengiste’s 

novel The Shadow King for the big screen with Atlas 

Entertainment producing.

9

Kasi Lemmons

ACCOLADES

LFS GRADUATION 2021

BIO

WRITER/DIRECTOR/ACTOR
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Marianne Jean-Baptiste is an award-winning 
actor, director, writer, and composer, known for 
Without a Trace, Secrets & Lies and Spy Game.

IN FABRIC ((Sheila) Rook Films (Freefire); Dir. Peter Strickland ) /  PETER RABBIT ((General Manager) Sony Animation; 

Dir. Will Gluck ) /  ALL YOU NEED IS KILL (Warner Bros; Dir. Doug Liman ) /  ROBOCOP MGM (Columbia Pictures; Dir. Jose 

Padilha ) /  WON’T BACK DOWN (20th Century Fox; Dir. Daniel Barnz ) /  VIOLET AND DAISY (GreeneStreet Films; Dir. 

Geoffrey Fletcher ) /  360 (BBC Films; Dir. Fernando Meirelles ) /  TAKERS (Screen Gems; Dir. John Lussebnhop ) /  CITY OF 

EMBER (Twentieth Century Fox; Dir. Gill Keenan ) /  JAM (Independent; Dir. Craig Searling ) /  WELCOME TO CALIFORNIA 

(Independent; Dir. Susan Traylor ) /  SPYGAME (Zaltman Films; Dir. Tony Scott ) /  DON’T EXPLAIN (Independent; Dir. 

Gordon Gavin ) /  WOMEN IN FILM (Dir. Bruce Wagner ) /  NEW YEAR’S DAY (Independent; Dir. Suri Krishnamma ) /  THE 

CELL (Newline Cinema; Dir. Tarsem Dhandwar) /  28 DAYS (Colombia Pictures; Dir. Betty Thomas ) /  A MURDER OF 

CROWS (Phoenician Films; Dir. Rowdy Herrington ) /  24 HOUR WOMAN (Artisan Entertainment; Dir. Nancy Savoca ) /  

NOWHERE TO GO (Oasis Pictures; Dir. John Caire ) /  HOW TO MAKE THE CRUELES MONTH (Magnet Productions; Dir. 

Kip Konig MR. ) /  JEALOUSY (Castleberg Productions; Dir. Noah Baumbach ) /  SECRETS AND LIES (October Films; Dir. 

Mike Leigh 1997; Academy Award Nominee, Best Supporting Actress 1997/6 Golden Globe Nominee, Best Supporting 

Actress 1996 BAFTA Nominee, Best Supporting Actress 1996 Winner for Best Film and Best Director, Cannes Palme D’Or 

and Los Angeles Film Critics Awards ) /  LONDON KILLS ME  (Working Title; Dir. Hanif Kureishi) 

Marianne was most recently in cinemas leading Peter 

Strickland’s new feature In Fabric. Recent credits 

include Netflix show, Soundtrack, and hit Amazon show 

Homecoming, opposite Julia Roberts, based on the hit 

podcast. She gained international acclaim following the 

success for Mike Leigh’s social drama Secrets & Lies, 

for which she received acclaim and earned nominations 

for the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor, the 

Golden Globe and BAFTA Award in the same category.  

As writer and composer, Jean-Baptiste recorded an 

album of jazz songs and composed the musical score 

for Leigh’s 1997 film Career Girls. As an actor, Jean-

Baptiste has starred in many tv series and films such 

as Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan, Without a Trace, Blindspot, 

Homecoming, Broadchurch, Edge of Tomorrow, Spy 

Game and Robocop. Jean-Baptiste was praised for 

her stage performance in the 2013 National Theatre 

production of James Baldwin’s play The Amen 

Corner, directed by Rufus Norris.

11

Marianne Jean-Baptiste

ACCOLADES

LFS GRADUATION 2021

BIO

ACTOR/WRITER



Filipiñana
Manuel, Rafael (Director)

A Firecracker Story
Hao, Zhizi (Director)

The Lost Scot
Cornwall, Julien (Director)

Aurora
Panto, Nadjana Nerina (Director)
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Caravan
Anderson, Micheal William (Director)
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The Graduate Showcase is an opportunity for us to showcase 
the outstanding work of our talented filmmakers, each having 
evolved and refined their practice throughout two particularly 
challenging years on the MA Filmmaking programme.

This year those challenges have been magnified 

exponentially with the global spread of COVID-19 first

shuttering and then problematising continuing film 

production in countries around the world. Some

graduates have simply had no option but to delay shoots, 

often for considerable lengths of time, while

others have found ways to work within these new and 

unfamiliar restrictions and still produce works of

outstanding depth and quality. It is yet again testament to 

their ingenuity, creativity and talent that they

have done so. In a time when we crave connection to our 

friends, family, loved ones, to each other and

our common humanity, their work speaks to that, 

reflecting back at us those precious ties that so bind us

together, for good or ill, and now more than ever we 

remember, recognise and reaffirm.

London Film School is an incredibly diverse and inclusive 

environment. We are an international school; a fiercely 

creative, proudly multilingual, multi-modal, and multi-

cultural community. We welcome filmmakers of all shapes 

and sizes, all colours and creeds. While our students are 

forced to challenge their assumptions, to constantly 

interrogate and shape their practices, conventions and 

ideas about cinema, we believe each and every one of our 

students also contribute something of their own to LFS: 

rich, vibrant backgrounds and cultures from across the 

world. Each student is empowered to grow in their craft, 

their ability as storytellers, interpreters of our common 

humanity, in all its wondrous frailty.

It is in their ability to synthesise this communality and 

difference, using it to augment and hone their own

singular creative, technical, and cultural focus, that 

creates a peculiar alchemy at LFS, from which innovative, 

often ground-breaking, always original work is produced. 

This is spectacularly self-evident in these graduation 

films, which we celebrate with genuine admiration at this 

annual showcase.

We are immensely proud of our graduates, for what 

they have achieved already and what they will go on to 

achieve. We commend them to the film industry and wish 

them well, confident in the knowledge that they have 

the courage, creativity, independent thought, acuity of 

vision, and strength of heart to continue making films and 

programmes with real, lasting significance to our shared 

global film culture.

Femi Kolade

Head of Studies

15

MA 
Filmmaking
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GRADUATION 2021 Graduates [A-Z]

Anderson, William Michael
Boykov Kotzev, Vassil
Buncelmans, Joanns 
Cornwall, Julien 
D’Adesky, Chelsey 
D’Alverny, Servane
Ferguson, Brianna 
Harrison, Alexander 
Hughes, Anthony 
Howe, Luke Samuel
Haimovici, Shira 
Helbling, Simon 
Hong, Xinyi 
Hao, Zhizi 
Kumar, Rochna 
Lamprecht, Natalie
Lin, Shijun 
Liang, Naixin
McFarland, Sam T. 
Manuel, Rafael 
Montague, Andrew Paul 
MaMa, Guyuan

Maziere, Paul
Manjuvil, Shyam
Méder, Támas Apor
Ng, ET
Nobre, Gabriela Nemésio
de Oliveira, Vasco 
Pantò, Nadjana Nerina 
Pensa, Prospero 
Patricia, Xenia
Ribeiro, Gonçalo
Robinson, Nailah
Rudiman, Adriano
Sequeira, Antonio
Song, Junyi 
Sordi, Ludovica
Shears, Molly
Tennant, Flora
Trotter, Scott
Vorotniuk, Anastasiia
Wang, Zhiyi
Zhou, Jiahong
Zhang, Hui
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William Anderson is an American filmmaker born in Los Angeles, CA. He was 

the recipient of Panavision’s ‘New Filmmaker’ program. With their support, he 

made his directorial debut The Face of Marty Gleason. The project featured 

industry heavyweights such as Chayse Irvin (BlackKklansmen, Beyonce’s 

Lemonade) and John Kapelos (The Breakfast Club). It would go on to be a 

finalist at the USA Film Festival. His films have since been Officially Selected 

by Academy-qualifying HollyShorts, LA Shorts Fest, Lucerne Int’l Film Festival, 

The Alexander Trauner Art & Film Festival, and many more. In January 2020, 

William earned his MA in Filmmaking from London Film School.
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BIOCOHORT

192

William Michael
Anderson

DIRECTOR USA

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Los Angeles native William Michael Anderson has been committed to 

narrative storytelling for over a decade. His films have been programmed by 

Academy and BAFTA-qualifying festivals and have been showcased around 

the world. With a passion for celluloid, he has made three films on 35mm, 

over a half dozen on 16mm, as well as a documentary about film preservation. 

Caravan, his graduation film, is a culmination of the knowledge he has gained 

through on-set production, course work, film history, and his own personal 

journey. He is currently developing his first feature and aims to continue to 

push barriers and challenge the status quo.

WILLIAM MICHAEL ANDERSON FILMS

2020 · Short · 15:40 mins

2020 · Short · 14:01 mins

Chi Chi

Patriot Day

Caravan
2020 · Short · 13:31 mins

Essex, present day. Hugh Millais (Joerg Stadler) is a middle-aged farmhand who 

finds himself caught amidst a flurry of accusations sparked by an encounter 

with two young boys near his caravan. These allegations caused him to lose his 

job and get banned from the local pub. In a desperate plea to clear his name, 

he confronts their mother (Madeleine Dunbar) to find out the source of these 

rumours.

OTHER FILM CREDITS

19

https://www.instagram.com/wmafilms/
https://vimeo.com/user2665893


Vassil Kotzev is a London-based filmmaker, writer, director, producer, and 

editor with an MA in Filmmaking from London Film School and a BA in Film 

Studies from the University of Kent.

Having finished several internships at the Nu Boyana Film Studios, Vassil 

acquired new skills that allowed him to amass a varied experience within the 

entertainment industry. He has been a production assistant in a multitude 

of projects, from feature films and television dramas to music videos and 

commercials.

Further to this, Vassil was awarded a Fulbright Graduate Scholarship, as well 

as the Thanks To Scandinavia bursary to study in the United States of America, 

before he returned to the UK upon his acceptance to London Film School.

Currently, Vassil is not only searching for his next steps in the entertainment 

industry but also working on and developing his next projects.

20
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Vassil
Boykov Kotzev

DIRECTOR BULGARIA

VASSIL BOYKOV KOTZEV FILMS

2020 · Short · 16:11 mins

Aurora

Greg is Dead
2020 · Short · 17:36 mins 

Greg is an ordinary pick pocket. Having run away from his family at a young 

age he has turned to a life of isolation and thievery. But, after one of his 

pickpocketing victims punches Greg and kills him, Greg finds out that the 

afterlife is not the eternal peace he had hoped for. Greg must confront the 

consequences of his choices which leads him to a desire of returning to the 

realm of the living to prevent further harm to his family.

OTHER FILM CREDITS

21

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm7392667/
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Joanns
Buncelmans

DIRECTOR UK / LATVIA

JOANNS BUNCELMANS FILMS

Proschay
2020 · Short · 13:27 mins

A Latvian soldier presumed dead during World War 2 returns home to pick up 

his life ten years later, only to find his wife married to another man.

23

https://www.instagram.com/ioannman/
https://www.movingimageeurope.co.uk/


Julien is a London-based filmmaker with a Law degree from Bristol University 

and an MA in Filmmaking from London Film School. He is an Oscar- and BAFTA-

qualifying Producer for the short films The Beast (2020), Moshe & Amira (2020) 

and Dogeater (2019). When he is not writing screenplays in dark comedy and 

drama, he produces music videos for Head & Wrecker Productions, working 

with labels such as Sony EMI, Dirty Hit & Chess Club. His latest short film The 

Lost Scot (2020) won The Best Student Film at The British Independent Film 

Festival and was nominated for Best Directing from Directors UK – he has just 

finished writing a first draft feature adaption.

24
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Julien
Cornwall

DIRECTOR UK

OTHER FILM CREDITSJULIEN CORNWALL FILMS

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Like most artists, Julien is motivated by his reflection in the mirror, which 

continually changes with every brush of hair as his hairline continues to 

recede. He currently resembles James Mcavoy but is looking forward to 

looking like Dwayne Johnson. His goals for the future are to develop and 

write a TV pilot and bible to pitch to executives, as well as finding work in 

development to simply pitch to his boss.

The Lost Scot
2020 · Short · 14:30 mins 

After a clay shoot goes wrong, a miserable cynic, an alcoholic and an 

accountant find themselves lost in the Scottish Moorlands with the body of a 

gamekeeper.

2019 · Short · 14:53 mins

2020 · Short · 13:35 mins

2020 · Short · 15:59 mins

2020 · Short · 12:48 mins

2020 · Short · 14:16 mins

2020 · Short · 18:50 mins

A Beautiful and Violent Place

The Beast

My Mum’s Letters

Shoegazing

Brave

Joseph Turns 42 or The 
Inconsistency of Wonders

25

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm8188628/
https://www.juliencornwall.com/
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Chelsey
D’Adesky

DIRECTOR USA

Chelsey D’adesky is a director, writer, producer, and production designer 

currently based in Los Angeles. After studying broadcast journalism at the 

George Washington University in DC, she started working as a producer at one 

of the leading global advertising agencies in New York City. During her time at 

Publicis NY, she produced broadcast, online, and radio commercials for the 

agency’s clients, such as Citibank, Cadillac, P&G, Crest, Garnier, Lancôme, 

Matrix, and many more. Eventually, she began directing spots through said 

agency, before deciding to shift gears and go to London Film School to earn 

her master’s degree in Filmmaking. While in film school, Chelsey wrote and 

directed several short films that played in festivals around the world, and 

further worked as a producer and production designer on other major projects. 

Once completing her degree, she moved to Los Angeles to continue working in 

narrative film, music videos, and commercials.

MA FILMMAKING

OTHER FILM CREDITSCHELSEY D’ADESKY FILMS

Chi Chi
2020 · Short · 15:40 mins 

Chi Chi is a twisted coming of age journey exploring the ramifications of losing 

control in the lush, vibrant, tropical Miami environment. Inspired by a true story, 

the film takes place in 1984 and follows ava, a young, naïve student living under 

her father’s watchful eye, as she meets a smooth-talking, wealthy man and gets 

swept into a world of excess, luxury, drugs, and partying. Ultimately, Ava has to 

choose between loyalty and self-preservation.

2020 · Short · 13:31 mins

2020 · Short · 14:01 mins

Caravan

Patriot Day

27

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm9246464/


Servane d’Alverny is a film director born in 1995 in Paris. She studied theatre, 

art history, and fine arts in Paris and filmmaking at London Film School where 

she directed several short films. Shoegazing is her thesis film that she directed 

in south-eastern France. Shot on 16mm, it tells the story of five girls on a road 

trip in a world on fire.
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Servane
D’Alverny

DIRECTOR FRANCE

OTHER FILM CREDITSSERVANE D’ALVERNY FILMS

Shoegazing
2020 · Short · 12:48 mins

On the road in a world on fire, Gabrielle would rather isolate herself than having 

to confront the journey.

2019 · Short · 14:53 mins

2020 · Short · 16:12 mins

2020 · Short · 15:25 mins

2020 · Short · 15:30 mins

2020 · Short · 14:30 mins

A Beautiful and Violent Place

Me, My Germs and James

Middle of Nowhere

Summer Shade

The Lost Scot

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Servane d’Alverny was born in 1995 in Paris where she studied drawing, 

fine arts, and performance arts before entering London Film Schoolmaster 

in filmmaking. She draws her inspiration from the Mediterranean coast, 

Wenders, Varda, Schiele, and her grandmothers. Her work focuses on 

movements of bodies and landscapes, and the relationship between 

emotions, memories, and the texture of reality. She has several projects in 

development including a feature road movie based on her graduation piece, 

a short set in the lost villages of the Gard region, and an experimental film on 

trees.

29

https://www.instagram.com/servanealv/
https://www.servanedalverny.com/
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Brianna
Ferguson

PRODUCER AUSTRALIA

Brianna is an award-winning Australian Producer based in London. Her passion 

for filmmaking began at 16 when she produced her first short film, which went 

on for official selection at NFFTY and New York Int’l Children’s Film Festival. 

She is the founder of the production company Bee Frank Productions. She has 

experience producing for stage, documentary/fiction shorts, and music videos. 

Her graduation film The Weight of the Land was a complex international shoot 

in the Swiss Mountains, involving car rigs, animals, and challenging climates. 

Her latest project The Apostate is a satirical black comedy exploring the 

competitive nature surrounding the NHS Thursday clap for key workers during 

lockdown, shot in Autumn 2020 while observing Covid-19 protocols.

MA FILMMAKING

OTHER FILM CREDITSCHELSEY D’ADESKY FILMS

2020 · Short · 17:45 mins

2020 · Short · 19:50 mins

My Other Suit is Human

The Weight of the Land

Brianna is passionate about telling the stories of those who are otherwise 

unable. With a focus on minority groups and under-representation on screen, 

this was the focal point of her final graduation piece The Weight of the Land, 

which she also co-wrote. She wishes to pursue a future filmmaking career 

exploring stories that she can connect with and she firmly believes in the 

power of filmmaking as a transformative medium for change. As a creative 

producer, she enjoys all stages of the filmmaking process and can be relied on 

to facilitate any production requirement, no matter how complex, in a diverse 

range of settings.

GRADUATE STATEMENT
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https://vimeo.com/483166925
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DIRECTOR UK

MA FILMMAKING

OTHER FILM CREDITSALEXANDER HARRISON FILMS

Alex was awarded a full scholarship for London Film School’s MA Filmmaking 

program. After developing an interest in film production, he shot his first 

feature film as director of photography at age 22, and since then has ten more 

feature-length titles under his belt.

As well as feature film work, Alex has amassed an impressive amount of 

commercial and music promo work with well-known artists and brands, 

including; The Rizzle Kicks, Fat Boy Slim, Chris Gayle, Doctor and The Medics, 

Jules Holland, Krafty Kuts, UB40, Yamaha, Microsoft, and The Guinness Book of 

World Records. For his LFS graduation film, Alex shot a proof of concept short 

titled All My Love, based on one of the features he’s written.

All My Love
2020 · Short · 25:14 mins 

Since discovering her husband, Rick Spector, is cheating on her, Joanna 

befriends his mistress. Using the false persona of ‘Ava Danvers’, Joanna creates 

an ‘accidental’ meet in which she appears before, young singer, Carlotta Valdes, 

as a bored mother of two. The two women seem to enjoy each other’s company 

and become close. When Carlotta becomes pregnant with Rick’s child, who’s 

there to offer her advice and support? None other than Ava.

Alex is looking for All My Love to be his feature film directorial debut. 

Alongside feature films, Alex has an interest in television commercials and is 

actively looking for an agency to collaborate with. The idea of telling a story 

in 30 seconds, with no fat and no room for error, is exhilarating. Believing 

that the discipline of commercials will only help further hone his story-telling 

techniques, Alex hopes to create new and innovative work in both mediums, 

which appeal to a global audience.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

2020 · Short · 17:36 mins

2020 · Short · 23:22 mins

Greg is Dead

The Cow of Fire
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https://www.imdb.com/name/nm3061103/
https://alexharrisonfilms.com/


Anthony Hughes is a London born and based filmmaker. Captivated by the 

medium of film and its capacity for storytelling from an early age, he has an 

interest in narrative and experimental filmmaking. Having graduated from 

London South Bank University with a 1st Class Honours BA in Digital Film & 

Video via Scholarship, he then attended London Film School where he received 

the Creative Skillset Bursary. Using this opportunity, Anthony was able to work 

on projects both domestic and international in a variety of roles, ultimately 

deciding to specialise in Cinematography and Lighting.
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Anthony
Hughes
CINEMATOGRAPHER UK

OTHER FILM CREDITSANTHONY HUGHES FILMS

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Having graduated from London Film School as a Cinematographer and 

deciding to focus within the electrical department, Anthony has begun 

working as a Gaffer and Lighting Technician in the UK. Primarily working on 

music videos over the last several months, he has also worked on corporate 

and narrative projects, continuing to develop his skills and knowledge.
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https://www.imdb.com/name/nm9868039/?ref_=fn_nm_nm_15


Luke Samuel Howe is a writer, director and visual artist. He was born in 

Westport, Connecticut in September of 1993.

Growing up, he gravitated towards the visual languages of art and film, 

experimenting with a variety of mediums, from painting to sculpture to stop-

motion animation. As a teenager, he studied realist painting at his local artists’ 

guild, learning the classicist technique of the old masters. At the University 

of Southern California, he took his renderings a step further in pursuit of full-

fledged photorealism, while exploring my newfound affinity for experimental 

video and the moving image. It was here, at the nexus between art and 

storytelling, that he had finally found his medium.

Before moving to the UK to pursue his master’s in Filmmaking at the London 

Film School, Luke lived and worked in both New York and Los Angeles, holding 

a variety of positions in the worlds of film, theatre, television, and commercial 

video.

Luke has earned recognition from over a dozen international screenwriting 

competitions and film festivals and has received numerous accolades for his 

visual art practice.
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Luke Samuel
Howe
WRITER / DIRECTOR USA

OTHER FILM CREDITSMOLLY SHEARS FILMS

The Beast
2020 · Short · 13:35 mins 

The Beast is an off-beat romantic comedy short. Inspired by the classic 

fairytale, “La Belle et la Bête”, the film is grounded in a modern-day character 

study with a satirical spin, offering a glimpse into the interior world of a 

lonesome beast as he endures a series of trials and tribulations on his search 

for love in the digital age.

2020 · Short · 14:30 mins

2020 · Short · 18:50 mins

The Lost Scot

Joseph Turns 42 or The 
Inconsistency of Wonders
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https://www.imdb.com/name/nm8882816/
https://www.lukehowe.net/


Shira Haimovici is writer-director-designer born and raised in Tel Aviv. Before 

starting her studies at London Film School, Shira served as a film editor and 

graphic designer in the Israel Defence Forces’ intelligence unit. During her 

service, she directed, wrote, and produced independent short film and music 

videos back in her hometown. Before her service, Shira studied film at The Tel 

Aviv Municipal High School of The Arts. Her pitching for her graduation film 

there, The History of Loneliness won the second prize in Israel’s Youth pitching 

contest. During her studies at London Film School, Shira wrote and directed 

five films: Summer Shade (Grad, 2019), Artificial Bid (Term 5, 2018), The Ghost 

I’m in Love With (Term 3, 2018), The Launderette of Salvation (Term 2, 2017) and 

Exposed (Term 1, 2017). Shira has shown her film in festivals around the world 

and won a couple of awards.
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Shira
Haimovici

DIRECTOR ISRAEL

SHIRA HAIMOVICI FILMS

Summer Shade
2020 · Short · 15:30 mins 

Exploring true events of women discrimination that happened in Israel, 

“Summer Shade” offers a slice-of-life insight into an Israeli summer day. Gal, a 

13- year-old redhead girl runs away from her older sisters, towards her favourite 

relaxing summer spot: the magical refreshing pond nearby her summer house. 

Only that shortly after her arrival, a group of ultra-orthodox Hassidic Jews 

arrive into the place and violently kick her out of there.

2020 · Short · 15:59 mins

2020 · Short · 12:48 mins

2020 · Short · 16:11 mins

My Mum’s Letters

Shoegazing

Me, My Germs and James

OTHER FILM CREDITS
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https://www.instagram.com/shirahaimovici/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm9297377/
https://vimeo.com/shirahaimovici
https://www.shirahaimovici.com/


Simon Helbling is looking in his stories for the broken promises, the 

disappointed expectations, and the breaking points of social webs. Across 

different formats like shorts, web series or commercials, his cinematic 

language stays the same: Strong compositions and a humane eye for tragedies. 

Shaping narratives of empathy and empowerment are just as much part of his 

craft as exploring new formats, designing productive ways of collaboration, 

and developing content for the next generation. The award-winning director 

lives and works in Zurich, where he is currently co-writing a feature script while 

shooting commercials and music videos.
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Simon
Helbling

DIRECTOR SWITZERLAND

SIMON HELBLING FILMS

The Weight of the Land
2020 · Short · 19:50 mins 

On a farm high in the Swiss mountains, a solitary farmer struggles to maintain 

her livelihood. Just as the possibility of breaking even appears, a phone-call 

from her estranged brother asking for her threatens to send her back into debt.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Simon Helbling is a Swiss director from St. Gallen. He started out directing 

theatre at Schauspielhaus Zürich, Rote Fabriket al. In 2009 he directed his 

first short ‘Retour.’ Since then, he has worked across short film, music video 

and commercial formats. He has graduated from London Film School with an 

MA in Filmmaking.

OTHER FILM CREDITS
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https://www.imdb.com/name/nm10196049/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1
http://www.simonhelbling.ch/


Xinyi Hong (Rin) is a Chinese director based in London. She is especially 

interested in realism cinema after two year’s study in London Film School. 

Directing will be amongst the most exciting things in her world. Her graduation 

film, Flee, represents her filmmaking style. Xinyi (Rin) is also interested in 

cinematography and scriptwriting, as well as assistant directing.
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Xinyi
Hong

DIRECTOR CHINA

XINYI HONG FILMS

Flee
2020 · Short · 22:12 mins 

Lin is an eight-year-old girl who faces the divorce of her parents. She lives with 

her grandma after her parents decided to be separated. Lin is forbidden to 

contacting her mother. This little girl suffers from the loneliness. she misses 

her mother a lot. One night, she decides to flee. She goes a long way from the 

countryside to the city, to find her mum. The journey of her didn’t bring her the 

answer to her life. After all, Life has no definite answers.

OTHER FILM CREDITS
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2020 · Short · 20:27 mins

2020 · Short · 11:08 mins

A Firecracker Story

On A Gentle Night

https://www.instagram.com/flee_film/


Zhizi Hao is a BAFTA China-UK scholarship recipient who is graduating from 

London Film School. Here, he has developed his skills as a director, whilst 

exploring other fields in filmmaking, such as cinematography and sound. As a 

storyteller, Hao is most interested in exploring (cultural/sexual/racial) identity, 

desire, and the miscommunication amongst people in our world, in an utterly 

realistic way. His works have been included in various film festivals, including 

the London Short Film Festival, Scottish Queer Film Festival, and BFI Future 

Film Festival.
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Zhizi
Hao

DIRECTOR CHINA

ZHIZI HAO FILMS

A Firecracker Story
2020 · Short · 20:27 mins 

On the Chinese New Year’s Eve, an 8-year-old boy, Dian Dian sets out his 

journey, searching for fireworks. Through his eyes, we see how different people 

are adapting their traditions under the new regulations, and how Dian finds 

what he’s looking for, though not what he expected.

OTHER FILM CREDITS
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2020 · Short · 17:42 mins

2020 · Short · 22:12 mins

2020 · Short · 19:48 mins

2020 · Short · 13:31 mins

Macchiato

Flee

Garças

Caravan

http://instagram.com/haochonger
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm9799366/
https://vimeo.com/haochonger
https://haozhizi.com/


Rochna Kumar is a writer, director and producer based in Lucknow, India. She 

completed her Masters in Filmmaking from London Film School in 2020. After 

completion of her bachelor’s from St. Xavier’s College, Bombay in 2015, she 

worked for UNICEF prior to her stint at London Film School.

During her time in London Film School and after, she has worked on multiple 

short film projects in various departments to enrich overall experience 

in filmmaking. She is passionate about looking for potent nodes in the 

interconnected web of superstition, modernity, religion and nature-culture 

continuum.
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Rochna
Kumar

DIRECTOR INDIA

OTHER FILM CREDITSROCHNA KUMAR FILMS

Odh Gohri
2020 · Short · 16:06 mins

Dulari lives her life through the choices of a patriarchal society. She suffers 

at the hands of her own people as they consider her to be an incarnation of 

evil-witch.
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https://m.imdb.com/name/nm9639446/?ref_=m_nmfm_nm
https://vimeo.com/rochna


What better way than to celebrate the beauty of life, with all its glorious 

triumphs and heart-breaking tragedies, than through the magnificent art of 

film? This passion of Natalie’s has led her on a journey of studying at the New 

York Film Academy in Los Angeles, the SAE film school in Zürich, and now 

finally at London Film School, where she now completes her master’s degree 

in Filmmaking. Her greatest joys in this journey have been the people she 

has met along the way and the privilege of celebrating life together through 

the perspective of the lens. As John Henry Richardson, a former teacher and 

an actor in this graduation piece puts it: “Everything’s a movie.” I’m looking 

forward to many more.
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Natalie
Lamprecht

DIRECTOR SWITZERLAND

OTHER FILM CREDITSPAUL MAZIERE FILMS
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https://www.imdb.com/name/nm6593278/


Shijun is a director and producer. He was born in November 1993 in Fuzhou, 

China. He was raised in a doctor/engineer family. After graduating with a 

degree in film from Nanjing Arts University, he went to London Film School. 

His films are about the lives around him. He is doing military documentary and 

independent film pitching in China.
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Shijun
Lin
DIRECTOR/PRODUCER CHINA

SHIJUN LIN FILMS

Dr. Alright
2020 · Short · 17:22 mins 

Rui witnessed his father stop his mother’s treatment and lead her to death. 

Years later, Rui becomes a doctor, and be famous for not giving up treatment. 

When his father suffered from the illness, during the treatment he gradually 

understand and make peace with his father and himself.

2020 · Short · 11:08 mins

On A Gentle Night

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Shijun is a young filmmaker who has an interest in discussing people’s lives 

in a cross-culture environment. His films are outstanding and achieve subtle 

feelings, and he is good at controlling pace and digging the inner status of 

characters. What is more, his films always have a strength underneath all the 

characters, in his aspect, keeping what the characters believe, show how they 

hold on to be themselves has more dramatic power than other stories. In the 

future, he will keep making films about the people’s lives, the phenomenon of 

the society and the stories that would inspire people to be strong.

OTHER FILM CREDITS
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https://www.imdb.com/name/nm9800737/


Naixin Laing is a producer from Shanghai and started her producing 

career in 2013. She has been involved in several projects, including a web 

series, five feature films, three short films, and more than forty commercial 

advertisements, as the producer or line producer. She is familiar with producing 

in several countries, such as China, Japan, and the UK.
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Naixin
Liang

PRODUCER CHINA

NAIXIN LIANG FILMS

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Naixin is a producer with over seven years’ experience in the industry, which 

means she has an open mind to working with various styles of different 

directors. She would like to use her producing and directing experience 

to work with directors exploring themes about humanity, emotion, and 

relationships. Naixin is hoping to take her career to the next level, thanks to 

the solid filmmaking knowledge she has gained in London Film School, and 

has particular interest in creating new media content, such as web series or 

web films soon.

OTHER FILM CREDITS
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Flee
2020 · Short · 22:12 mins 

Lin is an eight-year-old girl who faces the divorce of her parents. She lives with 

her grandma after her parents decided to be separated. Lin is forbidden to 

contacting her mother. This little girl suffers from the loneliness. she misses 

her mother a lot. One night, she decides to flee. She goes a long way from the 

countryside to the city, to find her mum. The journey of her didn’t bring her the 

answer to her life. After all, Life has no definite answers.

2020 · Short · 20:27 mins

2020 · Short · 18:54

A Firecracker Story

Goodnight Stargazer
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Sam T.
McFarland

DIRECTOR USA

MA FILMMAKING

OTHER FILM CREDITSSAM T. MCFARLAND FILMS

Sam was born to two writers, outside of Boston. He went to the same high 

school as Ben Affleck, Casey Affleck, and Matt Damon, but he’s never met any 

of them. Sam is writing this biography in a café in London but is moving to teach 

film in Dharamshala.

A Beautiful and Violent Place
2019 · Short · 14:53 mins 

In this Neo-American western, Joel returns home to avenge the death of his first 

love. Searching for retribution in the decaying landscape of his childhood, he 

soon learns that closure cannot be found through acts of violence.

2020 · Short · 15:25 mins

2020 · Short · 16:06 mins

Middle of Nowhere

Odh Gohri
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https://www.instagram.com/samtmc/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm4010940/
https://vimeo.com/samueltmcfarland
https://www.samtmcfarland.com/
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Manuel

DIRECTOR PHILIPPINES

MA FILMMAKING57

OTHER FILM CREDITSRAFAEL MANUEL FILMS

Rafael Manuel is a Filipino filmmaker, currently based in London. His 

foundations are in philosophy and visual communications, which he studied at 

the Ateneo de Manila University. Before moving into film, Rafael was a creative 

director for Saatchi & Saatchi and TBWA in the Philippines.

At London Film School, Rafael wrote and directed several short films including 

Sadie Makes a Baby (short, 16mm), and Dogeater (short, 35mm), which have 

been screened at numerous film festivals around Europe and Asia. His latest 

short film, Filipiñana, won the Silver Bear Jury Prize at the 70th Berlinale 

International Film Festival, the Loup Argenté for Best International Short Film 

at the 49th Festival de Nouveau Cinema, and both the Grand Prix & Best British 

Short Film at Encounters 2020. He is currently developing his debut feature 

project at the Cannes Cinéfondation La Residence.

Along with Naomi Pacifique, Rafael is the co-founder of Idle Eyes Productions – 

a London-based artist collective in the audio-visual field.

Filipiñana
2020 · Short · 23:59 mins 

Isabel’s is a tee-girl, she spends the whole day teeing up golf balls for golfers 

to hit.

2020 · Short · 16:12 mins

2020 · Short · 13:31 mins

2020 · Short · 28:02 mins

2020 · Short · 11:08 mins

Me, My Germs and James

Caravan

Bara Din

On A Gentle Night

https://www.instagram.com/ram_endoza/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm9801540/
https://vimeo.com/rafaelmanuel
https://www.rafaelmanuel.com/
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Andrew Paul
Montague

DIRECTOR IRELAND

MA FILMMAKING

OTHER FILM CREDITSANDREW PAUL MONTAGUE FILMS

Andrew is an Irish award-winning writer and director, who previously worked as 

an actor on stage and screen before turning his attention behind the camera. 

Andrew studied for his MA in Filmmaking at the renowned London Film School. 

Andrew’s films have screened internationally at festivals in the US in Chicago 

and Los Angeles and also in London, UK and Ireland. Andrew was chosen for 

the inaugural BECTU industry mentorship, and his script for My Other Suit 

Is Human won the Genera Films award. My Other Suit Is Human is Andrew’s 

graduation film from London Film School.

My Other Suit is Human
2020 · Short · 17:45 mins 

Zoe, grieving for her deceased child, has become distant from her emotionally 

unavailable husband, who buries himself in his work. Forced to deal with her 

grief alone, she seeks refuge in the form of a homemade robot suit. Slowly, she 

starts to rediscover herself and her marriage.

Andrew Paul Montague’s interests within film involve looking at relationships 

and exploring the human condition, often with a twist of fantasy to serve as 

an allegory for the theme of the film. Primarily working with an observational 

point of view as a filming technique, Andrew likes to work closely with the 

Director of Photography to achieve the look and feel of the film he’s working on 

as well as having a very active hand in other aspects of production especially 

production design. Andrew is interested in developing further his slate of 

narrative feature and short films, while also venturing further into directing 

music videos and commercials that carry his distinctive voice and point of 

view.

GRADUATE STATEMENT
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https://www.instagram.com/andrewmont7/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm4063146/
https://www.andrewpaulmontague.com/


Guyuan Ma, a Chinese director and scriptwriter who graduated from London 

Film School. Her short film INK was selected by the Chinese Young Generation 

Film Forum and Hong Kong International Youth Film Festival.
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Guyuan
Ma
DIRECTOR / CINEMATOGRAPHER CHINA

OTHER FILM CREDITSGUYUAN MA FILMS

Guyuan Ma devotes herself to exhuming stories of Chinese female, lower 

class and the neglected groups of people, and making them more visible and 

respected. As a big fan of Béla Tarr and Kiewslowski, she is learning to tell 

these personal stories with more universal life experiences and philosophy. As 

a sensitive director, she is good at capturing very subtle emotions; as a big fan 

of Zhang Lv, she hopes to write poetry with image; in the meantime, as a DP, 

she wants to convey an eastern aesthetics. Her lifetime goal is to make a film 

as concise and deep as The Turin Horse.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Asian Brass
2020 · Short · 23:52 mins 

Ping Li, a high school teacher, is as insignificant as a screw in the huge 

repressive teaching machine. Daily wars with the so-called “bad student” make 

her feel absurd.

2020 · Short · 16:12 mins

2020 · Short · 11:08 mins

2020 · Short · 17:22 mins

2020 · Short · 20:27 mins

Me, My Germs and James

On A Gentle Night

Dr. Alright

A Firecracker Story
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https://www.imdb.com/name/nm9834351/


Paul is a French, London-based filmmaker, and a recent graduate from London 

Film School. With a background in economics, mathematics, philosophy, and 

psychology, Paul has worked as a cinematographer on The Lost Scot (Directed 

by fellow student Julien Cornwall) which was nominated for an award by the 

Society of British Cinematographer, wrote and directed Joseph Turns 42 (Or 

the Inconsistency of Wonders) and produced several other short films. As a 

director, Paul explores relationships and personal conflicts in an analytic with 

hints of comedy.
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Paul
Maziere
DIRECTOR / CINEMATOGRAPHER FRANCE

OTHER FILM CREDITSPAUL MAZIERE FILMS

Joseph Turns 42 or  
The Inconsistency of Wonders
2020 · Short · 18:50 mins

A disillusioned daydreamer vacationing on the Côte d’Azur decides to 

embrace every weird and wonderful adventure that comes his way.

2020 · Short · 13:35 mins

2020 · Short · 14:30 mins

The Beast

The Lost Scot
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https://www.instagram.com/mazierep/?hl=fr
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm9164598/


Shyam Manjuvil is a multi-talented filmmaker from India who can direct, edit, 

produce, camera operate, focus pull, and gaffer. But he is more passionate 

about cinematography and focuses on creating a unique world for his audience.

With a sound knowledge in photography from his father who taught him as 

a child with his 35mm Nikon FM2, Shyam’s debut as a cinematographer for 

a horror short film called Switch in his final year of college which, critically 

acclaimed by the jury for its compelling visuals for a low budget film.

After completing his B.Arch in Architecture at NIT Trichy, India and having 

worked for a year in events, Shyam joined London Film School to fulfil his 

passion for filmmaking. This transition enabled him to work on various film sets 

across the globe and gain immense experience in a short period of time.

Shyam joined London Film School to learn more about the technical aspects of 

filmmaking. He currently freelances as a cinematographer and editor for any 

location around the world whilst building his own ideas for personal projects.
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Shyam
Manjuvil
DIRECTOR / CINEMATOGRAPHER INDIA

SHYAM MANJUVIL FILMS

Cabbie
2020 · Short · 12:40 mins 

Lust for revenge and regret intertwine in a female-led thriller where the hunter, 

cab driver Alex Baumann, becomes the prey of his passenger, influential 

businessman’s fiancée and Dr Sara Karim.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Shyam is passionate about telling stories that inspire, promote healing and 

connect us as human beings.

2020 · Short · 23:59 mins

2020 · Short · 16:06 mins

Filipiñana

Odh Gohri

OTHER FILM CREDITS
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https://www.instagram.com/le_shyam/?hl=en
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm9475576/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1


Támas Méder is a Transylvanian cinematographer based in London. After 

studying filmmaking at Romania and Denmark, he decided to continue his 

studies at London Film School. He has recently won the BSC Short Film 

Competition student award for Summer Shade and is competing at the 

Camerimage 2020 Film Festival with the same film. During the last two years, 

he has been fortunate enough to shoot narrative short films, commercials, and 

fashion films on 3 continents, from Los Angeles to Tel-Aviv. Tamas recently 

finished shooting his first feature film with director Joshy Lee and continues to 

pursue his dream of becoming a valued cinematographer.
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Támas Apor
Méder
CINEMATOGRAPHER HUNGARY / ROMANIA

TÁMAS APOR MÉDER FILMS

Summer Shade
2020 · Short · 15:30 mins 

Exploring true events of women discrimination that happened in Israel, 

“Summer Shade” offers a slice-of-life insight into an Israeli summer day. Gal, a 

13- year-old redhead girl runs away from her older sisters, towards her favourite 

relaxing summer spot: the magical refreshing pond nearby her summer house. 

Only that shortly after her arrival, a group of ultra-orthodox Hassidic Jews 

arrive into the place and violently kick her out of there.

Middle of Nowhere
2020 · Short · 15:25 mins 

After the sudden death of her older brother, Dezzy spends her summer break 

encountering mysterious creatures, including a doormat-stealing cousin and a 

beast in the woods.

A Beautiful and Violent Place
2019 · Short · 14:53 mins 

In this Neo-American western, Joel returns home to avenge the death of his first 

love. Searching for retribution in the decaying landscape of his childhood, he 

soon learns that closure cannot be found through acts of violence.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Támas Méder is a cinematographer working mainly on narrative films. While 

he also enjoys working on music videos and commercials, it’s the feature films 

and short dramas where he feels more confident. Támas believes that we can 

never achieve perfection, and this drives him towards trying new styles and 

forms whenever he has the opportunity. Poetic experimentation that serves 

the story has a key position in his work. New challenges drive him forward 

and he hopes to try many new things along the way. Támas is also researching 

ways he can reduce his carbon footprint as a cinematographer and how he can 

help transform his beloved industry to become more carbon neutral.

2020 · Short · 16:11 mins

2020 · Short · 12:48 mins

2020 · Short · 13:35 mins

Me, My Germs and James

Shoegazing

The Beast

OTHER FILM CREDITS
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http://www.tamasmeder.com/
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ET
Ng
CINEMATOGRAPHER SINGAPORE

ET Ng is keen to collaborate with like-minded people to explore different 

facets of cinema and storytelling.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

ET Ng is a Singaporean filmmaker based in London, UK.

OTHER FILM CREDITS

2020 · Short · 25:14 mins

2020 · Short · 13:31 mins

2020 · Short · 16:12 mins

2020 · Short · 23:59 mins

2020 · Short · 19:59 mins

2020 · Short · 17:22 mins

2020 · Short · 14:30 mins

2020 · Short · 17:45 mins

All My Love

Caravan

Me, My Germs and James

Filipiñana

WE ALL JUST WANT TO BE MAD

Dr. Alright

The Lost Scot

My Other Suit is Human

ET NG FILMS

Joseph Turns 42 or  
The Inconsistency of Wonders
2020 · Short · 18:50 mins

A disillusioned daydreamer vacationing on the Côte d’Azur decides to 

embrace every weird and wonderful adventure that comes his way.

Chi Chi
2020 · Short · 15:40 mins

Chi Chi is a twisted coming of age journey exploring the ramifications of losing 

control in the lush, vibrant, tropical Miami environment. Inspired by a true story, 

the film takes place in 1984 and follows ava, a young, naïve student living under 

her father’s watchful eye, as she meets a smooth-talking, wealthy man and gets 

swept into a world of excess, luxury, drugs, and partying. Ultimately, Ava has to 

choose between loyalty and self-preservation.
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https://www.et-ng.com/
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Gabriela Nemésio
Nobre

DIRECTOR PORTUGAL

OTHER FILM CREDITSGABRIELA NEMÉSIO NOBRE FILMS

Garças
2020 · Short · 19:48 mins 

A father, a mother and their daughter go their usual holidays at a friend’s house 

in the mountain. This serene place, where the cicadas can be heard, and the 

pool water enjoyed is disturbed when “the French people arrive” with their 

turbulence and Parisian way of life. The family starts just speaking French and 

our teenager protagonist loses her sense of balance and stability when she’s 

no longer the centre of attention for her mum. Especially now that she’s been 

through a painful nose operation.

Gabriela Nemésio Nobre is a director from Portugal, Lisbon. From a young age, 

she showed a high interest in the arts field, most specifically in filmmaking. 

She graduated from the Artistic High School António Arroio with a degree in 

Graphic Design and followed her training in History of Arts with a BA degree 

from Universidade Nova de Lisboa. During her years in university, she took 

extra classes in History of Film, Practical Filmmaking and Colonial History, 

which would prove to have an impact when developing her fictional scripts.

She interned in the National Museum of Fashion, where she catalogued 

historical pieces and organized the archives of the museum. This was extremely 

important to develop her skills as a production designer and training her eye on 

how clothes can express what the dialogue should not. From very early on she 

decided to build up her skills on the art scene before enrolling in a film school, 

that way she could have the foundations to better understand and explore 

a complex field such as filmmaking. During her weekends and holidays, she 

volunteered at different NGOs and did fieldwork in missions in Senegal, where 

she helped develop a centre for seamstresses; in Brazil, working in the slums 

educating children on sexual education; and in Portugal giving workshops at 

a social centre on personal presentation and grooming when going to work 

interviews.

Her next project, which she is currently working on, will explore the issues of 

the Portuguese colonies, the sexism and racism involved and will be shot, both 

visually and audibly, with the equipment available at the time when these events 

took place.
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https://www.gabrielanemesionobre.com/


A Portuguese filmmaker who has worked in digital and film, from fiction to 

documentary, Vasco believes that a director should be able to adapt his skills 

to each genre and film, according to what it entails. Raw emotion, working 

with actors, and using film as an insight into the ever-changing landscape of 

society’s views is what interest him more as a filmmaker. His first independent 

film was The Sin of Those Who Love Us that won 17 international awards, 

including best short and best director. He is starting a new venture with a 

production company: “Moinho – Filmes” which co-produced The Cow of Fire.
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Vasco
de Oliveira

DIRECTOR PORTUGAL

VASCO DE OLIVEIRA FILMS

The Cow of Fire
2020 · Short · 23:22 mins 

A musical that reflects the power of having a voice in a society perpetuated by 

stigmas, through a love story that unfolds against the backdrop of a court trial.

OTHER FILM CREDITS
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https://www.imdb.com/name/nm7128706/
https://vimeo.com/vascodeoliveira
https://www.moinho-filmes.com/


Nadjana Pantò is a versatile filmmaker with experience as writer, director, 

production designer, and camera operator. She studied Political Science and 

Romance Studies at the University of Freiburg. After working in publishing and 

for a political foundation, her passion for visual storytelling led her to London, 

where she graduated from London Film School in 2020 with a master’s degree 

in Filmmaking.
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Nadjana Nerina
Pantò

DIRECTOR ITALY / GERMANY

OTHER FILM CREDITSNADJANA NERINA PANTÒ FILMS

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Nadjana is a London-based Filmmaker. With an academic background in 

Literature, she previously worked in publishing before moving to London to 

pursue her MA in Filmmaking at the London Film School. While developing her 

skills as a director, Nadjana also became an enthusiast of the art department 

and camera department. Since graduating, she has been working in the 

camera department of several TV feature film productions as well as pursuing 

her career as a director. 2020 · Short · 17:36 mins

Greg is Dead

Aurora
2020 · Short · 16:11 mins

AURORA tells the story of a woman’s somnambulant journey through a 

nocturnal metropolis during which she is confronted by demons around

her and within her.
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https://www.imdb.com/name/nm9799365/
https://www.nadjanapanto.com/


Prospero Pensa is an Italian filmmaker, born in Milan in 1993. He started playing 

with cameras in high school, shooting videos for his local theatrical company’s 

“Whodunnit” shows. After his bachelor’s in modern letters, he decided to 

pursue a career in filmmaking by studying in Civica Scuola di Cinema in Milan, 

then getting his master’s at London Film School. His style uses irony as a main 

tool to tell bittersweet human stories. His interest in everyday human comedy 

comes from his observation of the neighbourhood in Milan where he grew: a 

mixed popular and bourgeois environment where conservative Catholicism and 

liberalism meet, creating a fascinating source for ideas.
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Prospero
Pensa

DIRECTOR ITALY

OTHER FILM CREDITSPROSPERO PENSA FILMS

Macchiato
2020 · Short · 17:42 mins

Piero is a long time cafè owner in Milan. One day he wakes up to a new opening 

next to his shop. Is a Chinese owned cafè. Pushed by his own fear and his 

customer’s bad influence, he gets paranoid and jealous about his rival’s 

success.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Prospero’s goal is to write and direct stories that rely on their originality and 

unique style rather than big budgets and names. Nothing is as universal as 

the simple humour behind the troubles of the human condition, and that is the 

story that Prospero wants to tell, with his own voice.
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https://linktr.ee/prosperopensa


Born in Hamburg, Germany, Xenia is now based in the UK and Switzerland. She 

studied Modern and Classical Chinese and Korean at the School of Oriental 

and African Studies before pursuing a career in filmmaking. Since then, she has 

been working as a cinematographer for fiction and documentary film, which 

has taken her all around the world to shoot. Her works have been recognized 

by numerous festivals and, most recently, one of her shorts won the Silver Bear 

in Berlin.
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Xenia
Patricia

DIRECTOR GERMANY

OTHER FILM CREDITSXENIA PATRICIA FILMS

Bara Din
2020 · Short · 28:02 mins

Inside the walls of the providence home the residents, two Sisters and 16 girls 

prepare for their annual Christmas play.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Being a cinematographer for Xenia means to constantly explore, push 

boundaries, and to immerse herself in new stories. No matter the form, fiction, 

documentary or even experimental, she enjoys delving into subject matter and 

challenging herself to come up with a visual language uniquely designed for 

the specific story.
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2020 · Short · 15:40 mins

2020 · Short · 16:12 mins

2020 · Short · 23:59 mins

2020 · Short · 19:59 mins

2020 · Short · 17:22 mins

2020 · Short · 17:45 mins

Chi Chi

Me, My Germs and James

Filipiñana

WE ALL JUST WANT TO BE MAD

Dr. Alright

My Other Suit is Human

2020 · Short · 18:50 mins

Joseph Turns 42 or The 
Inconsistency of Wonders

https://www.instagram.com/xeniaxpatricia/
https://www.xeniapatricia.com/


Gonçalo Ribeiro is a 28-year-old Portuguese writer-director. Having studied 

at the London Film School, he has directed several short films which screened 

around the world in a number of film festivals. His previous film Beach Scene 

(2017), a short dramedy shot on 16mm, was screened in over 15 venues and got 

a distribution deal in Italy.
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Gonçalo
Ribeiro

DIRECTOR PORTUGAL

OTHER FILM CREDITSGONÇALO RIBEIRO FILMS

Gonçalo Ribeiro is a Portuguese writer-director focusing on themes of 

isolation and solitude. The characters in his films often find themselves at 

odds against an entire group of people, or in dangerous predicaments where 

no one can find them. However, the role of tension in his films is in equal value 

to the role of the absurd. You will find that his films often feature scenes of 

great stress to the sound of joyful scores or love songs, or scenes of violence 

in beautiful, peaceful locations. The irony that is achieved through the 

conjugation of these two elements often ends up turning his films into satires 

or critiques on certain topics. He is currently developing a documentary about 

refugees in Lisbon while also finishing a feature screenplay and writing a TV 

series.

Brave
2020 · Short · 14:16 mins 

A couple on their way home is harassed by three strangers who won’t let them 

leave the isolated parking lot where they left their car.

2020 · Short · 16:12 mins

2020 · Short · 14:30 mins

Me, My Germs and James

The Lost Scot

GRADUATE STATEMENT
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https://www.instagram.com/goncalo.ribeiro.92/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm5086772/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1
https://vimeo.com/gmffr
https://www.goncaloribeiro.org/


Nailah Robinson is a multi-hyphenate filmmaker with a passion for 

intersectional storytelling. Originally from the D(istrict of Columbia) M(aryland) 

V(irginia) by way of North Carolina, her fervour for stories has led her all over 

the world because she believes experience and interpersonal interaction are 

the foundations for all great stories. Robinson recently completed her MA at 

London Film School, where she specialised as a writer-director and editor. 

She has a BA in Psychology from Columbia University. Her work has played 

in various festivals around the world. She is a 2020 Film Independent Project 

Involve Editing Fellow who currently resides in Los Angeles.
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Nailah
Robinson
DIRECTOR / EDITOR USA

OTHER FILM CREDITSNAILAH ROBINSON FILMS

GRADUATE STATEMENT

As a writer, director, and editor, Nailah plans to bring work to screens that 

spark conversation and showcase the talent and stories from communities 

that have long been overlooked. She currently finds the comedy space to 

be the most fruitful for her work but has worked in drama and more specific 

genres. A self-proclaimed love disseminator, she finds filmmaking to be an 

inherently political tool for changing the world and bringing humanity closer 

together because it is through storytelling that we build empathy for those 

who are different from ourselves.

2020 · Short · 15:40 mins

2020 · Short · 13:31 mins

Chi Chi

Caravan

Patriot Day
2020 · Short · 14:01 mins

As tragedy strikes down the streets in Washington DC on 9/11/2001, 11 year old, 

stoic Jamila navigates her pre-teen life and waits for her mom to come home 

from the Pentagon so that they can celebrate her birthday.
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https://www.instagram.com/simply_nai_/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm5952185/?ref_=nv_sr_srsg_0
https://www.filmindependent.org/blog/2020-project-involve-fellows-announced-short-films-available-to-watch/
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Adriano
Rudiman

DIRECTOR 

ADRIANO RUDIMAN FILMS

Goodnight Stargazer
2020 · Short · 18:54 

On their way back home, two astronauts encounter trouble with their ship. 

Depleting oxygen forces them to make the decision of who is actually going to 

survive the trip home.
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Antonio
Sequeira

DIRECTOR PORTUGAL

MA FILMMAKING

OTHER FILM CREDITSANTONIO SEQUEIRA FILMS

2020 · Short · 16:12 mins

2020 · Short · 14:30 mins

2020 · Short · 14:16 mins

Me, My Germs and James

The Lost Scot

Brave

Antonio was born in a small Portuguese island. At 9, he made his first short film 

and afterwards couldn’t stop annoying people to help him make more. After a 

few cringe-inducing attempts and even a low-budget horror feature, he moved 

to the UK to learn more about the craft, so that one day he wouldn’t have to 

close his eyes every time he saw a film of his. Once there, he won a funding 

prize to shoot a short film that promoted positive mental health, which won the 

Grand Prix at FEST-New Directors and was selected by Close-up Culture as one 

of the best short films of the year. After, Antonio was offered the opportunity to 

direct a mini TV-series for the National Portuguese Channel: RTP.

As a writer, Antonio has sold a feature film script to a Portuguese film studio 

and started a development deal with Flynn Studios on a feature film project. 

His latest script has been selected for the final stage of the Sundance 

Development Lab.

My Mum’s Letters
2020 · Short · 15:59 mins 

Alice is 13, bubbly, colourful and … a Daughter of Death! Every day, she receives 

a letter with a name and does her duty unwillingly. But her views on her job are 

challenged when she starts developing a relationship with a suicidal teenager.
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https://www.imdb.com/name/nm6487046/
https://vimeo.com/397025475
http://antoniosequeira.weebly.com/


Junyi Song is a Cantonese writer-director based in Guangzhou and Beijing. 

After a BA Screenwriting study at Central Academy of Drama, he moved to 

England on a study tour during his gap year. Currently, he is doing post-

production for his grad film Jenny and preparing his first feature film.
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Junyi
Song

DIRECTOR CHINA

OTHER FILM CREDITSJUNYI SONG FILMS

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Making relatively personal auteur films will be the direction Junyi explores for 

a long time to come. In the creation of any script, he will start from my thoughts 

and feelings, then base and extend on what and who he is surrounded by 

for artistic modification. After his undergraduate study of scriptwriting, he 

feels that the most powerful narrative was not about the rigorous structure 

or ingenious ups and downs, but the sense of realism behind ordinary lives 

and poetic moments. Therefore, his future works may start with naturalism 

or realism and could contain a hint of elements of fantasy, that is, adding 

personal idealization or happy visions to the seemingly ordinary life, which will 

increase the legend and poetic flavour. Weakening the narrative and soothing 

its rhythm are the expression he longs for, which, however, does not mean 

reducing the moviegoing experience. Fundamentally, his works will be based 

on literature. With a comfortable narrative rhythm, the audience could feel as 

though they’ve had a cup of mild tea with an aftertaste after viewing his work.

Jenny
2020 · Short · 23:34 mins 

Thinking about home and a sense of belonging is key to this film. At a 

crossroads in her life, Jenny has to make choices. Examining this as an observer 

made me think about my own identity, and my own generation’s confusion 

about our future, and our feelings towards what we call home.
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https://vimeo.com/songjunlok


Ludovica is an Italian filmmaker, born and raised in Milan. After some working 

experience in Milan, producing commercials, she decided to move to London in 

order to attend the MA in Filmmaking at London Film School. Among her most 

important and recent projects, as a producer, there are three documentaries 

made for Sport Allies and broadcasted on Sky Sports UK (Tackling Masculinity; 

The Importance of Being Allies; A Life in Football), the music video Dorado by 

Mahmood ft Sferaebbasta, and a music video for the song Futura, to celebrate 

the famous Italian singer Lucio Dalla. Currently, she is working as Assistant 

Production Coordinator on a TV series, shot in Milan. She loves old noir movies 

and Miyazaki’s Princess Mononoke.
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Ludovica
Sordi

PRODUCER ITALY

OTHER FILM CREDITSLUDOVICA SORDI FILMS

2020 · Short · 18:54

2020 · Short · 17:42 mins

Goodnight Stargazer

Macchiato

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Ludovica has always been interested in production. She always found 

fascinating the organisation behind a film, the people working together 

towards the same goal. The MA in Filmmaking at London Film School helped 

her understand this mechanism, even more, giving her the chance to fully 

appreciate all the departments and which parts she enjoys the most. Pre-

production is her main interest and she would like to specialize in this aspect 

of producing a film. Her main focus is to broaden her portfolio. She would like 

to keep working between London and Milan, trying to get as much experience 

as possible. Her dream would be working in an environment where she can 

feel safe and appreciated for her work. She feels like Italy is still far behind 

on this, and would like to participate in making the working situation better, 

especially for women.
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https://vimeo.com/user83141312


Molly Shears is a writer-director born and raised in Toronto. In her work, she 

aims to make films about the chaotic beauty of disappointment and the 

silliness of how strange it is to be a human. In 2020, Molly was selected as one of 

ten filmmakers across Canada for the Pendance Rise Director’s Lab.
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Molly
Shears

DIRECTOR CANADA

OTHER FILM CREDITSMOLLY SHEARS FILMS

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Molly Shears is a director from Toronto, Canada. As a filmmaker, she is drawn 

to melancholic stories about growing up and the startling moments that shape 

adolescence. She aims to tell intimate visual stories about the chaotic beauty 

of disappointment and the adversity of loving people deeply. 2020 · Short · 12:48 mins

Shoegazing

Middle of Nowhere
2020 · Short · 15:25 mins 

After the sudden death of her older brother, Dezzy spends her summer break 

encountering mysterious creatures, including a doormat-stealing cousin and a 

beast in the woods.
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https://www.instagram.com/mollyshears/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm7031062/?ref_=rvi_nm
https://vimeo.com/mollyshears
https://mollyshears.myportfolio.com/
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Flora
Tennant

DIRECTOR UK

OTHER FILM CREDITSFLORA TENNANT FILMS

As a filmmaker, Flora’s style is dry humour, people in places doing things, 

situationally driven rather than by necessary “plot.” Her worlds are fully 

encompassed by a bizarre yet grounded-in-reality aesthetic. Tying into the 

creative ethos that ’WE LIVE IN A FANTASY WORLD CAN’T YOU SEE’ in that 

reality itself may be fantasy. Entering the industry, Flora is excited to continue 

on her path showcasing ‘what would really happen’ as a priority— a picture of 

life rather than film as “entertainment,” though of course does not looking to 

create the boring and indulgence is not her thing.

WE ALL JUST WANT TO BE MAD
2020 · Short · 19:59 mins 

The Host has a party at the wacky restaurant down the road— of course, he 

does, he’s an “eccentric,” say his friends and thus they call him “mad.”

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Flora Tennant is a young, British writer-director. Having grown up round and 

about, she returned to the UK to attend the University of Edinburgh where she 

earned a BA in Politics. Politics with an eye to do film. She went on to London 

Film School where she received her MA in Filmmaking. Mr Alan on Saturday, her 

debut “proper” short, has recently been released online. WE ALL JUST WANT 

TO BE MAD, her second, and her London Film School graduation film, now 

embarks on the festival circuit.
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https://www.instagram.com/floratennant/?hl=en
https://www.floratennant.com/


Born in Scotland but raised outside Washington D.C. in the United States, 

Scott Trotter came to film through an unconventional route. After receiving a 

business degree from Flagler College in 2011, he worked for the likes of Merrill 

Lynch and the Washington Post before a trip around the world taught him 

he wanted to be a filmmaker. Having worked on over 20 short films around 

Europe, a TV series in Portugal, and two features in the UK, Scott is graduating 

as director of photography, editor, and producer on a foreign language short 

shot in Switzerland during the pandemic. Recently, he finished producing his 

first feature film for a fellow classmate and hopes to continue producing while 

writing and directing his own projects in the UK.
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Scott
Trotter

PRODUCER UK

OTHER FILM CREDITSSCOTT TROTTER FILMS

2020 · Short · 13:35 mins

2020 · Short · 16:12 mins

2020 · Short · 14:30 mins

2020 · Short · 18:50 mins

The Beast

Me, My Germs and James

The Lost Scot

Joseph Turns 42 or The 
Inconsistency of Wonders
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https://www.imdb.com/name/nm10379963/?ref_=nv_sr_srsg_0
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Anastasiia
Vorotniuk

DIRECTOR

OTHER FILM CREDITSANASTASIIA VOROTNIUK FILMS

2020 · Short · 14:30 mins

2020 · Short · 14:16 mins

2020 · Short · 15:59 mins

The Lost Scot

Brave

My Mum’s Letters
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Me, My Germs and James
2020 · Short · 16:12 mins 

A teenage romantic comedy about Lilly, who is a germophobe, because of the 

way she was raised by her mom. She dreams of her first kiss with the guy she 

loves, but because of the germs she imagines in his mouth, she is not able to. 

Yet, her first romantic feelings are bursting through her perfectly clean heart.



Wang Zhiyi is a filmmaker born in 1992 who has just received his master’s 

degree in Filmmaking from London Film School. Wang grew up in Changsha, 

one of the central cities of China’s film and television industry, and studied 

film and television production at a local university before he attended LFS. 

After years of student life finally ended, he could not wait to return home 

immediately to show his talents but was suddenly disrupted by the global 

outbreak of COVID-19. Now, after he eventually returned to China and ended his 

medical quarantine, he has been busy preparing for his new short film when the 

country’s film industry starts slowly recovering from a complete shutdown.
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Zhiyi
Wang

DIRECTOR CHINA

ZHIYI WANG FILMS

2020 · Short · 16:11 mins

2020 · Short · 17:36 mins

Aurora

Greg is Dead

Some Manifestations of the South
2020 · Short · 15 mins

An unusual assignment for a young man paid to honour other people’s dead.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Before Zhiyi entered London Film School and experienced how enjoyable 

the directing and creative narrative shooting were, he had been a street 

photographer. LFS trained him into a filmmaker, more precisely, a director and 

cinematographer. Incorporate his engaging visual experience into narrative, 

his fascination with observation and randomness is now a potent supplement 

to his creation rather than the only source.

OTHER FILM CREDITS
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https://zhi-i.com/


Jiahong Zhou graduated from Xiamen University of China in 2016, majoring in 

radio and television, and received a MA degree in Filmmaking from London Film 

school in 2020. Her film Cheng and On the Road was selected for the Xiamen 

Phoenix film festival. Her script Blind Shine was selected for 2015 Chinese TV 

and Film Art Festival and awarded the best screenplay.
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Jiahong
Zhou

DIRECTOR CHINA

OTHER FILM CREDITSJIAHONG ZHOU FILMS

On A Gentle Night has been a project that’s sat in the back of Jiahong’s mind 

for chasing an authentic, individual and detailed life. She wanted to tell a story

that was entertaining as well as thought-provoking especially to those people 

that might have attempted or are contemplating to come out to their family 

anywhere around the world. The story turns out a little boy’s father invites his 

lover back home dinner and this is the first meet between the boy and his lover. 

She tried to describe how this boy finds their relationship and how he acts, as 

well as to catch each small brilliant moment to create huge emotional impact.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

On A Gentle Night
2020 · Short · 11:08 mins 

On A Gentle Night has been a project that’s sat in the back of my mind for 

chasing an authentic, individual and detailed life.

2020 · Short · 23:52 mins

Asian Brass
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https://www.imdb.com/name/nm10059709/


Hui is a freelance filmmaker, graduating from London Film School in 2020. She 

is a dedicated worker, a DIY lover, and a joyful traveller. After graduating with a 

master’s degree majoring in Communication from Communication University 

of China, Hui worked for years as a producer and director in China. The job 

brought her chances to observe and feel inner motivation and emotional flows 

of various people, which spurred her enthusiasm of telling stories and pursue 

further study in London Film School. In the past two years, Hui worked mostly 

in the art department. Her previous working experience helps her to obtain a 

deeper understanding into each character, present a better illustration of their 

background stories, and deliver these by space, colour, and props, therefore 

building a unique construction of the world within a film.
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Hui
Zhang
PRODUCTION DESIGNER CHINA

OTHER FILM CREDITS

Hui considers film as a way to convey knowledge, to present imagination, 

and to explore the world. Therefore, she devotes herself to film directing and 

production designing, which is directly connected with visualization of the 

script. Her work focuses on how people suffer from and react to inevitable 

hardships or enjoy delightful experience in their lives. Working as a former 

documentary producer and director for 7 years, she carefully observed 

details in the life, gained deep insight into life and empathy for people. So far, 

Hui has worked as a director and a production designer on different types 

of short films, including realism, period drama, surrealism, and sci-fi. She is 

confident and familiar with making realism films, as well as having completed 

impressive work in sci-fi shorts. Hui is also very interested in fantasies and 

hopes will have a chance to work on one of them in the future. Open to any 

potential chances, she would like to try different approaches and accept the 

challenge.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

2020 · Short · 17:36 mins

2020 · Short · 25:14 mins

2020 · Short · 18:54

Greg is Dead

All My Love

Goodnight Stargazer
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https://www.instagram.com/messyh.z/
https://www.facebook.com/huizi1986


Asian Brass
Ma, Guyuan (Director/Cinematographer)

Patriot Day
Robinson, Nailah (Director)
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WE ALL JUST WANT TO BE MAD
Tennant, Flora (Director)

Shoegazing
D’Alverny, Servane (Director)
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MA Screenwriting is an intensive, one-year programme, nurturing 
and developing the writer’s individual voice while simultaneously 
embedding professional aspirations, knowledge, and capacity in 
students’ daily writing practice.

During their time at London Film School, students develop 

a feature screenplay, short scripts, and optional television 

projects. They are taught by industry professionals who 

are also experienced educators, and they encounter a 

wide range of film and television industry professionals. 

Students undertake script editing assignments and 

analyse and discuss both scripts and films. They also 

produce a Work & Research Journal to support their 

capacity for critical thinking and reflection. All of this 

is undertaken alongside MA Filmmaking students, to 

encourage collaboration and underline our belief that 

screenwriters are filmmakers, operating in a complex, 

multifaceted medium.

MA Screenwriting produces ambitious, creative and 

entrepreneurial screenwriters. This year’s students, like 

their predecessors and despite the global pandemic and 

online learning environment, are well-placed to make 

distinctive contributions in film, television, and related 

industries across the globe.

We wish them well.

Sophia Wellington & Jonathan Hourigan

MA Screenwriting Course Leaders & Heads

of Screenwriting
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Petros
Adamou

WRITER UK

Petros is an independent filmmaker, someone who decided he wanted to write 

his own stories and in a DIY-fashion decides to turn those scripts into films in 

the hope those who took the time to watch, enjoyed the story being told just as 

much as Petros enjoyed making them. Petros considers himself a Screenwriter 

Director, someone who writes based on his real life interactions with his friends, 

family & people who he encounters on a daily basis. Stories written with the 

intent to make you laugh, cry, happy, sad, inspire you to go out & do what you 

love & share it with people, as many people as possible, with the hope you enjoy 

just as much as Petros does.

MA SCREENWRITING

PETROS ADAMOU SCRIPTS

Petros is only able to write what he has lived through, whatever he’s 

experienced, if not him directly through the people around him. Petros 

believes the artistic journey is self-expression, an inwards journey, the same 

way music is to an artist, it the same to a filmmaker. Petros’ only priority is to 

tell emotive stories alongside interesting characters, something where the 

audience can sit and watch a hundred times over, something which is multi-

layered, something which is deep and meaningful if you look into it – however, 

by the naked eye, it is very simple and engaging. As Einstein said: “The 

definition of genius is taking the complex and making it simple.” Not an easy 

goal, however, one which is doable.
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GRADUATE STATEMENT

Night out in London
103 pages · plus a video excerpt

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RYvV1ZtsF8s&t=27s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RYvV1ZtsF8s&t=27s
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Henry
Cao

WRITER USA

Born in 1995, Henry has a great appreciation for learning. Growing up, Henry 

lived the life of the mind. It mattered not which subject he studied, they all 

fascinated him. As such, Henry’s knowledge is diverse as is it deep. Still, Henry 

faced tremendous challenges in his formative years. He struggled with low self-

esteem and a problematic thirst for validation. It wasn’t until Henry finished his 

undergraduate studies and began working life did he realise that the approval 

that he sought from others was a relief for a moment but a burden thereafter. 

As such, Henry decided to pursue the dream that he wanted, and not one he 

thought others would look kindly upon. Currently, Henry is an up-and-coming 

writer, having recently completed his studies in London Film School’s MA in 

Screenwriting. He is ready to embrace the challenges that lie ahead and spread 

his own stories.

In troubled 1990’s remote Indonesia, Chris, 12, finds himself at odds with fellow 

Christian Aaron, 14, over his protection of Muslim girl Erna, 6. Aaron uses 

violence and manipulation to attack Chris and those he loves, forcing Chris to 

question his own pacifism and repaying wrath with wrath.

MA SCREENWRITING

HENRY CAO SCRIPTS

SYNOPSIS

Henry is first and foremost a storyteller. He has a great appreciation for 

filmmaking and its properties as a moving canvas. As a creative who 

is passionate about science fiction, history, and drama, Henry enjoys 

transporting viewers to a familiar yet foreign world. During this journey, 

viewers can believe, if only briefly, in the powers of heroes and figures of old, 

as well as the uncharted unknown of years yet to come. Henry is a firm believer 

that narrative is unparalleled in its ability to entertain, inspire, and instruct. 

The stories that Henry likes to create are often one step removed from the 

current reality but are also fundamentally grounded in it. He has interests in 

film, television, and theatre, having worked on projects in all three mediums. 

Henry’s stories often present new perspectives on old problems and provoke 

the audience as much as they captivate them.
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Maker of Misery
94 pages · plus a video excerpt

https://www.henrygucao.com/
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Paolo
Carbone

WRITER ITALY

Born and raised in Italy, Paolo did his bachelor’s degree in Literature at Rome 

Tre University. Before coming to London Film School, he co-founded an 

animation production company called Fantasmagorie Studio and attended 

screenwriting courses both in Italy and at the New York Film Academy. He’s 

currently writing a TV-series and working as executive producer developing 

short films for his animation production company. He loves cinema when 

marked by a strong stylistic feature, in which both the narrative and the 

figurative style can be easily recognised by the audience. Paolo’s writing is 

pervaded by fantastical, ironical, bizarre, oneiric, and poetic elements.

The misanthropic middle-aged hairdresser Giulio experiences the lockdown 

due to the Covid-19 pandemic, meets a peculiar woman, and learns to accept 

the complexity of people and life.

MA SCREENWRITING

PAOLO CARBONE SCRIPTS

SYNOPSIS
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The Psychology
of Woody
100 pages · plus a video excerpt
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Connor
Cahill-Hayes

WRITER UK

London born and bred, Connor wishes he had a beautiful origin story for 

why he’s a writer. He even asked me to make one up for him. That would be 

disingenuous, I told him, and completely against LFS’s values. He scowled. And 

told me to, instead, say something about how he was recently a top five finalist 

in Shore Scripts’ Fall 2020 short film fund. I guess that’s the sort of thing that 

goes in these bios, even if he is tooting his own horn.

Connor undertook an MA in Screenwriting because he wanted to be a better 

storyteller, but if anything, he’s realised that this is a lifelong mission. I strongly 

advised him to reconsider his career choices, but he says he’s firmly committed. 

Says he’s going to write for TV. Poor fool.

The UK is dead. England and Scotland are divided by a gargantuan border 

wall called HADRIAN. Imagine everything we’re scared about when we read 

the news, but it’s come true. With its misguided sense of nationalism, England 

has destroyed its relationships with all neighbouring countries, crushing the 

economy. Food is limited, medication that is common today is impossible to find 

and anyone considered by the state to be “non-national” is sent to one of the 

country’s several “containment facilities.” Diabetes is a death sentence, police 

are forcibly evicting people from their homes and, strangely, the monarchy now 

represents the last hope for the people of England. Amidst all this, forklift driver 

Rose Doran just wants to get her mum, Hazel the right inhalers for her Asthma. 

However, when Salbutamol and Corticosteroids are reclassified as Tier 4, 

Rose has nowhere to turn but the Order Foundation, the underground group of 

activists to whom she once supplied government secrets. They’ll get her the 

inhalers if she can do one last job for them: Ferrying the kidnapped Prince Alfie 

over HADRIAN, into Scotland. Rose, Hazel and the pragmatic Foundation agent 

Kit Pemberton form the unlikely crew who will carry out the job and together, 

they begin the perilous drive to HADRIAN. However, as Kit attempts to uncover 

the trauma that made Rose give up on activism, she begins to realise that he 

will do anything in service of his idea of ‘the greater good’. Even at the expense 

of Alfie’s life.

MA SCREENWRITING

CONNOR CAHILL-HAYES SCRIPTS

SYNOPSIS
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Hadrian
video excerpt

Connor is currently aiming towards his first screen credit as writer. He has 

aspirations to write TV comedy and drama and is searching for the writing 

opportunities that will get him there. He is also working on funding the 

production of the short film he wrote with his creative partner, Harris Alvi. 

Apart from his dystopian thriller spec script, which he hopes will be a display 

of his writing ability, he is working on a pitch for a comedy web series that will 

cover the lives of the customer assistants working in a DIY store. Connor is 

interested in writing the non-player characters of the world; the weird donnies 

who guzzle lager at the bus stop at 7am, or those mates that could have things 

going for them if they weren’t massive compulsive liars. What could their story 

be?

GRADUATE STATEMENT

https://www.instagram.com/conzuh/%E2%80%A8
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm7167738/?ref_=nv_sr_srsg_0
https://twitter.com/Connorfied%E2%80%A8
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Gareth Wyn
Davies

WRITER UK

Gareth’s first paid job was in 2001 as a Production Assistant for the HTV Drama 

JACOB’S LADDER and spent most of his early career assisting with amateur 

youth theatre groups in South Wales, directing several shows, one of which 

featured at Edinburgh Festival Fringe.

In addition to lending his technical skills to Apple, Gareth spent most of the 

next fifteen years as a freelance cameraman and video editor, working mainly 

on documentaries and commercials, and produced several films for the charity 

sector, his work taking him from field hospitals in the Philippines to hurricane 

relief projects in Cuba.

MA SCREENWRITING

GARETH WYN DAVIES SCRIPTS
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Leaving Monrovia
115 pages

https://www.youtube.com/garethwyndavies
https://vimeo.com/garethwyndavies
https://garethwyndavies.wordpress.com/
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Jinfang
Guo

WRITER CHINA

Graduating from London Film School this year, Jinfang Guo has gained her MA 

in Screenwriting. She has work experience in TV production for Viacom Asia, 

and international film business for Leomus Pictures. As a writer, she is finishing 

an original short animated film in collaboration with UAL animation students.

MA SCREENWRITING

JINFANG GUO SCRIPTS

123

Swordsman An
100 pages · plus a video excerpt

Jinfang Guo is interested in TV and animation. Her strengths are found in 

building cinematic worlds, structural plots for scripts, as well as creating 

imaginary characters and developing their relationships. As for Jinfang’s 

filmmaking priorities, she would love her future to be within the genre of 

drama, sci-fi, and animation.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

An is born to a humble family. At 16, he lives in a small village with his mother 

and sister. His sister dreams to be a theatre producer. To save his sister from 

arranged marriage, he chooses to sign for the royal troop training temple to 

reduce his family’s burden. In the temple, he makes a close friend, a brother, 

named Qing. The headmaster always treats him differently because of his 

talent. He got into the royal troop and becomes leader, but the emperor is using 

his feeling to control him. From his position as a double-sided, undercover spy, 

posing as the Japanese ambassador’s translator, he discovers that his family 

has been sent to death. He starts a rebellion towards the emperor.

SYNOPSIS

https://www.instagram.com/jessie_guo_sr/
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Piper Katherine
Gaul

WRITER USA

Piper grew up in Virginia’s Appalachia in the United States. Along with her 

prose and screenwriting experience, she also has a strong theatre background, 

having worked as a playwright, director, and stage manager for numerous 

productions around the U.S. including an immersive production of Tom 

Stoppard’s THE REAL INSPECTOR HOUND. She continued her love for the 

arts through her two BA degrees at Florida State University in both theatre and 

creative writing. At LFS and other production companies in London, she has 

worked as a producer, script supervisor, and script editor as well as in various 

other crew positions. Because of this, a short film she produced, THE DARK 

YEAR, showed at the London Lift-Off Film Festival in 2020. When she is not 

writing, Piper enjoys playing the tuba, skiing, and travelling to new places as 

well as caring for her fifteen-year-old cat, Mary.

MA SCREENWRITING

PIPER KATHERINE GAUL SCRIPTS
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Proximity
108 pages · plus a video excerpt

Piper creates speculative worlds with topical themes, whether that be in film, 

theatre, or prose. Though not exclusively, she primarily writes for the late 

teens to mid-twenties age range because she feels that when she was that 

age, there was not enough age-relevant media available. Her writing leans 

toward comedy in the science fiction, fantasy, and political genres in order 

to demonstrate that talking about serious, relevant issues does not have to 

be done with a dark and somber tone. As she has now been trained in three 

aspects of creative writing, she plans to one day write adaptations of her own 

work for the screen, stage, and publishing markets.

After stumbling upon a lab in which the US president, Jeffrey Wade, is 

attempting to become a superhero, four teenage friends, Raine, Marci, Lilly, 

and Ben, accidentally gain the powers themselves. For Raine, she can control 

(or lose control of) electricity, Marci moves through objects, Lilly affects others’ 

emotions, and Ben can clone himself. The catch, however, is that in order for 

these powers to work, they must be in close proximity to each other. Immediately 

following this event, Raine accidentally uses her power to kill a secret service 

agent, and her father helps her move out of Washington, D.C. to help her escape 

her trauma. Five years later, Wade cannot use his powers because he is not 

around the other four, but he is still reigning as the president of an impoverished, 

corrupt U.S. Twenty-one-year-old Raine is still in therapy, but she is content 

with the casual, small-town life she has created as an accounting intern. This 

is disrupted when Marci, having recently escaped from being imprisoned for a 

year, appears in her kitchen with another secret service agent, the husband of 

the agent Raine killed five years prior, in pursuit. After escaping the agent and 

stuffing his unconscious body in the trunk of Raine’s car, Marci brings her on a 

journey to find Lilly, who is now a yoga instructor with anger management issues, 

and Ben, a wealthy daddy’s boy with mafia ties. When the four are together again, 

she reveals that the unconscious agent that they are toting around is one of 

several who are looking for them by order of Wade, and the only way to return to 

their normal lives is to kill the president. After seeking shelter for the night in a 

sketchy motel room and attempting to bandage wounds from the years they have 

spent apart, Raine decides to leave the others to deal with the issue and tries to 

take a train home from D.C. However, once in the train station, she is kidnapped 

and taken to a room to meet Wade in person, and she learns that her father is not 

who she thought he was. Moreover, now that Wade knows where Raine and her 

other friends are, he is determined to get back to powers that were stolen from 

him five years before. After being brought to a lab, Raine learns that not all of her 

once-friends are who they claim to be, and she has to overcome betrayal and her 

own insecurities in order to finish what she started.

SYNOPSIS

GRADUATE STATEMENT

https://www.instagram.com/pkgaul_writing/%E2%80%A8
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm12168163/%E2%80%A8
https://www.pipergaul.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/piper-gaul-00692099/
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Sarah
Gorman

WRITER USA

Sarah Gorman is an award-winning writer with a professional background in 

both publishing and television development. Hailing from Chicago, the land of 

terrible weather and superior pizza, she is thrilled to be living in London and 

graduating from her MA in Screenwriting! Previously, Sarah worked in Los 

Angeles for Wind Dancer Films and their award-winning show Ready Jet Go! 

In the publishing sphere, she has worked as a literary agent and screenwriting 

specialist for the Cyle Young Literary Agency. Alongside her MA, Sarah now 

works as a freelance literary editor, tutor, and freelance writer, with her writing 

appearing and honoured by several publications, such as Scholastic. In addition 

to her main passion of writing, Sarah is also working towards becoming a 

freelance artist. She hopes to work in illustration in the future with the mixed 

disciplines of digital, ink, and watercolour.

MA SCREENWRITING

SARAH GORMAN SCRIPTS
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Blissful
104 pages · plus a video excerpt

For as long as she can remember, Sarah has been interested in creating and 

storytelling. Whether it was playing with Barbies, drawing Disney princesses, 

or creating make-believe in the backyard, she never felt more alive than when 

she was pretending to live someone else’s life. It’s not surprising this led her 

to first books, then illustration, and then film, with a taste for anything that 

left her wide-eyed and her mind racing after consuming it. With so many ways 

to “taste life twice” as one of her favourite writers, Anais Nin, says, Sarah 

would describe her creative direction as pursuing the art of storytelling in 

any way she can get her fingerprint in the mix. With her wide variety of artistic 

interests, she currently hopes to pursue her filmmaking career in the forms of 

screenwriting, script supervising, animation, and adaptations.

Blissful is a bittersweet film about loss, love, family, and what our memories 

mean to us. Set in modern day Chicago, Victoria (Vicki) Clancy never thought 

she’d find new love again after the death of her late husband, Chris. Far too 

preoccupied and stressed with managing a part time job as a psychology 

professor alongside homeschooling her daughter, Marley, she doesn’t have 

time to consider it. After all, spirited and reckless 17-year-old Marley has a rare 

memory disorder: Dissociative Amnesia, triggered by her father’s death. Due to 

her frequent memory loss episodes, Vicki is very overprotective of her, fearing 

an episode of Dissociative Fugue–where Marley may run away and forget Vicki 

entirely. But with Marley on the brink of 18 and going off the college, the winds 

are changing… and the arrival of Laurence is a change indeed. Laurence, a 

handsome lawyer from Detroit, runs into Vicki–literally–and Marley sneakily 

starts to play matchmaker and push the two of them together. She invites 

Laurence to join them in their favorite coffee shop, Blissful, which is tucked 

away in an alleyway. Laurence accepts, and Vicki and Laurence’s romance gets 

off to an awkward–but positive–start. However, as Marley and Vicki get to know 

him more, the calm and collected Laurence they first met slowly dissolves, 

revealing a secret Laurence underneath… As it turns out, Marley isn’t the only 

one with memory trauma. Laurence, suffering from PTSD after the death of his 

daughter in an alleyway, experiences a panic attack in an alleyway shortly after 

Vicki finds out he is lying about being employed. A betrayed Vicki finds out he 

has been putting up a facade with her, trying to escape his trauma and start 

anew–projecting his daughter onto Marley, and even treating Vicki as a sort of 

therapist as well as a love interest. Emotionally torn and caught between Marley 

and Laurence’s memory issues–one missing memories, and one who cannot 

escape them–Vicki must decide if there is room for an unstable boyfriend in 

her already unstable life… especially as her worst fears come true and Marley 

runs away.

SYNOPSIS

GRADUATE STATEMENT

https://www.instagram.com/slgormanwriting/
https://slgorman.com/
https://twitter.com/slgormanwriting/
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Hannah
Goodwyn

WRITER USA

Hannah Goodwyn’s life has always been about telling stories. As a five-year-old, 

she would make up dialogue staring out of the window of her family’s Volkswagen 

van as they travelled to visit relatives in Richmond, Virginia. She’d put on plays for 

her family and daydream about being a 1940s lounge singer like in the old movies 

she watched with her dad. Her love for film and television is an extension of that 

storytelling passion. Being one of five children, the family had enough library 

cards to rent about 20 tapes each visit. By the time she headed off to college, 

she already had a healthy dose of classic film education. After earning her BA in 

Communication Studies with a minor in Writing, she continued her education at 

Regent University in Virginia Beach, Virginia. There, she graduated at the top of 

her program with a Master’s in Journalism. That led to a rewarding 14-year career 

as an online journalist, many of those years covering entertainment. During that 

time, she became a top-notch interviewer, speaking with many of the leading 

actors and filmmakers of our time, including Hugh Jackman, Morgan Freeman, 

Brian Dennehy, Roland Joffé, Martin Sheen, John Rhys Davies, Jennifer Garner, 

Emily Blunt, Randall Wallace, and more. Hearing their stories spurred Hannah’s 

passion to take her screenwriting hobby and make it a full-time endeavour. It was 

time to write her own work instead of reporting about others’. So, she quit her job, 

sold many of her belongings, and moved to London to attend London Film School 

to earn a Master’s in Screenwriting. It was a huge risk, leaving family and friends, 

an established career, and financial security. At times, she thought she was 

crazy (as did others). Turns out, it was the best decision of her life. She’s excited 

to see where this adventure will take her. A native of Hampton Roads, Virginia, 

a beautiful and historic part of the coastal commonwealth, Hannah hopes to 

write films that are set and / or can be filmed in the area. When she’s not writing, 

you’ll find Hannah travelling the world (15 countries and counting), supporting 

her beloved Liverpool F.C., or spending time with her immediate family, which 

numbers at 14 now.

MA SCREENWRITING
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Riverside Drive
91 pages · plus a video excerpt

https://www.instagram.com/hannahg_writes/
https://twitter.com/hannahg_writes
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hannah-goodwyn/
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Ben
Hirt

WRITER SWITZERLAND

Ben is a filmmaker based out of London, UK. Born and raised in Switzerland, Ben 

discovered his passion for film at an early age and has been using it as a medium 

for artistic expression ever since. Ben’s professional career in film and television 

allowed him to work throughout various countries in Europe, before furthering his 

education at the Film / Animation / Video Department of the Rhode Island School 

of Design [BFA], as well as London Film School [MA Screenwriting]. Ben is the 

founder and director of SANDGLASSFILM. Over the past 7 years, he has been 

teaching as part-time faculty and senior lecturer at the Rhode Island School of 

Design, The University of the Arts Philadelphia [department of graphic design], 

UAL University of the Arts London [Moving Image & Digital Arts Program] as well 

as Columbia University of New York City [Columbia School of Journalism].

MA SCREENWRITING

BEN HIRT SCRIPTS
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Fly’s Head
113 pages · plus a video excerpt

Ben’s interests span across a broad range of film genres. Fascinated by 

magical realism and inspired by abstract and conceptual films such as 

Holy Motors (2012), Ben is equally drawn to dramas such as Custody (2017). 

Ben works across a multitude of media platforms, including photography, 

animation and design. His documentary and narrative film work revolves 

around subjects and individuals, whose stories are meaningful and 

potentially inspire for greater change. Having successfully completed the 

MA Screenwriting course at London Film School, Ben is currently working 

on several short and feature films, as well as a television series. Finding 

meaningful and relatable stories that translate and transpire to larger 

audiences is fundamental to Ben’s work in the future.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Basel, Switzerland, 1972 – Wolfgang Weingart is an eclectic and exceptionally 

talented graphic designer. Newly teaching at the Basel School of Design, 

Weingart changes the world of graphic design overnight, raising him to world-

fame, much to the dislike of Emil Ruder, the school’s principal, who wishes 

to terminate Weingart’s professorship. When the school receives its first 

Macintosh, Wolfgang’s days of manual pioneering come to an end. Drenched 

in despair, depression and alcoholism, Weingart suffers a paralysing stroke. 

Abandoned by friends and colleagues alike, Kate remains his closest friend. 

Together, they spend one last Christmas, remembering their past and deciding 

to get married once again. 

SYNOPSIS

https://www.instagram.com/benhirt/
https://www.benhirt.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ben-hirt-4aa43826/
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Malindi
Kindrachuk

WRITER CANADA

Malindi moved to London in 2019 from Montreal, Canada, where she studied 

English and Russian at McGill University. Her first love, writing, was soon followed 

by her second love, photography, which in turn led to an inevitable and definitely 

lifelong love for film. Malindi wrote and performed sketch comedy for five years, 

before gravitating more towards drama and writing for the screen. She currently 

works as a freelance writer and crew member in the London film industry and, 

despite everything brought on by 2020, hopes to remain working in the UK.
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The Garden
97 pages · plus a video excerpt

Malindi Kindrachuk is a writer-director from Vancouver, Canada, currently 

based in London, UK. Despite her background in satire and sketch comedy, 

her interests include character-driven narratives that pull darkness to the 

surface, as well as stories that deal with themes pertinent to women of colour. 

Her creative inspiration includes the work of Paul Thomas Anderson, Celine 

Sciamma, John Cassavetes, Phoebe Waller-Bridge, David Lynch, and Wong-

Kar Wai. Malindi intends to create films that are intimate, bold, honest and 

authentic. She is driven to connect with audiences through universal ideas 

that are felt but rarely spoken out loud. In addition to her script THE GARDEN, 

Malindi is currently developing two other features: a woman-led stoner neo-

noir and a film allegorizing the rise (and fall) of reality television.

GRADUATE STATEMENT
After a workplace scandal, a career opportunity for Dean in Manila is the 

perfect opportunity for the family to start fresh. As Dean plunges headfirst 

into the corporate lifestyle, Charlotte, originally adopted from the Philippines, 

faces difficulty reconnecting with her culture within her new gated (white) 

ex-pat community. Things change when she meets Josie, a long-time maid in 

The Garden. Josie runs a quickly-growing catering business on the side and 

teaches Charlotte to cook Filipino food. The two find they have much more in 

common than they initially realized. But just as Charlotte begins to connect 

with her background, she finds herself suddenly shunned by Josie. As Josie 

struggles with her suspicions and her loyalties to both Charlotte and her 

teenage daughter, Tinette, the alienation and isolation Charlotte feels in the 

claustrophobic environment of The Garden begin to weigh on her. All comes to 

a head at a company Gala, where Dean is honoured as employee of the year.

SYNOPSIS

https://www.instagram.com/malindifilm/
https://www.malindikindra.com/
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Maria Isabel
Lozano Wulf

WRITER MEXICO

Isabel started studying at the German school Alexander Von Humboldt in Mexico 

City throughout her entire childhood and adolescence. Then she started her 

Bachelor’s in media and communications. There she found herself working on 

several film and theatre projects as art director and writer. One of them was a 

24-hour film project. Her eagerness to write stories became so tangible that she 

searched for different courses to enhance her writing. She took a short stories 

course at Teatro Helénico while working at an advertisement agency named 

Concept Haus, where she wrote a wide range of articles.
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A Boy with an Ashtray
87 pages

Isabel’s work is mostly character-driven. She always tries to put her 

characters in between reality and fantasy scenarios. Her priority is to explore 

feelings through their characters interactions and situations. Her interest 

is inclined on writing for animation rather than live action, but she also likes 

to write short stories. Isabel is quite fond of writing stories from children’s 

perspective or about them. Her aim is to make a career as a screenwriter and 

writer. She is not only interested in Screenwriting but also in photography and 

editing.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Santiago, Rodrigo and Constanza are cousins whose grandmother passes 

away. As they try to cope with their loss, their relationship starts to crumble. On 

the other hand, the adults behave in a very abnormal way, making the children 

be suspicious about what is really going on. After the funeral, the Casillas family 

try to cope with their grandmother’s death.

SYNOPSIS
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Alannah
Lewis

WRITER UK

Alannah is a graduate of Cambridge University, where she studied English 

Literature. She started out writing non-fiction in her teens and was awarded 

Amnesty International Young Reporter of the Year for 2015. Since then, she has 

turned to fiction, most recently having a short story published in the prestigious 

‘The Mays Anthology’. Dramatic writing is her chief passion. She has written and 

staged two plays in the past year: one at the Corpus Playroom and another at the 

Edinburgh Fringe (where it was met with five-star reviews). She has also written 

five short films. One of which, THE TORTOISE, went on to win Best Comedy at the 

Ivy Film Festival as well as Best Fiction at the Watersprite Film Festival. Recently, 

Alannah reached the top 0.8% of submissions for the BBC Comedy Room. The 

play, described by the BBC as ‘sophisticated storytelling’, will be staged again in 

2021.
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Cuttlefish
111 pages · plus a video excerpt

As well as writing for the screen, Alannah writes for the stage and (sometimes) 

the page. She has written and directed two monologues-- one of which played 

at the Edinburgh Fringe in 2019, while the other will be staged again in London 

in 2021. Her characters tend to be young womxn and neurodiverse people. 

Her narratives are often centred around East London (where she grew up) 

and typically foreground working/lower-middle class experiences. She 

doesn’t write in one particular genre, but her work tends to be about family, 

friendships and the traumas of adolescence. Alannah’s tone is best described 

as ‘darkly comic’, though she’s also interested in surreal comedy. Recently, 

one of her characters swallowed a spider in her sleep, later believing herself to 

be pregnant. Another character inherited all of her first-generation immigrant 

grandmother’s memories. Alannah likes to keep her characters on their toes.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

SYNOPSIS

The setting is Jaywick, a deprived North Essex seaside 

town. The time is July 2008, the height of both a global 

recession and the British summer. Jaywick is the home of 

Molly, a deluded yet lovable twelve year old, for whom it is 

the start of the summer holidays. Though Molly is hardly 

crazy about Jaywick, remaining here for the summer is 

infinitely preferable to being shipped off to spend six weeks 

with her alcoholic father up the coast. This is precisely 

what Gracie, Molly’s grandmother and guardian, has in 

store for Molly. At once emotionally unavailable and entirely 

overbearing, she is reluctant to let Molly stay at home all 

day unsupervised. However, Gracie has another reason for 

packing Molly off to her Dad’s. She has met a man online 

who has persuaded her to come on holiday with him for 

a few weeks. Her desire to escape is as strong as Molly’s 

is to stay. Trying to wriggle herself out of this fate worse 

than death, Molly hatches a plan with her best friend Lola. 

They intend to hop on a train to London in order to bring 

back Molly’s twenty-two year old half-sister Jade, who ran 

away to the capital six years ago after the death of their 

mother. With this new-found adult supervision, Molly won’t 

have to be shipped off to her Dad’s. Before Molly has the 

chance to go anywhere, Jade makes a showy return to 

Jaywick, claiming that she has come to spend the summer 

reconnecting with the family she was so keen to be rid of 

as a teenager. Gracie is relieved, if not a little wary; Molly 

is plain delighted. She idolises her older sister. This is 

convenient for Jade. She’s in need of some home-support 

because Jade has brought along with her a backpack full 

of her drug-dealing father’s heroin which she has been 

instructed to sell to a local gang. Seizing on Molly’s naivety 

and devotion to her, Jade recruits her younger sister to 

join the operation as a drugs mule. Every week, Molly will 

take the train up to London with cash and return with 

more heroin to sell in Jaywick. To sweeten the deal, Jade 

promises that, when the summer is over, she will take Molly 

back to London to live with her for good. When Molly agrees 

to the job, she is unaware of the extent to which she is 

being used; unaware, too, of the upheaval and pain she will 

be causing to the lives of her neighbours and loved ones. 

Among them is Christine, the mother of Molly’s best-friend 

Lola. Christine is a habitual heroin user whose house will 

end up being taken over by a Jaywick gang due to the debts 

she owes them. By painting Christine as a ‘degenerate’, 

Jade normalises Christine’s maltreatment to Molly, whilst 

also driving a wedge between Molly and Lola. Addicted to 

the notion of newfound sisterhood and unable to separate 

the Jade of her dreams from the Jade of reality, Molly finds 

herself caught up in a web of abuse and deceit. However, 

it soon becomes apparent that Jade, the spider who sits in 

the middle of the web, may be a fly.

https://apalewis.wordpress.com/
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Diana
Lopez

WRITER SPAIN

A born storyteller, Diana is a keen writer who believes that drama is what makes 

life interesting, obscure, and, at times, funny. Diana graduated with two degrees 

in the form of Journalism and Film & Media Production from Universidad Carlos 

III de Madrid in 2018. Following this, and wanting to fulfil her dreams of becoming 

a writer and filmmaker, she moved to London to start the MA Screenwriting at 

London Film School and her professional career.
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Lila’s Oceans
105 pages · plus a video excerpt

Although Diana enjoys expressing herself and telling stories in different 

ways, she’s deeply enamoured with writing for screen and exploring the 

characters’ psychology, being a big fan of the Art House and surrealism. With 

an aspiration to direct films since she was a teenager, Diana is interested in 

strong-voiced female characters and themes like finding the meaning of life, 

mental disorders, love and its redemptive power.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

In the late summer of 1986, after having some sort of “episode” that halted 

her music career, Lila moves with her mother from Quebec to Noirmoutier, a 

picturesque island paradise on the coast of France where they used to spend 

their summers years ago and where Véronique’s new boyfriend lives. When 

Lila meets Oliver, she starts to believe that love can be the antidote that will 

save her from herself. In the next months, Lila finds joy and hope through this 

romantic relationship, reconnecting to her old friends and her love for music, but 

Véronique’s marriage announcement and her delusions distort her mind and 

ignite her demons. As her symptoms worsen, she learns that Véronique has sold 

their house in Canada, leaving Lila feeling trapped in this paradisiac island during 

the off season and falling in a spiral of fantasies and darkness.

SYNOPSIS

https://www.instagram.com/dianamondx%E2%80%A8
https://vimeo.com/user43963073
https://www.facebook.com/diana.payarlopez%E2%80%A8
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Miguel
Magalhães

WRITER PORTUGAL

Miguel Magalhães was born March 1996 in Porto, Portugal. He has built his 

passion for telling stories since his teenage years and throughout the several 

short films that he wrote and directed. He received a Merit Scholarship and 

graduated in Sound and Image at the School of Arts of Universidade Católica 

Portuguesa. During this time, he wrote and directed SPUTNIK, awarded with 2nd 

Place at the Sophia Student Awards and Best Director at CinEuphoria Awards. 

Then, he travelled to the United Kingdom, where he was awarded the Leverhulme 

Arts Scholarship  for studying an MA at the London Film School and graduated 

with Merit honours for both his short, THE SECRETS AND MYSTERIES UNDER 

THE WEATHER and feature film DEPARTURE. His dedication and commitment 

to his craft are his most notorious features as he always looks forward to an 

opportunity to improve and be better.
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Departure
90 pages · plus a video excerpt

His ambition as a screenwriter (who is fully committed to himself and his 

craft) is to be able to tell stories on behalf of the people who can’t or that 

are underrepresented. Miguel aims to tell his stories through character, 

and characters who feel more like people than as simply as characters. 

His stories come from a place of commonality and relatability, and with the 

hope to inspire us to move forward. His main inspirations range from a large 

and diverse group of writers and directors like Hirokazu Koreeda, Sofia 

Coppola, Noah Baumbach, Manoel de Oliveira, Barry Jenkins, Kar-Wai Wong, 

Terrence Malick, and many others. He is an excited, ambitious, and passionate 

screenwriter and filmmaker who wants to tell stories and wants to tell them 

well. But to achieve that, he is fully aware that there are no shortcuts.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Jane, a divorced single mother, plans a family road trip with her son, Oliver, who 

is now leaving for university, and her parents, who have helped her raise him: one 

final moment before goodbye. However, Oliver is adamant against that.

SYNOPSIS

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm11070705/
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Angela
Marrazzo

WRITER ITALY

Angela is a London-based writer from Italy. She fell in love with cinema when 

she was five and watched Singin’ in the Rain for the first time. When she was 

seventeen, she was selected as a juror of Giffoni Film Festival, one of the most 

well-known children’s film festivals in the world. The following year, she returned 

to Giffoni Film Festival as a reporter for SKY CINEMA and realised that she was 

tired of writing about other people’s projects. She wanted to write her own films 

and TV series. She did her BA in Media Production at Richmond, the American 

International University in London before coming to the London Film School. 

During this past year, Angela has worked on an original feature screenplay, an 

original TV pilot, a series bible, and multiple shorts. One of her shorts is currently 

in pre-production and pays homage to SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN.
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Marionette
100 pages · plus a video excerpt

Angela is a writer who views the world in pastel colours. Her stories attract the 

viewers with their glamorous appeal. A filmgoer who experiences life through 

musicals. A compliant young actress who shoots a film in Venice. An ambitious 

student journalist who joins an elite university group in London. At first sight, 

all these stories look glittering. But the writer unveils the hidden dark reality 

behind the glamour and the glitter of her stories. A filmgoer who struggles to 

connect with the people in her life. A compliant young actress who deals with 

bulimia. An ambitious student journalist who joins a radical environmental 

group to feel part of a community. The writer’s projects focus on young women 

and the pressure that society puts on them. Angela writes these stories in 

pastel colours with some dark shades in between.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Astrid Davies, an ambitious young actress who dreams of stardom, replaces 

Clara Smith, a famous young actress who committed suicide. Astrid reprises 

Clara’s role of Swanhilda in a film adaptation of Coppelia shot in Venice. When 

the film director Federico Faes pressures her to lose weight to look as thin as 

Clara was for a nude scene, Astrid’s life on set becomes a nightmare of diets 

and exercise. After one week, Astrid’s weight loss is minimal and Federico’s 

disappointment grows. In a desperate attempt to please Federico and blinded 

by his promises of future collaborations, Astrid becomes bulimic. She starts to 

lose weight but also loses her grip on reality. Haunted by Clara and the feminine 

beauty ideal that she represents, Astrid’s mental health deteriorates so much 

that she has a nervous breakdown on the day of the nude scene. Discovered the 

truth behind Clara’s death and Federico’s responsibility in this, Astrid reclaims 

her body and artistic image on her last day on set and escapes her vicious 

relationship with Federico.

SYNOPSIS

https://www.instagram.com/angela.dreamer97/
https://angelamarrazzo5997.myportfolio.com/work
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Ewan
Ogden

WRITER UK

Ewan Ogden was born in Stockport to two working-class parents: a teaching 

assistant and laundryman, who years prior had bonded over a shared 

appreciation for cinema as art, then passed this down to their son and 

encouraged him to ‘go for it’ where other parents may have worried. He went 

to ordinary primary and secondary schools where his weekly routine as a child 

was ended with either a Friday visit to the cinema or Blockbusters. He studied 

History at Liverpool University for three years where he met some great friends, 

got some good general knowledge, and developed his passion for photography. 

Photography and videography have since become his primary source of income 

and passion besides writing, as he makes videos for bands, and shoots album 

covers.
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Once Upon 
a Time in England
100 pages · plus a video excerpt

Ewan’s filmmaking priorities in the short term are twofold. He intends to 

continue to direct music sessions, and videos for bands to fund himself and 

hone his skills behind the camera. This will hopefully allow him more ‘off’ 

days where he can continue to work on his scripts, in both television and film, 

to grow his portfolio. In the long term, Ewan’s aim is to get representation 

in the form of an agent, which he hopes will guide and nurture him into the 

industry. Opting to do the optional TV module was the best choice for Ewan 

as he flourished in it, as such getting into the television industry post-LFS 

has become his priority. In terms of his style as a writer, he likes to take the 

mundane and inject oddball sensibilities and sceneries into it, mixing violence 

with comedy, and a little social commentary.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

This British Western follows a cold, brutish nihilist soldier named Kier as he 

attempts to survive in the most violent period of British history. His journey 

begins by finding a girl, a gold cross, and a town, but will lead him on a path to 

rediscovering some shred of his humanity.

SYNOPSIS

https://vimeo.com/user119821674
https://ewanogden.com/
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Sarah-Kate
O’Connor

WRITER IRELAND

Sarah-Kate O’Connor grew up in Dublin, Ireland but now calls London home. She 

graduated with a BA in English Literature and History from University College 

Dublin. As a teenager Sarah-Kate was a member of Cabinteely Youth Theatre 

in South Dublin where she first began writing for performance. After university 

she decided to pursue her interest in film by applying for a screenwriting MA. At 

London Film School, Sarah-Kate has been active in both her own writing and her 

ongoing collaboration with MAF projects. She script edited 11 WEEKS as well as 

being an art assistant on the same film. Sarah-Kate continued as an art assistant 

on THE DARK YEAR before starting to script supervise with THE BEGINNING 

AND THE END OF EVERYTHING. When she isn’t writing or working on films, 

Sarah-Kate works through her bucket list of visiting every country in the world 

at least once. So far, she’s only on 22 countries but is patient and appreciates 

working towards a long-term goal. Her favourite colour is blue and with her 

background in binge-watching CRIMINAL MINDS, is unofficially qualified to 

solve a murder. Sarah-Kate thinks this could be a good life skill. She also loves to 

broaden her world knowledge by reading books on different areas of history in 

her spare time.
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Holier Than Thou
105 pages · plus a video excerpt

Sarah-Kate has focused on writing comedy dramas while at London Film School. Both projects which she worked on 

during her MA, her short film script CANDYFLOSS and her feature screenplay HOLIER THAN THOU, fall into this genre. 

She likes to explore tragedy through sincerely heartfelt and an equally sincerely humorous way, because in life if you 

don’t laugh, you’ll cry. Sarah-Kate enjoys investigating the dynamics between familial relationships between characters 

and how our emotions can be so contrary around the ones we love, or the ones that we are supposed to love, to be more 

accurate. In the future Sarah-Kate plans to broaden her genre capacity. She has always admired the very specific and 

often difficult to execute, dark comedy. Martin McDonagh is a very big inspiration to her as IN BRUGES serves as her 

favourite film. As of now, Sarah-Kate plans to maintain her focus on screenwriting and hopefully transition into directing 

later down the line as well.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Modern Ireland is a place of contradiction, Lucy a young twenty something is a 

product of this religious bound albeit increasingly liberal society. In the aftermath 

of her mother’s death, her home life with her alcoholic and heartbroken father 

Tom and successful, family backbone, younger brother Daniel, is a pressure 

cooker. With the Dublin rental market out of her reach her only option for 

freedom or distraction is limited to reckless nights out with her best friend and 

bad influence, Rachel. One night in the back room of a seedy techno club Lucy 

hallucinates from a drug induced vision, seeing angels, calling to her which helps 

to push her into action. She decides to join a convent in the hopes of becoming 

a better person and redeeming herself from her guilt surrounding her mother’s 

suicide. The Mother Superior is pleased to have her as convent numbers are 

nearing zero, their order is at risk of disbandment so most of the nuns are happy 

to see a fresh face. In order to promote this success story, the Mother Superior 

enlists the media to make herself and her order look good. However, the reporter 

Alex soon learns of Lucy’s past and how close temptation is for Lucy as she 

sleeps with Shane, a fellow volunteer at a community montessori initiative 

started by the nuns. Lucy’s new life comes crashing down, burning bridges with 

her Sisters at the convent and being rejected by her father Tom again, she makes 

the decision to follow in her mother’s footsteps, to be reunited with her again, but 

fails and is left badly injured. The ordeal forces Lucy to take a step back as the 

reporter delivers an expose on the newest novice at St. Joseph’s, her time is up. 

Lucy withdraws from the convent as her father begins to embrace her into the 

family fold once more.

SYNOPSIS

https://www.instagram.com/by.skoc/
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Muzna
Qamar

WRITER PAKISTAN

An avid observer, Muzna has always been connected to the world of art, 

music, movies, and photography. Attracted to the creativity of the field, Muzna 

developed her skills while studying filmmaking in Pakistan, learning and adapting 

quickly to the feel of a camera, and how to artfully show the world through 

varying perspectives, filters, angles and lighting. Upon graduating in 2012, Muzna 

relocated to Saudi Arabia, commencing her career within the new-age world 

of media for eight years. Finishing her MA in Screenwriting from London Film 

School in 2020, the world of writing opened a whole new world for Muzna. Now 

in Dubai, UAE, Muzna continues to grow from strength to strength, learning new 

approaches and enhancing her craft, that has established an expert reputation.
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Wilted
93 pages · plus a video excerpt

A photojournalist on assignment in India helps a young local girl to escape before 

her arranged marriage to a much older man.

SYNOPSIS

Entering the world of screenwriting after eight years, Muzna had the 

opportunity to develop her skills as a writer and tell different kinds of stories. 

The kind of stories that she enjoys telling are about actual events and what 

people are facing. At the same time, stories filled with fantasy elements. 

The kind of cinema that she enjoys is something like THE TREE OF LIFE, 

INCEPTION, INTERSTELLAR, ARGO, OCEAN’S ELEVEN, LITTLE WOMEN, 

STEPMOM, etc. Stories filled with excitement and hope.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

https://www.instagram.com/muznaq/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm6832458/?ref_=nv_sr_srsg_0
https://vimeo.com/user30276739
https://www.muznaqphotography.com/
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Cam
Roberts

WRITER UK

Cam has always had a keen affinity for creativity. He performed as a professional 

singer in Westminster Abbey Choir for five years during his childhood. This 

experience involved international tours, televised concerts, a weekly singing 

schedule, the opportunity to learn three instruments, all whilst receiving an 

education. As a result, he branched out from music into art during his school 

years, and later, English. His interest in English, as well as a replenished love for 

cinema, led him to screenwriting. This year, alongside his feature screenplay, 

he completed his first novel, and soon intends to pursue representation. He has 

an ambition to become a career-writer, as well an actor – he is currently in the 

process of auditioning for drama school and sees this as the next feasible step in 

his creative journey.
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Loving Is Easy
111 pages · plus a video excerpt

In the year 2060, Dave Wonder is a doctor in charge of the controversial and 

innovative ‘Jeronimo Clinic’, where terminally ill patients digitise themselves, 

thereby disassociating their mind from their bodies and ‘storing’ themselves 

in data form. It is revealed that Dave’s wife, Julia, who died three years before, 

underwent the procedure. Whilst trying to forge a new relationship with a vet, 

Melissa, and reconcile his troubled relationship with his son, Perry, Dave acquires 

Julia’s data illicitly via a colleague. Dave then proceeds to access Julia’s memory, 

through a virtual reality device called the ‘Loving is Easy’. Over time, Dave’s 

habit grows more obsessive and problematic until he eventually discovers that 

Julia cheated on him during their marriage. Dave is then faced with the difficult 

and complex task of emancipating a coded version of his dead wife for her past 

wrongdoings, then finding the strength to move on.

SYNOPSIS
Cam Roberts has a keen interest in character-driven story. He is a firm 

believer in good storytelling being rooted in a reader / viewer’s ability to invest 

in the human qualities of character, whether human or non-human. He has 

come to focus on dramatic premises around the human condition, both in his 

screenplays and in his novels. Cam utilises different techniques to accentuate 

these interests. In script, he focuses on enveloping character in the things 

they do, and more importantly, don’t say to one another. As a result, his scripts 

tend to be dialogue driven. In his prose, he tends to focus on using indirect-

free speech. This provides a chance to elaborate on the inner-life of character, 

whilst sometimes using the focus of character to subvert elements of the story 

taking place around their limited, third-person perspective. That being said, 

Cam’s favourite writing style is third-person omniscient, as he finds he can 

best build a story around character, rather than the other way around.

GRADUATE STATEMENT
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Anisa
Sabiri

WRITER TAJIKISTAN

Anisa Sabiri was born in Dushanbe, Tajikistan. In 2013, she obtained a first-class 

law degree from Moscow University. She worked as a tour guide in the Pamir 

mountains, while building a profile as an award-winning author, cultural activist, 

and photographer. She studied with German filmmaker Fred Kelemen before 

presenting her short film THE CRYING OF TANBUR at international festivals in 

2018, where it won several awards. That year, she also founded My Vision — an 

experimental residency that gave young, novice filmmakers the opportunity to 

work with professionals in producing their first short films. In 2019 she won a 

Chevening scholarship to undertake a one-year MA in Screenwriting at London 

Film School. She is currently in post-production on the feature documentary 

RHYTHMS OF LOST TIME, about the ritual music of Tajikistan.
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Tightrope
88 pages · plus a video excerpt

SYNOPSIS

Anisa’s priority in filmmaking and life is to give voice, through art, to her 

country. Cinema being a universal language gives it a central role in her 

journey. She finds inspiration in the poetry and philosophy of Persia, the films 

of Bela Tarr, and Dostoevsky – all of which carry themes of human isolation 

and idealism. Despite her interests pointing to an artistic rather than broadly 

commercial path, her awareness of the need for strong technique and a 

pragmatic approach to screenwriting and filmmaking in order to achieve her 

aims led her to study at LFS.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

A Tajik soldier and vet named Jamshed attempts to re-establish his civilian life 

after captivity in Afghanistan. Amidst the chaos of a collapsing Soviet Union 

and the ongoing civil war in Jamshed’s home country, his hope of finding both 

employment and his long-missing wife bring him to the capital. At the municipal 

zoo, he finds that all the animals except one hippo have died. He meets a 

wheelchair bound former ballet dancer called Farrah, who works in the zoo 

as a cleaner. At first, they don’t like each other – the rustic Jamshed scoffs at 

Farrah’s artistic past, and Farrah, typical of the Soviet intelligentsia, doesn’t trust 

Jamshed. However, they bond over their mutual care for the hippo. Meanwhile 

Jamshed tries to find Mamlakat, his wife. Mamlakat isn’t expecting to see her 

husband again. Since childhood she has dreamt of freedom from the strictures of 

traditional society and from the bonds of what had been an arranged marriage. 

She makes a life for herself in the city, experiencing menial work in a garment 

factory and frightening proximity to urban violence as civil war breaks out. She 

is seduced by an untrustworthy man and ultimately the price of freedom is a 

gradual descent into prostitution. Jamshed’s contribution to the upkeep of the 

zoo enables Farrah to develop a tightrope act for the circus. He also accompanies 

Jamshed as he attempts unsuccessfully to trace Mamlakat through the local 

authorities. As the two men come to trust each other more, we learn that Farrah 

lost the use of his legs during a vicious attack by fundamentalists during a 

performance. This happy period doesn’t last long, however; the authorities 

appear and announce that the zoo is to be seized for other (corrupt) purposes. 

Farrah and Jamshed must find a new home for the hippo, and they alight upon the 

local swimming baths. As they drive the tranquilized hippo through the city to the 

pool, Mamlakat is having an abortion. At the end of the film the three principals 

come to the main square as part of a large crowd who gathered to witness the 

demolition of Lenin’s statue. Each behaves differently: Jamshed goes with the 

crowd, actively taking part in the surge forward; Mamlakat is carried passively; 

Farrah remains at a distance – an observer. Jamshed and Mamlakat come within 

a few feet of each other, but never meet. 

https://www.instagram.com/sabiri_as/
https://vimeo.com/265442593
https://lfs.org.uk/content/conversation-anisa-sabiri
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Elicia
Souchet

WRITER FRANCE

Born and raised in Paris, France, Elicia encountered cinema through her parents, 

both passionate about art. She quickly understood the power of storytelling 

that enabled her to be lost in her own world for hours. Many characters have 

been created and have experienced so many adventures in her mind. However, 

it’s only about the age of 15 when she had to start thinking about her future that 

the obviousness of her passion for cinema and storytelling became clear to her. 

After earning her literary baccalaureate, she studied filmmaking for three years 

at l’ESRA, a cinematographic school in Paris where she was introduced to many 

jobs on a set and started thinking about her own style as a director. She worked 

as a scriptwriter for two features currently in production in France before moving 

to London. LFS was the perfect opportunity for Elicia to improve her writing in a 

prestigious school. Since early 2020, she is working as a script reader.

MA SCREENWRITING

ELICIA SOUCHET SCRIPTS
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The Role of My Life
104 pages · plus a video excerpt

SYNOPSIS

Elicia loves writing characters-driven stories which enable her to focus a 

lot of her work on psychology and trying to understand more about human 

nature. She has a predilection for dramas and thrillers, and loves building 

atmosphere. It’s also why she wants to direct in the future, so she could 

continue the creative process, this time on set, and keep building her stories 

with actors, cinematographer, and so on. Cinema is the door to putting our 

reality aside for a moment, to escape in another world - the characters’ - and 

to allow ourselves to be led into adventures and experiences. Elicia wants to 

use the power of storytelling to invite people into her universe, to meet her 

characters and experience different emotions.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Louise always dreamt of becoming an actress. But her unplanned pregnancy 

made her put away her dreams to focus on her family and her role as a mother. 

After going through depression, she gets a role in a devised play. The more she 

builds her new character, the more Louise wants to become this persona and 

forget her real life.

https://www.instagram.com/unecinefille/?hl=fr
https://vimeo.com/475788760
https://www.facebook.com/elicia.souchet18/
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Kathleen
Stairs

WRITER USA / CANADA

Kathleen is an American/Canadian writer from Boston, MA. In addition to her 

screenwriting work, which includes two feature films, two pilots, a produced 

short film, a web series, she has spent the last eight years developing two 

unpublished manuscripts. In between writing she worked her way up from legal 

secretary to paralegal and decided (between a Masters of Screenwriting or Law 

School) to pursue screenwriting…so far, she doesn’t regret it. She is also a singer, 

avid reader, and wine enthusiast with a slight propensity towards feathers, 

dreamcatchers and whales.
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KATHLEEN STAIRS SCRIPTS
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Above the Influence
video excerpt

SYNOPSIS

Kathleen wants to be a novelist who adapts her own novels and series into 

TV and Film. Her interests include high fantasy, family dramas and political 

thrillers.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Abigail Church is an alcoholic PhD candidate researching 

opioid addiction funded by Purdue Pharmaceuticals in 

2006 at Tufts University in Boston, MA. Abigail’s research 

is definitively meant to prove that OxyContin, Purdue’s 

main opioid, is not addictive but her research reveals 

otherwise, causing a deep conflict within her. In an attempt 

to put pressure on her to finish her dissertation, Dr. Ceruti, 

Abigail’s academic advisor, goes to the Academic Board. 

Things change when the Board decides Abigail’s work is 

inadequate and incongruent with university standards 

and they decide to academically dismiss her. She is 

invited to complete her dissertation and reapply within 

two months. She is stripped of her academic status and 

forced out of her office. She decides to return home to the 

seemingly idyllic seaside town of Gloucester, MA. Upon 

returning home, Abigail realizes how much things have 

changed since her last visit, years ago. She reconnects 

easily with her younger brother, Micah, but has a harder 

time emotionally connecting with her mother, Marybeth, 

and even more so with her father, Brian. She reunites with 

an old flame, Scooter, who poses the ultimate challenge 

to Abigail as he is street smart and emotionally intelligent, 

testing her academic intelligence and everything she 

knows about the cycles of addiction in Gloucester and 

beyond. She also reconnects with an old friend, Steph, 

who runs a support group for all kinds of addicts. Steph 

is interested in Abigail’s work and her insight and asks 

Abigail to sit in on a few meetings, where she realizes that 

Scooter is a participant. This calls everything she knows 

about addiction into question. She approaches Dr. Ceruti 

and Purdue funder, Mr. Shannahan, about the nature 

of her research where they confess to have known all 

along about OxyContin’s addictiveness and subsequent 

transition into heroin addiction. Things come to a head 

when Scooter admits he’s relapsed and been using heroin. 

Abigail tries to support him as best she can while fighting 

her own demons. After spending a romantic afternoon 

with Scooter, Purdue’s many indiscretions are brought to 

light on the nightly news. Scooter, feeling deeply betrayed 

by Abigail, points out that while he might never have 

become an addict, Abigail would have always become 

an addict because of her dysfunctional and toxic family 

dynamic. The support group decides they want nothing 

to do with her until Scooter commits suicide because 

he can’t fathom going through recovery again. Abigail 

takes this opportunity to turn her research over to the 

authorities investigating Purdue and decides not to reapply 

for admission at Tufts. Abigail is accepted for admission 

at Harvard University where she begins teaching. The 

last shot is of her standing up in an Alcoholic Anonymous 

meeting admitting she’s an alcoholic. Above the Influence 

is about the corporate greed, evil and misdoings that 

manufactured an entire epidemic and the story of a young 

woman caught up in the thick of it.
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Elisabeth
Streffer

WRITER GERMANY

Born and raised in Berlin, Ellie is a London-based writer with a deep love for 

storytelling. Soon after finishing school, she escaped to Scotland where she 

studied Psychology which to this day informs the foundation of her writing. 

Inspired by the Scottish Highlands, she fell in love with the United Kingdom and 

moved to London to complete her MA in Screenwriting at London Film School. 

There she has honed her writing craft through writing her feature screenplay 

and TV pilot and script-editing on various short film. She has gained production 

experience through working on multiple short film productions.

MA SCREENWRITING

ELISABETH STREFFER SCRIPTS
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A Trip to Norway
video excerpt

SYNOPSIS
Based in London, Ellie is an Anglo-German writer with a background in 

psychology. She is currently focused on TV writing, both as a writer and 

as a script editor, developing a range of TV pilots in addition to feature 

length scripts. She is passionate about female-driven content that explores 

contemporary issues and the intricacies of female relationships. Her avid 

understanding of psychology informs all of her character-driven storytelling 

as does her international background. Ellie is interested in co-production 

efforts between the UK and EU, having connections in both, the UK and 

Germany.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

For her 20th birthday, Ruth and her older sister Emma embark on an ambitious 

hiking trip in the Norwegian mountains to commemorate the recent death of their 

mother. Led by their uncle Ole, their goal is to make it to the peak of the Helligfjell 

to bid farewell to their mother. But their relationship soon reaches a breaking 

point when they struggle through a storm and have to depend on the help of 

strangers to continue their hike. Their newfound connection soon turns sour, 

when Emma disappears after a spontaneous shroom adventure. Will Ruth make 

it to the top of the Helligfjell in time to find her sister or will she lose her forever?

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm12152022/
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Davide
Trezzolani

WRITER ITALY

Davide was born in Verona, Italy. He can’t say when his passion for cinema 

started, probably because he was too young to remember, but he knows he’s 

always loved inventing and telling stories. After having lived and studied in Italy 

and in Germany, he graduated in Philosophy. He then moved to London and 

graduated from London Film School’s MA course in Screenwriting. Besides 

cinema and writing, his other passions are rock music and cooking, which most of 

the time constitute the initial inspiration of his stories. Currently, he is developing 

his portfolio of television and film scripts.

MA SCREENWRITING

DAVIDE TREZZOLANI SCRIPTS
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Dead Flowers
68 pages · plus a video excerpt

SYNOPSIS

During his year at London Film School, Davide developed a strong interest 

in TV shows and the most fascinating aspect that makes them different 

from films, which is the chance to establish an emotional connection with 

the viewers over a sustained period. In what he writes, Davide tends to 

explore the problems of people who apparently don’t have any, because he 

strongly believes that life is difficult for everybody. Some might say that this 

aspect constitutes the specificity of his voice, even if Davide doesn’t like the 

metaphysical allure the term has gained in the last few years. He has always 

been interested in drama, also thinking they’re easier to write since people 

tend to cry over the same things and laugh about different ones. However, he 

wants to explore his potentiality as a comedy writer, too, with some TV show 

ideas he’s currently developing.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

When she discovers her natural talent for producing rock tracks, Marianne, an 

innocent violin student who belongs to an upper-class family of 1960s London, 

wants to enter the rock business, to free herself from a conservative mother and 

an oppressive boyfriend, facing the personal consequences of her decision.

https://packet.scripthop.com/davide_trezzolani_photobombing
https://packet.scripthop.com/davide_trezzolani_in_the_name_of_love
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James Fane
Trefusis

WRITER UK

James started writing at school where a teacher taught him the importance 

of poetry and prose, inspiring him to write poetry and stories of his own. Being 

dyslexic, he didn’t read much but listened to copious amounts of audio books 

and watched excessive amounts of VHS tapes. Stories, whether written, spoken, 

or watched, had always been important to him. AMADEUS and 2001: SPACE 

ODYSSEY were films that woke him up to the artistic possibilities of cinema, 

and its unique power for storytelling. At secondary school, his study of literature 

deepened his appreciation of writing and the critical analysis of art. James 

pursued his interest in stories, critical analysis, and cinema through a degree 

in Film Studies. After working as a runner in a post-production house, James 

reignited his love of writing. He wanted to learn more about the craft of cinematic 

storytelling, and so applied for a place at London Film School.

MA SCREENWRITING

JAMES FANE TREFUSIS SCRIPTS
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Homesick
110 pages · plus a video excerpt

SYNOPSIS

James is interested in writing films which explore philosophical themes and 

complex characters. Exploring how people can be limited by their experiences 

but also search for some form of revelation. Within this, the themes he 

explores are the nature of love, the search for transcendence, mortality and 

family legacy. These themes coupled with his love of ghost stories mean he 

is keen to develop supernatural horror films along with more realist dramas 

and historical pieces. He is also interested in other genre-based filmmaking, 

such as crime films, westerns, and thrillers. Being from Devon, he is keen to 

write screenplays with genre elements and philosophical themes based in 

rural locations and communities. Within this, he enjoys themes like humanity’s 

relationship with nature, the ability to find both transcendence and desolation 

within it. The directors and writers who inspire him are Bergman, Tarkovsky, 

Bresson, Chekov, Harold Pinter, David Lean, and Alfred Hitchcock.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Biddingtons boarding school. Popular Henry Atkins is secretly having a 

relationship with shy, unpopular Rufus Knightly. This is complicated by the arrival 

of scholarship student Nick Hopkins who Henry befriends. Henry’s friendship 

turns to attraction threatening both his relationship with twin sister Milly and the 

betrayed Rufus, with terrible consequences.

https://packet.scripthop.com/james_fane_trefusis_kathyswaltz_writtenby
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Tobias
Vees

WRITER AUSTRALIA

Tobias Vees works internationally as a screenwriter, script consultant, ghost-

writer and director. From 2014 to 2016, he attended a documentary filmmaking 

class at the University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences in Vienna and 

the workshops from the Vienna Filmcoach on practical film dramaturgy, while 

doing his BA in German Philology at the University of Vienna. He worked at 

BiondekBühne – one of the biggest youth theatres in Europe – as board member 

and teacher in filmmaking. In 2020, he finished his MA in Screenwriting at London 

Film School. Tobias has made several short films, documentaries, music videos, 

and commercials. Today, he focuses on his career as a writer and a writer-

director, particularly in the horror genre.

MA SCREENWRITING

TOBIAS VEES SCRIPTS
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Thier (Beast)
89 pages · plus a video excerpt

SYNOPSIS

Tobias Vees works both as a writer and a writer-director. In the past, he 

has made several experimental short films dealing with feminism, toxic 

masculinity, and cinema itself. With his work, he tries to create a cinematic 

experience that challenges the viewer. His latest film In the Dark, for example, 

features only a black screen for most of its runtime so the audience can 

only hear. That is why Tobias feels drawn to the horror genre, in which he 

likes to explore themes of societal change from a progressive point of view. 

Tobias strives to realise his films environmentally friendly and with a gender 

distribution of 50:50. He sees himself as a European filmmaker.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Seeking affection, a recent widower must choose between his estranged 

Austrian family on the farm and a female demon in the nearby forest.

https://www.instagram.com/tobiasvees/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm11127848/?ref_=nv_sr_srsg_0
https://www.hearusmove.com/
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Daniel J.
Whitehorn

WRITER UK / SOUTH AFRICA

London-based and raised in South Africa, Daniel grew up with a passion for 

wildlife and wildly imaginative film and fiction. He began his television career 

getting up close to sharks, snakes, and zebra as a presenter for KTV children’s 

nature documentaries. Daniel went on to study journalism, English and drama 

at Rhodes University. He has worked industriously in theatre, including several 

South African National Arts Festival productions, as well as touring in France. His 

career in television has continued with award-winning work in advertising and a 

writers’ room position at Flying Circus Animation studios.
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DANIEL J. WHITEHORN SCRIPTS
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Murmurations
101 pages · plus a video excerpt

SYNOPSIS

Daniel enjoys riffing energetic and emotional writing against bold and 

bombastic concepts. A total media omnivore, Daniel’s eclectic tastes are 

reflected in his career ambitions which span platforms and genres. His 

experience in writers’ rooms, devised theatre, and advertising have given him 

a taste for working across styles and mediums with an affinity for teamwork 

and collaboration. Daniel’s artistic ambitions are career driven and he is 

currently pursuing a writers’ room position. Since completing his MAS he has 

worked on student film sets, co-developed a TV pilot and co-written a play.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

A coming-of-age story, Murmurations follows Oaklyn two years after losing his 

twin. Since then, he has developed a bizarre affliction: between falling asleep and 

waking up, he lives from birth until death, as an animal. Eager to start a new life 

at college, Oaklyn’s hopes become dashed when his condition turns contagious, 

prompting connections, chaos and comedy. As campus starts to boil over into 

pure anarchy, Oaklyn becomes dependant on a motley crew of other students. 

Banding together, they must try to help each other brave rapidly wild changes to 

the world as they know it.
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Alexander
Wilson-Flynn

WRITER IRELAND

Alexander Wilson-Flynn was born and raised in Dublin, Ireland. Before the MA 

in Screenwriting at London Film School, he completed a BA in English with Film 

Studies at University College Dublin. His first short film, UNFORGOTTEN (2017) 

screened at 30 International Film Festivals (IFFs), including the Oscar-affiliated 

Foyle Film Festival and Chicago International Film Festival. It also won prizes at 

11 film festivals, including the Gold Prize for Short Film at the Filmmakers of the 

Year Festival, the Silver Remi at Worldfest – Houston International Film and Video 

Festival and Best Overall Film at the Cineyouth Film Festival – Cinema Chicago.

His TV project KNIFE EDGE made it to the final 4% of over 1000 submissions to 

the 2020 Red Planet Prize. His second short film as writer and director for FULL 

MOON, starring Tommy Tiernan (DERRY GIRLS), will be shot in Ireland this spring 

with funding from Creative Europe.

MA SCREENWRITING

ALEXANDER WILSON-FLYNN SCRIPTS
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Dust and Dreams
97 pages · plus a video excerpt

SYNOPSIS

Alexander Wilson-Flynn is a writer and director interested both in feature 

film and television series. His work explores dark themes such as addiction, 

the past, self-destruction, dysfunctional families, and the inability to 

connect and communicate effectively. He predominantly writes in the genres 

of drama, thriller, and crime. His second short film as a writer-director, 

FULL MOON, about a father trying to explain his alcoholism to his young 

daughter through a bedtime story, will be distributed and released on the 

festival circuit throughout 2021. He has multiple projects in development, 

including the feature-length script DUST AND DREAMS, set in Dublin, about 

the disintegration of a life and mind of a middle-class, family man, and the 

television project KNIFE EDGE set in London, about a retired secret service 

agent who is dragged back into the world of espionage when he learns his 

younger brother may be embroiled in a domestic terror plot.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Finding himself homeless with nowhere to turn, Eddy Keenan reflects on his past 

as a professional, family man and homeowner, whilst searching for newfound 

purpose on the Dublin city streets. The film intercuts between Eddy’s present, 

as he tries to see the upside of his new and isolated experience, and his past 

life, where the responsibility and mundanity of his middle class existence takes 

an increasing toll on his emotional stability. In the present tense narrative, Eddy 

starts to find direction and connection through a blossoming friendship with a 

small time drug dealer and a paternal relationship with a bullied young boy who 

suffers from selective mutism. In the flashbacks, Eddy’s home and family falls 

apart as his relationships with his wife and son unravel. By the film’s end, Eddy 

must come face to face with his role in the destruction of his family. And an act of 

irreversible violence will force him to confront the truth of his present situation, 

and the reality he has constructed for himself.

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm8981982/?ref_=nv_sr_srsg_0%E2%80%A8
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt6873478/?ref_=nm_knf_t1%E2%80%A8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HSLP4GQcJlM&t=401s
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Erik
Woolcott

WRITER PERU

Erik grew up in Lima, Peru, after spending three years living in London, a place 

he eventually ended up in again. After watching THE SHINING at a young 

age (younger than one should be to watch it, to be honest), he fell in love with 

cinema, and after digging deeper on to the typical cinephile lists one can find 

online, he knew it was a passion he wanted to pursue. After finishing a degree 

in Communications at the prestigious University of Lima, where he wrote and 

directed LEVIATHAN, he opted to further his studies at London Film School, 

where he graduates having written an original feature-length screenplay, many 

short films, a TV pilot, and, hopefully, made friends for the future.
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Sandro
104 pages · plus a video excerpt

SYNOPSIS

Erik appreciates a good mind-bender, a scary story, a tense thriller, and an 

action-packed comic book flick, so he decided to write a coming-of-age 

drama grounded in reality. He has broad tastes, but a clear preference for 

horror and sci-fi, despite writing a completely different story as his project 

at London Film School. He hopes to further develop a number of TV pilots and 

series, while also working on writing and expanding his portfolio with two new 

feature-length screenplays, a horror film, and a political thriller, with hopes of 

finding financing for one to direct it in the near future.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

After moving to London from Peru for treatment for his Moebius Syndrome with 

Catalina, his mother, Sandro forms a friendship with José, a notorious bully in his 

school that is also from Peru, after refusing to snitch on him to the Headmaster 

of school. As they bond over their love for anime, their friendship is put to the 

test while Sandro misses appointments for his treatment and is continued 

being bullied by others at school. Unaware of his mother’s racial bias, Sandro 

brings José home, and is then confronted by Catalina about it, which leads to a 

breakdown with both her and José. As their relationship rekindles, Sandro and 

José are again in trouble with the school, with José taking the full blame for the 

incident, which leads to his dismissal. In the end, Sandro ends up coming to terms 

with his own condition, and starts to accept himself as he is.
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Xiaoyu
Wang

WRITER CHINA

Xiaoyu is a funny, outgoing Chinese lady. Before going to London Film School to 

study screenwriting, Xiaoyu spent five years working in the Chinese film industry, 

where she mainly took on the role of second assistant director. Those filmmaking 

experiences helped her find out how to write for effective visuals. Besides that, 

she has a rich resource in the China industry, which could help to produce her 

own films.

MA SCREENWRITING

XIAOYU WANG SCRIPTS
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The Flower Duet
video excerpt

SYNOPSIS
Xiaoyu is a fan of realistic film, especially magic realistic film. As André 

Bazin said on his book ‘What is Cinema?’, film should focus on reality. She 

agrees with his theory. She believes that film should reflect on realistic. In her 

feature script, she has described the LGBTQ+ group situation in China now. 

She believes that the minority should not be ignored, and that they should 

have a footing in society. Undoubtedly, this topic is sensitive and holds heavy 

emotions. She uses an optimistic tone to depict a warm story and hopes this 

story can warm-up who is going to coming out. In future, she will keep writing 

realistic films, and observing society in China.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

A male photographer in his 30’s wants to transition but risks being rejected by 

his stubborn mother. The story starts from my protagonist Darren was decided 

to take transition. He already prepared everything, such as enough money and 

psychiatrist diagnose. He only needs one thing that is his mother Lan’s official 

permission signing her name on the operation contract. Lan didn’t know his 

real sexual orientation. She arranged many blind dating for him since she wants 

Darren could get married as soon as possible. Darren decides to coming out at 

Chinese New Year Eve in front of whole family.

https://www.instagram.com/yoyoyowang/
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Taiyo
Yoshida

WRITER UK

Taiyo Yoshida is a half-Northern Irish, half-Japanese, and culturally confused 

Screenwriter based in London. He spent the first 18 years of his life surrounded 

by cows giving birth in Northern Ireland before leaving the nest to study 

Criminology at the University of Manchester. During his time there, he became 

Head of Writing for the Film Society and worked on numerous plays, both 

independently and as part of the Drama Society. After graduating, he worked 

as a Floor Runner, Camera Trainee, and Grip Assistant on ITV’s Endeavour. He 

went on to work as an Assistant Script Editor at Mammoth Screen working on 

shows such as War of the Worlds, The ABC Murders, and The Serpent. He has 

also completed a playwriting course at the National Theatre. His stories usually 

find the comedy and absurdity in the deeply sad and tragic. He can confirm that 

potatoes and sushi don’t go together.
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TAIYO YOSHIDA SCRIPTS
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They Sang a
Song for Lola
92 pages · plus a video excerpt

SYNOPSIS

Taiyo is keen to continue building his portfolio of writing and find 

representation to take the next step in the industry. He is currently working 

on two short films (both of which have directors attached), as well as 

collaborating on a TV series and a play. His projects usually find the funny 

and absurd in the sad and tragic. He will also continue entering competitions, 

schemes, and labs such as BBC Writersroom, 4Screenwriting, and BAFTA 

Rocliffe. He’s interested in working with other writers, writing as part of a 

team, and collaborating on future projects. He’d like to pursue a career in both 

film and television while also writing for the theatre.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

After the sudden death of her father, Lola reluctantly returns to Northern Ireland 

to help her sister with the funeral and is forced to confront her past.
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Kristina Zorita
Arratibel

WRITER SPAIN

Born and raised in the Spanish Basque Country and living in the French Basque 

Country for more than a decade, Kristina has spent more than a quarter of 

a century as a TV reporter at the Basque Public Television. She has been a 

special envoy to political events in the Balkans or natural disasters such as 

the Katrina Hurricane or the Boxing Day Tsunami. During the last years, in the 

cultural section, and thanks also to her blog on cinema, she has been covering 

Cannes, Berlin and San Sebastian film festivals, among others. The first-hand 

knowledge of those cinema temples has spurred her desire not only to talk 

about films but to make them. Kristina is a writer, director and producer with an 

MA in Screenwriting from London Film School. In 2017, she produced the short 

film ‘Night Shift’, winner of the Screen Academy Short Script Competition. In 

2019, she wrote and directed the short film ‘Pil Pil’, selected in more than 20 

festivals and finalist in three of them.

Daughter of a pair of left-wing academics, Dolores is happy as a TV producer in 

a liberal international news network in spite of the conservative journalist she 

is working with. She is a workaholic with no place to romance. Her career and 

personal life is left in tatters though after she is sent in a mission: she is asked 

to research on ETA, the last armed European organisation after the IRA called 

off the fight. She shall do it through meeting a member of the organisation 

jailed in France. What could be seen as a promotion by several professionals 

stirs painful memories on her. Memories of a youth Basque boyfriend who 

died at police’s hands because her radicalisation. Unexpectedly, Dolores 

grows a fascination for Mikel which smooths the bitterness of that memory. 

In a moment, Dolores also toys with the idea of redeeming her sin helping the 

prisoner. When Mikel turns to be a different man to Dolores’ expectations, she 

realises that her redemption will come from healing a whole society, not saving 

just a single man.

MA SCREENWRITING

KRISTINA ZORITA ARRATIBEL SCRIPTS

SYNOPSIS

For years, Kristina has wished she could write as Billy Wilder did. Loves his 

stories and lines. But almost nobody could be so perfect. Less interested in 

current Hollywood blockbusters, she prefers American indie and European 

art-house cinema. Member of several women filmmakers’ associations, 

she currently looks for films with a female gaze. As a writer, she would 

like to contribute to a cinematography that is paying attention to subjects 

previously overlooked. She could add her condition of being a mature writer. 

Kristina loves writing character-driven stories which enable her to focus on 

understanding human nature. Moreover, her recent works have a political and 

social flavour, even when she has written comedy such as in her short film and 

in an idea for a TV series she is currently developing.
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GRADUATE STATEMENT

Dolores
91 pages · plus a video excerpt

https://www.instagram.com/kristinazorita/%E2%80%A8
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm9638546/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1%E2%80%A8
https://www.facebook.com/kristina.zorita%E2%80%A8
https://twitter.com/KristinaZA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5WiOvYInaF-2dfqdbeRnmw/videos%E2%80%A8


Summer Shade
Haimovici, Shira (Director)

The Weight of the Land
Helbling, Simon (Director)

Odh Gohri
Kumar, Rochna (Director)

Dr. Alright
Lin, Shijun (Director)

Garças
Nobre, Gabriela Nemésio (Director)
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International 
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With millions of humans across the world now armed with filming 
equipment on their mobile phones, audio-visual content creation 
finds itself in the midst of a great moment. However, while the 
barriers to entry may have largely diminished, the barriers to 
success – reaching intended audiences in financially viable 
business models – remain a missing arm for many.

“ When you lack a certain vitality in the film business, 

there’s no hiding it. It’s like you’ve had your limb chopped 

off. How do you hide the fact that you’re missing an arm?” 

— Alec Baldwin

The MA in International Film Business (MAIFB) unites 

London Film School, the world’s key postgraduate 

filmmaking school, with the University of Exeter’s Film 

Department and Business School. This MA-marriage 

brings together unique film production and market 

expertise, as well as exceptional research and teaching 

on film culture, history, distribution, sales, marketing, 

and much more. All this, while embracing world / national 

cinema(s) and non-Hollywood film production alike and 

providing students with key business tools and contacts 

required to build a successful career in film.

I am delighted to now, as of 2019, hold the position of 

Course Leader of this truly international programme. 

The team behind MAIFB is dedicated to training a new 

generation of producers and executives that will bring 

excellence and innovation to the film industry in tandem 

with an ever-changing pattern of audiences, and the 

increasing dominance of digital tech and big data. I wish 

all of the students here the very best with their futures.

Victoria Thomas

Course Leader
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Aviya
Chadha

DISTRIBUTOR INDIA

After completing an undergraduate degree in philosophy, Aviya worked as a 

film curator in New Delhi and in programming and marketing at the Mumbai Film 

Festival in 2017. For over a year, she worked in acquisitions at Mumbai-based 

Alliance Media, where she helped bring Palme d’Or winning film The Square, 

films of Jafar Panahi, Pedro Almodovar, and other auteur-driven world cinema 

to India for distribution and sub-licencing. She loves film festivals for the thrill of 

discovery and the sense of community. In normal times, you will find her trotting 

the globe from one festival to another.

From here on, Aviya is keen on entering the world of international sales of 

independent and world cinema. She wants to help young and upcoming 

filmmakers, especially Indian talent to gain global visibility. She is equally 

keen on learning the ropes of independent film distribution. Aviya loves 

dramas and stories that explore the vulnerabilities of human connection, 

particularly the works of Hirokazu Koreeda, Noah Baumbach, and Agnes 

Varda. She would like to work on social impact and grassroot campaigns that 

harness the power of cinema in raising awareness of pressing social issues of 

our time.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

MA INTERNATIONAL FILM BUSINESS

AVIYA CHADHA PROJECTS
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SYNOPSIS

Parasite’s win did not come out of thin air. It is one result of a film ecosystem 

that has been built over decades by the South Korean film industry that has 

consistently been churning out world-class cinema that thrives in both the 

domestic and international markets. The focus of this dissertation is to study 

the infrastructure it takes to make and globalise cinema that can compete with 

the best in the world, using the South Korean Film Industry as a case study. The 

idea is to analyse whether the South Korean model can be replicated for the 

independent Indian film industry, and how India can set out to make the next 

Parasite in its own way, given the infrastructure limitations it currently has.

What Will It Take for the 
Indian Independent Film 
Industry to Make the 
Next Parasite?

https://www.linkedin.com/in/aviya-chadha-7668b8ab/
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Ronil
Deshpande

PRODUCER INDIA

Probably the youngest person on every film he’s worked on, Ronil has rarely 

been consistent with his career choices until he decided to take the path into the 

film and television industry. He has had a range of career choices that include 

professional racing, the next Neil Armstrong, and, for some reason, a culinary 

chef to invest in his youth.

Between his undergraduate years at Middlesex University where he studied 

Business Management, he flew to Los Angeles to study filmmaking during the 

summer and (finally!) found his passion for film, which led him to the UK to pursue 

his master’s degree in International Film Business at London Film School. His 

first work experience was on Ridley Scott’s production American Woman where 

he worked as a runner for a day. From there, he took that experience and worked 

across sets in Mumbai, Abu Dhabi, and Dubai where he developed a network of 

filmmakers, who are in dire need in today’s world.

From holding a camera to being in front of the camera, Ronil has worked at 

every film role possible. A former gaffer, best boy, writer, director, script 

supervisor, DOP, and even an actor, he found his creative and entrepreneurial 

stride in a producer role. Being a producer opened his eyes to the amount of 

work that goes into making a project and he has embraced it gracefully. He 

also realised that being a team player, keeping the cast and crew happy and 

just being ‘The Dude’ goes a long way in this industry. His love started for film 

but has transformed into a passion for creating ground-breaking stories for 

television, where the fun has only just begun.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

MA INTERNATIONAL FILM BUSINESS

RONIL DESHPANDE PROJECTS
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SYNOPSIS

For the purpose of my graduation project, I chose to create 

a series bible titled ‘Bhopal’.

Inspired by true events, ‘Bhopal’ is a ten-hour investigative 

and political miniseries. Set against the backdrop of the 

world’s largest industrial disaster in one of India’s most 

populous cities, ‘Bhopal’ is the struggle of 4 common 

people who work together to bring justice to the victims 

of the disaster. Emotional, moving, cinematic with deeply 

rooted characters, ‘Bhopal’ recreates the tragedy which 

haunts India even today.

On the night of December 2nd/3rd 1984, the unimaginable 

happened. Nearly 40 tons of Methyl Isocyanate leaked 

from a pesticide plant located in the city of Bhopal. The 

impacts were instant – people dying in their sleep or in 

their footsteps running away from the thick fog created, 

animals dying within seconds, trees turning frail. The 

accident was only the tip of it. Investigations by a journalist 

uncovered dark secrets about the operations at the plant 

before the incident, which dug deeper, exposing the 

nation’s bureaucratic incompetency. Societal injustice, 

corrupt politicians at the top, greedy corporations with no 

regard for human lives and a cry for help – the city faced 

everything beyond belief.

The legal proceedings, although began almost 

immediately, took nearly 20 years to finally reach a 

culmination, with the corporation and the Government 

playing the blame game. But there was never a conclusive 

and satisfactory end to this tale. Nearly 40 years on, the 

Bhopal

residents of Bhopal still feel the chills behind their spine 

and struggle to live normally. The night still haunts them, 

and there is nothing that can be done to give them the life 

they had earlier.

The stories and the truth behind the incident have never 

gotten the light it deserves. While the night of the 2nd/3rd 

December 1984 is largely ignored on a humanitarian 

basis, the “accident” is not the headliner. The medical 

aftermath, the unreliability of the justice system, the 

cunningness of the corporate world, the unpreparedness 

of the city, the political corruption and the puppeteering 

of the entire case is what is to be highlighted and brought 

to light. It seamlessly officiates the marriage between an 

investigative drama, a political thriller, and a corporate 

drama.

This incident is deeply embedded within India’s torrid past. 

For this reason, I used this opportunity optimally to create a 

series bible centered around the incident and have the aim 

of creating this in the real world. Coming from a business 

background during my undergrad, I gained an interest 

for film and television from a young age and ultimately, 

decided to create ground breaking stories which led 

me to pursuing a master’s degree at the London Film 

School. While my interests were deeply rooted in film, the 

opportunities presented by SVOD’s, OTT’s, independent 

producers and creators, have gone through the roof in 

recent years, consequently leading to a rise in web series 

and television stories to come to light. Hence, I want to 

leverage this opportunity to its full potential and be a part 

of the scripted television industry.

While I am aware of the uncertain and strange times 

we are living in, the opportunities presented at the time 

are extremely limited. However, I have been working on 

creating new stories; stories that have never been told 

before, stories based on fact and/or fiction, and stories 

that are just downright lucid. At some point in the future, I 

want to be able to present these stories to the real world 

and ultimately, earn the title of a successful showrunner.

https://medium.com/@thebackstageblogger
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ronil-deshpande/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n3jNC5z_QTM&feature=youtu.be
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Norah
Elkhateeb

PRODUCER EGYPT

Norah Elkhateeb is a Cairo-based film and television producer with 12 years of 

experience working on high-budget TV commercials, branded content, music 

videos, and short films.

Elkhateeb has produced content for Egypt’s and the Middle East’s most awarded 

film and commercial directors, including Ali Ali, Omar Hilal, Marwan Hamed and 

Mariam Abu Auf. She has also worked with international directors such as the 

British director Rob Sanders and the American director Marcus Raboy, with 

whom she brought award-winning campaigns to life. Her first docu-drama film, 

Girl Rising was nominated for a 2014 News & Documentary Emmy, helmed by 

Academy Award-nominated director Richard E. Robbins, written by acclaimed 

female writers, and voiced by acclaimed actresses including Meryl Streep, Kerry 

Washington, and Anne Hathaway. Norah received a special mention at the United 

Nations’ One Woman Show Program as one of the leading female producers in 

Egypt.

The MAIFB course has given Norah a deep insight on the film industry and has allowed her to start a journey of deep 

knowledge of the distribution process, in addition to the film financing game, which is something she has been eager 

to understand for years. After finishing the MAIFB course, Norah is now more focused to gradually move across to film 

rather than working on commercials only. She knows that it won’t be easy, and there’s a long way to go, but the good thing 

is that she’s now confident in her focus on independent features. Norah is currently developing a mini-series, pitched 

for Netflix (fingers crossed!). She is also developing a feature as a co-producer with a Cannes award winner producer. 

Within five years from now, she is hoping to have at least one feature and one short in production, and could use some 

good luck wishes!

GRADUATE STATEMENT

MA INTERNATIONAL FILM BUSINESS

NORAH ELKHATEEB PROJECTS
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SYNOPSIS

An emotional and cinematic ride through the golden age of football, THE GAME 

OF THE PEOPLE is a Mini-Series consisting of 6 Episodes per season exploring 

the special history of football in Egypt before the modern version of the game 

began to emerge. BASED ON TRUE STORIES and Rooted In 20th Century, the 

series brings to life forgotten heroes, and sheds light on significant moments, 

matches, and historical events. It is a look back at the drama, the tragedy, 

comedy, and even the absurdity that has helped shape Egyptian football and 

make it the national obsession it is today. Always affected by the political and 

social backdrop at the time, each episode will mirror much more than the state 

and progression of football but also that of the country and its people. THE 

GAME OF THE PEOPLE reexamines a time when Egyptian Football was very 

different from what it is today. Egypt has a rich footballing history and tradition. 

As it has done in many parts of the world, the game was a driving force in molding 

culture and society, football helped shape Egypt. That history has mostly gone 

untold , many great heroes and epic stories have slipped through the cracks and 

are largely forgotten, even though the fanaticism surrounding the game today 

owes them a great debt. Most of our tales occurred before the modernization 

of the game, at a time when it still retained a magical quality, when eyewitness 

accounts varied, when the tales were almost mythical and the legends larger 

than life.

The Game

https://vimeo.com/user23493478
https://vimeo.com/475788760
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Shuo
Feng

PRODUCER CHINA

MA INTERNATIONAL FILM BUSINESS

SHUO FENG PROJECTS
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SYNOPSIS

With the increasing demand for online video content from 

netizens, many video websites have adopted different 

strategies to capture the market. With the continuous 

development of the video website industry, the limitations 

of relying solely on online marketing have gradually 

emerged. Some websites have begun to try various offline 

marketing. Online and offline integrated marketing will 

become the primary trend in marketing development in 

the video website industry. As a late start, rapid growth, 

and unique attributes, Mango TV has become the top five 

domestic video websites in less than two years and is well 

received by netizens. This study set out to select Mango TV 

as a research object. This thesis compares and analyzes 

the online and offline integrated marketing strategies of 

three competitors of Mango TV, which are iQIYI, Tencent 

Video, and Youku. Then, this thesis uses the self-made 

variety show ‘Sisters Who Make Waves’ and self-made 

TV series ‘The Whirlwind Girl’ to talk about the online and 

offline marketing methods of Mango TV. Secondly, Mango 

TV also innovates marketing methods and uses a large 

number of social platforms for publicity. It uses “micro-

marketing” and live streaming to promote new video 

content. Although Mango TV is continually upgrading and 

innovating marketing methods, it needs more attention to 

offline marketing. Then, this thesis uses the 4I marketing 

theory to analyze the problems in the online and offline 

integrated marketing of Mango TV. After that, this thesis 

proposes corresponding optimization strategies based on 

its original marketing and combined with other effective 

methods.

Therefore, this paper uses the 4I integrated marketing 

theory applicable to the network era to analyze the 

problems existing in the marketing strategy of Mango 

TV and corresponding solutions. Besides, this research 

might serve as a reference for China’s video industry in 

marketing. Meanwhile, few foreign scholars study Mango 

TV and Chinese video websites, and this paper can show 

them the current development of Chinese video websites. 

In conclusion, this research of the thesis on the content 

of Mango TV video website has ended. However, its 

enlightenment for online and offline integrated marketing 

is worthy of constant thinking.

Untitled
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Harry
Greenwood

PRODUCER UK

MA INTERNATIONAL FILM BUSINESS

HARRY GREENWOOD PROJECTS
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SYNOPSIS

Disaster is a six-part comedy short-form web series, 

presented as both a series bible and a draft pilot script 

for the graduation project. “Adam is a disaster. Adam’s 

most successful date was with a married man. Adam has 

eaten cake out of a bin. Adam is about to be fired. Adam’s 

birthday party almost killed his friends. Adam has to keep 

laughing or he doesn’t know what’ll he do.”

Disaster explores comedy as a coping strategy for 

depression. Adam pushes himself into increasingly 

ridiculous situations simply for a laugh, but how far will he 

go before he pushes himself over the edge?”

Disaster was originally pitched as a 60-minute Fringe show 

for Fringe 2020, but after the cancellation of the Edinburgh 

Festival Fringe in 2020, the concept has been redeveloped 

as a potential web-series.

Disaster adapts the experiences of its creator’s battle with 

mental health issues, taking some liberty with story and 

characters whilst remaining true to the overall message 

and ideas.

Whilst early episodes of the series will look at mental health 

through the lens of comedy, and Adam’s actions will initially 

seem amusing, as the series progresses, we learn that they 

are, indeed, a coping strategy. The mental health issues 

themselves will never be used for comedy, rather, dialogue 

between the characters, as well as the scenarios that they 

find themselves in, prove the basis for the comedy. As 

ultimately a series with a serious message, the comedy will 

not be present in every scene, nor every line, but will still 

be woven throughout every episode in order to make the 

tough issues feel easier to discuss. Whilst the first season 

acts as a contained story, there is included a potential to 

expand beyond the initial six episodes, by shifting focus 

and introducing new social issues to explore.

Disaster combines both the author’s interests in current 

social issues, as well as comedy. The series represents 

the direction in which the creator intends to take their 

career, exploring meaningful issues whilst simultaneously 

presenting them in a way that feels accessible. As a series 

created as by an individual, it is important that the author 

is knowledgeable in the issues presented, as series which 

misrepresent issues can be more damaging as those that 

ignore the same issues completely. The situations chosen 

are therefore rooted in the creator’s own experiences, 

meaning that the story feels truthful, and representative of 

fact, despite being a fiction series.

The intention with the project is to still have it begin its life 

as a stage play, being performed whenever is possible, 

this will both be to gauge public opinion as well as securing 

both credit for the project and building a name for both the 

concept as well as the people behind it. Beyond this, should 

finances allow, it is hoped that the series will be able to 

be produced as a short-form web series, with its low cast 

and every-day settings, it should be a low-budget project, 

and something that the creator may be able to pursue 

independently. It could be published on various online video 

sharing platforms that allow free publication.

Disaster

BIO

Harry’s background before coming to London Film School was primarily rooted in 

theatre. He acted, directed, produced, and wrote for amateur stage productions 

before making the decision to attempt to break into film and television, having 

gained enthusiasm for the industry after working as an extra in Holby City.

His primary interests in film and television revolve around social issues, 

particularly those related to LGBTQ+ individuals and mental health, which are 

both explored in his graduation project Disaster, as well as a podcast project for 

the degree titled Bury Your Gaze. Whilst the pandemic put the stage production 

of Disaster on pause, he still intends to perform the show at a later date.

Harry’s interests in filmmaking lie within many contemporary social issues, 

primarily LGBTQ+ rights and mental health issues. He has recently found 

himself keen to explore issues around socioeconomic impacts on climate 

change, whether that be through the medium of documentary or fiction. He is 

enthusiastic about his taught role of producer but is also currently exploring 

writing, with his most current project being the development of a scripted 

podcast for a veterinary group. He hopes to one day develop his own comedy 

series focusing on these issues he is passionate about.

GRADUATE STATEMENT
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Natalia Romero
Jaimes

PRODUCER COLOMBIA
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NATALIA ROMERO JAIMES PROJECTS
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SYNOPSIS

The dissertation is focused on the creation of the Pitch 

Deck of a documentary feature film, which will be destined 

to be presented to potential financiers from Latin America, 

European and the United States. It is a master deck that 

will be customized based on the type of financier to which 

the proposal is presented.

This multi-strand documentary will follow eight women 

from different Latin American countries, by joining them 

into their daily lives, listening to their opinions, beliefs and 

stories, all driven by the topics of identity, discrimination 

and sexism. Moreover, the film displays how it is to be 

a woman and the social role that she is required to play 

based on her background and experiences and how 

these have affected their lives in social, work and family 

environments. The narrative will be integrated by stories 

from different women as Franciele, a 28-year-old Brazilian 

who uses her faith in the Umbanda religion to overcome 

her insecurities and fears. She also teaches Spanish 

and Portuguese to try to break the language barrier that 

separates Brazil from other Latin American countries. Or 

María Fernanda, a 42-year-old Ecuadorian woman who 

hold on to religion and sports to overcome the trauma 

caused by being kidnapped by Colombians a few years 

ago. Mimi, a 30-year-old woman, will reveal her story as a 

Venezuelan immigrant who left her 8-year-old daughter 

in the care of her grandfather and travels from country to 

country trying to find stability in her life. And Emma, an 

18-year-old Cuban girl who decided to pursue her dream 

of becoming a makeup artist and Youtuber despite the 

fact that her country does not provide the specialized 

education that she needs or internet in the same way as the 

other countries have.

Each character has a topic that shares or contrasts 

with another character’s situation, Franciele and Maria 

Fernanda share a devotion to religion, although they 

express it in different ways, and the opposed circumstance 

between Mimi who left her country and Emma who cannot 

leave hers, in this way the narrative of the movie is linked 

by lives of different women, which takes us through the 

themes of nationality, family, and identity.

Likewise, the documentary will include four more women, 

to take a broader look at multiple relevant issues such as 

gender change, indigenous communities and racism. Their 

stories are juxtaposed, so the narration advances from one 

storyline to another to expose a broader image of Latino 

social plurality.

By weaving together, the answers of all these women to the 

question “What makes you proud of yourself?” the story will 

allow viewers to reaffirm or reformulate their beliefs under 

stereotypes, preconceptions and more significant, about 

how they have overcome difficult situations.

Soy Porque 
Somos (I am 
because we are)

BIO

Natalia Romero Jaimes is a Colombian filmmaker who has been working for 

five years as a producer and editor on various television shows. She served as a 

producer on the newscast ESAP News for three years, working on 130 episodes 

of the show. Besides, she has produced 40 commercials and six music video 

clips. Along with this, Natalia has worked as a producer on the documentary 

short films Volver con la Pandilla (Back with the Gang), and Alzadas en Letras 

(Raised in Words), which won the award of best documentary short film at the 

Bogoshorts Film Festival and participated in the section “Cine en los Barrios” at 

the FICCI – Cartagena International Film Festival.

The Documentary Soy Porque Somos (I am because we are) will be her first 

approach to the direction field, and, with this proposal, she participated in the 

Bammers section of the BAM-Bogotá Audiovisual Market in 2017.

Natalia Romero Jaimes has a great interest in the production and distribution 

of films. She is captivated by documentary films focused mainly on 

sociocultural issues, which allow exploring different cultures and social 

problems around Latin America and the world. On the other hand, her 

experience in the fiction field has been linked to the production and editing of 

music videos, in which she freely explores different forms of visual expression 

and new ways of telling stories. Her goal is to bring the experience she has 

gained over the years to develop and produce new formats for film, web, and 

television content.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

https://www.instagram.com/nataromeroj/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm11290306/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVKCBdGSAG5zEGvCaVBHFUA
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SYNOPSIS

Amy is a photographer and works for a left-wing 

newspaper with Karl Marx, a tireless veteran socialist 

journalist who befriends Sigmund Freud, a psychoanalyst 

who finds in the Tube an opportunity to meet people 

and study their minds. Amy lives with her boyfriend Jim, 

that operates in the Underground as a supervisor and 

moves from one station to another according to the work 

schedule. Even so, Jim ends up getting acquainted with 

commuters like Maggie, an old GP which becomes familiar 

to him.

Maggie is stuck in the past and wants to restore the 

recording announcing to “Mind the Gap” on the station 

speaker where she usually takes the train. Her late 

husband, an unsuccessful actor, is the voice behind the old 

version. Amy suggests that Jim should take the old GP to 

visit London abandoned old stations, historic landmarks 

from different eras. Amy is familiar with history herself, 

working in guidelines about immigration in the context of 

populist nationalism.

Karl Marx is also engaged with the labour cause but finds 

difficulties in being listened. One of his way outs is Freud, 

who helps him on his personal life but with whom he also 

diverges a lot, in witty and memorable conversations. In 

a context of fictional stories lived by real characters from 

different times, chance plays an important role connecting 

people like Amy, Freud, Marx, Jimi Hendrix and an old blind 

man performed by Robert Plant, all of them interacting in 

London.

While working in a personal project, Amy sees and 

confronts her white mother on the Underground. She sorts 

out how to deal with her old lady and manages to find an 

editor for her book, inspired by the Tube. When visiting 

the abandoned stations, Jim and Maggie have a lovely 

afternoon, sharing a look at their past and unfolding stories 

of fascinating places. Freud, in one of his trips, gets in 

deep conflict when his theories get opposed by one of the 

passengers, who happens to be Jimi Hendrix. Upon leaving 

the train, Freud feels disturbed and falls from the platform 

to the tracks, being rescued by Jim. Before leaving, the old 

psychoanalyst tells him that “the boy is the father of the 

man”.

On the event to promote her book, Amy has all her friends 

together, celebrating her photographic work. She tells Jim 

she is pregnant. In someplace else, when arriving at the 

tube station on her way to work, Maggie hears the voice of 

her late husband on the speaker again.

London Untitled 
Project

BIO

Davi is a creative producer with 20-years of experience in a range of countries 

and cultures, including the USA, Brazil, and Spain. A highly skilled professional 

who has developed, produced and directed short films, documentaries like the 

acclaimed Em Busca da Ilha Desconhecida, and over 500-hours of TV shows. 

Born in Sao Paulo, studied film at the New York University, and currently lives in 

London.

In addition to bringing this graduation project to life, his current priority is 

to settle in the UK and Europe, finding opportunities to work as a creative 

producer, developing and producing national and international projects 

for theatrical, cable TV and OTT release. His interests include fiction and 

non-fiction productions, inspired by filmmakers like the Coen Brothers, the 

Dardenne Brothers, Errol Morris, Woody Allen, and Ken Loach.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

https://vimeo.com/davikhamis
https://www.instagram.com/davikhamis/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/davi-khamis-70035a47/
https://www.facebook.com/davi.khamis.9
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Jozef
Kaut

PRODUCER BELGIUM
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The Last Hope

BIO

The natural world and movies are Jozef’s biggest passions. His goal is to bring 

the natural world into theatres and people’s homes. Jozef started his studies 

at LUCA School of Arts where he studied an MA Filmmaking. Upon completing 

his studies, Jozef decided to study International Film Business to have a better 

understanding of the industry. This January, Jozef starts an internship at Light 

& Shadow, an award-winning wildlife production company in Germany, and 

he will further develop his dissertation project as he is planning to apply for 

development funds at a Belgian film fund.

Jozef’s filmmaking priorities gradually changed throughout his studies. 

Before studying filmmaking, he felt as though he had to choose between one 

of his passions: the natural world or filmmaking. However, he soon realised 

these can perfectly combine. He would love to produce and create wildlife 

content - not only is the genre booming, but the biggest innovation is yet to 

come: to change the way these stories are being told. To step even further 

away from the dusty old education documentary-genre and approach wildlife 

filmmaking more as live-action productions.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

SYNOPSIS

Nature shows are hot again, thanks to technological innovations that allow 

filmmakers to capture incredible images of the natural world. However, beguiling 

images hide the fact that the shows’ subjects are under serious threat. In The 

Last Hope, a presenter journeys behind the scenes, finding a war on wildlife. 

As the presenter enters the heat of the battle, he/she discovers the reality of 

conservation – a world where courageous people are risking their lives as they 

strive to protect the planet’s dwindling animals. While most big-budget nature 

documentaries focus on attractive, heart-warming stories, The Last Hope 

focuses on the real-life battles being fought to preserve it. The series combines 

stunning natural history footage and investigative journalism, with the intensity 

of a Hollywood thriller. The presenter follows wildlife veterinarians on emergency 

rescue missions, investigates the sources of human-wildlife conflicts, follows 

rangers during night patrols and their battles with poachers, visits breeding 

programs, follows hunts on motorbikes and goes undercover. In addition to 

providing entertainment, The Last Hope sparks a discussion about wildlife 

threats. What would our world be without these animals?

https://www.instagram.com/jozefkaut/
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A Search for 
Freedom

BIO

Nicholas is a bilingual in American English and French, born in France. He comes 

from a Serbian and Danish background and has lived most of his life overseas. 

He hopes to apply his unique cultural background to his passion for filmmaking 

and has already done so through many professional internships in production 

companies. At undergraduate level, he studied English and Film at the University 

of Exeter and expanded upon his creative passion with an MA in International 

Film Business at London Film School.

Nicholas hopes to apply his studies to the professional world of filmmaking. 

His main goals are to gain more work experience with experienced producers 

and filmmakers in all aspects of ambitious productions. On a more personal 

side, he is also creating a production company where he will be able to pursue 

and develop his own projects; on a smaller scale, these will enable him to gain 

even more experience and develop his skills further.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

SYNOPSIS

All non-essential jobs have been terminated. Machines, 

algorithms and artificial intelligence have been put in their 

place. Jay’s trading floor is emptying out. He sees other 

traders file into a conference room where they meet their 

fate of being let go. Algorithmic trading has taken over the 

finance point to a point where human traders are on the 

brink of extinction. All trades are now executed by lines of 

code which buy and sell based on their analysis of a stock’s 

trend.

Global Trading Algorithms (GTA) is the leader in this field. 

With a fully integrated business model, they eliminate 

and monitor the need of human staff at all times. Their 

algorithm does not only execute orders, it also manages 

workforce by firing and hiring thousands of people in an 

instant, to further manipulate stock price.

Michael is a janitor in GTA’s biggest server farm and shows 

us the unseen backbreaking work with has to be done in 

order for these infrastructures to hold up. GTA are planning 

an expansion to their farm – and partially funded by the 

government, the local school is shut downing forcing 

Michael’s son and wife to move to the next town over, 

limiting the time they can see each other.

Sam is a junior analyst who was enlisted in Jay’s company 

for winning a National Mathematics Championship several 

years in a row. This came at quite an unfortunate time as 

the whole firm is about to shut down. The other juniors start 

messing around as they are all expecting to be fired.

In despair, no longer able to understand the markets 

accurately, Jay decides to get one over on his firm a final 

time. He comes across Sam’s floor and brings him to his 

office to execute any and all orders he wants.

Initially, these trades are extremely successful and save 

Jay’s job for the moment. His floor is practically empty now, 

giving the building and dark and eerie feel to it.

Later that night, Jay falls into feelings of depression 

seemingly out of nowhere. In his office, he has a locked 

liquor cabinet he says he lost the key for – but has never 

tried to get open again – and a framed, signed baseball bat. 

He comes across an advertisement for a private island, on 

late night TV.

This island is located in the middle of the Pacific at point 

Nemo. The farthest point on Earth from any surrounding 

land – far from any shipping lanes. He has an epiphany that 

this is what he has been looking for his whole life. His final 

step to achieve freedom and erase all his worries. He just 

wants to get enough money as the system crumbles to get 

out clutch and escape.

How much money will set you free?
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Unrest

SYNOPSIS

Unrest is a documentary feature awarded in Sundance Film Festival 2017, which 

documents the process of Jennifer Brea fighting her disease named ME which 

is a kind of rare disease and ignored by mainstream society, as well as how is the 

current situation of ME group in the world. In 2017, it has been theatrical released 

in UK and US and streamed on Netflix.

This project is a distribution plan for pitching to the producer of Unrest in order 

to hypothetically acquire the distribution rights for Unrest for mainland China. It 

focuses on exploring a creative distribution model for documentaries in China, 

including Chinese documentary market analysis, censorship analysis, niche 

audience analysis, marketing plan, distribution plan (theatres, non-theatrical, pay 

TV, SVOD and festivals), distribution schedule, budget.

Additionally, the logbook records the process of making the distribution plan, 

including the reason of choosing the film, doing relevant researchers, getting in 

touch and meeting the producer of Unrest, demonstrating the analysing process 

of building the strategy and making the specific marketing and distribution plan 

as well as making the financial control sheet. The essay academically analyses 

the utilise of word-of-mouth marketing for marketing a film, particularly for 

documentary features.
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Film Connect

SYNOPSIS

China is regarded as the world’s fastest-growing movie industry. However, 

behind the rapid growth, its talent system for newcomers in the industry is 

still imperfect and urgently needs to be improved. The digital start-up project 

Film Connect platform is designed to help refine this situation. Film Connect 

is a visual portfolio-based networking platform designed for Chinese new 

generation filmmakers in the concept of enhancing communication and boosting 

their career. All users are required to present 2-minutes show reel and detailed 

production experience as their visual business card on the platform, allowing 

potential collaborators to know their background clearly at the first tight. Apart 

from displaying portfolio and being a collaborative space for filmmakers, Film 

Connect also offers career and project support programs for young filmmakers. 

The platform will be launched in the current transformation period hoping to 

introduce new standard and support for new entrants of the industry, from 

directors to other behind the scene talents such as art directors and sound and 

editors.

BIO

Lauren Yue Pan is an experienced filmmaker and producer with a varied 

background in short film, video, and documentary production. Recent works 

include the No.1 rated Chinese documentary series in 2019 (movie.douban.

com) 200 Years of Surgery (8 x 50min, China Central TV). She is well connected 

with film professionals and cinephile groups in China and has a profound 

understanding in Chinese film industry. She also keeps up with the latest trends 

inside the international film and TV business.

Apart from being a producer, and the experience of doing the MA International 

Film Business at London Film School, living in the UK has enabled Lauren to 

explore more possibilities in film and TV sales, distribution, and festivals.
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Working towards 
green and sustainable 
production

BIO

Growing up in Japan and Canada, Loula has always been part of theatre and 

photography clubs at school, which introduced her to diverse arts and cultures. 

Back in France, her home country, for her undergraduate in International 

Management, she decided to merge her business knowledge with her passion 

for film. After two film production internships, she was stunned by the impact of 

this industry on the environment. Loula decided to dedicate her dissertation to 

environmental sustainability in film production, for her Master’s in International 

Film Business at London Film School. Nevertheless, sustainability in films is not 

only about making production greener but also more socially inclusive, and more 

accessible.

As a future producer, Loula wants to act to ensure the creative and production 

processes are also intentionally embracing the sustainable practices.

SYNOPSIS

Throughout my undergraduate degree majoring in 

International Business at Toulouse Business School 

in France, I have acquired a solid set of business and 

administrative skills. Following my passion for film 

production that I developed during my undergraduate, 

I carried out two end-of-studies internships within two 

production companies in France. During these internships, 

I discovered the subject of environmental sustainability 

in film production and the effect that the traditional 

production processes have on the environment. To further 

expand my knowledge on this, I undertook the master’s 

degree in International Film Business delivered jointly by 

London Film School (LFS) and the University of Exeter.

Therefore, I chose to focus my master’s thesis topic on 

the impact of the production process on the environment 

and the sustainable practices developed to tackle this 

issue. I gained extensive knowledge on the eco-production 

landscape in the UK and France as case studies, as well as 

understanding the importance of sustainability within the 

process of producing a film, and within a film production 

company.

Through my master thesis, I realised that working on 

environmental sustainability is not only impacting 

positively the film production process via green practices, 

but it is also about raising awareness on all aspects of 

sustainability, environment, economic and social aspects. 

Therefore, it is about restructuring our production process 

to make it greener but also more inclusive, more diverse; 

implementing a CSR process to introduce notions of 

environment, gender equality, diversity, and accessibility.

Then, I am looking to produce films with socially engaged 

stories and that want to reflect notions of environment and 

gender equality/feminism in their production processes. 

For this, I am looking to further develop my practical 

knowledge on green practices by assisting film projects 

that want to implement environmental sustainability in 

their production.

I also want to participate in projects that promote gender 

equality and women empowerment in film narratives 

and film productions. In the end, I am passionate about 

films, they can give messages through stories, raise 

questions, and start conversations and I also believe it is 

essential to match the messages of environment, equality, 

and diversity shared through the film narratives to their 

process of production.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/loularenaudeau/
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KOLA

BIO

Mengdan is currently working for the largest Chinese film distributor in the 

UK, as well as a line producer. She is responsible for the production of several 

low-budget films and short films. She is familiar with the whole process of film 

and TV series production, has a good sense of budgeting, and is good at multi-

tasking and paying attention to detail. She is planning to build a MCN company in 

London to bridge the gap between Chinese and British culture in film and video 

production industry.

Manda would like to be a Sino-foreign producer in the future.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

SYNOPSIS

KOLA is a business entity that specialises in the production of Multi-Channel 

Networks (MCN). As an MCN company, KOLA can combine short video PGC 

(professionally generated content) with the strong support of capital. The 

content can be continuously exported, in order to realise the commercial stability 

of Internet Traffic monetising.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCslSaiqUJiiO6jhOdmQwJng/featured
https://www.instagram.com/kolainlondon/
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GulfStream: A Research 
on the Viability of 
Creating an Icelandic 
Streaming Platform

BIO

Thorey graduated with a BA degree in English from the University of Iceland in 

2017. Alongside her college and university studies, she gained a lot of experience 

in the Icelandic television industry, working for the three largest Icelandic TV 

networks: The Icelandic National Broadcasting Service, Stod 2, and Sjonvarp 

Simans, as well as Iceland’s largest production company, Sagafilm. During her 

MA International Film Business programme at London Film School, Thorey got an 

internship at Baby Cow Productions, currently on hold until after COVID-19.

Thorey is very passionate about gender equality and bringing more women 

into the film and TV industry. She wants to see more women in positions 

of power, such as producers, directors, screenwriters, editors, and 

cinematographers. She aspires to produce high-quality entertainment across 

all genres for television and film. Some of her favourite films and TV series that 

she would have loved to have produced herself are An Education, The Mighty 

Boosh, Alan Partridge, and Fleabag.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

SYNOPSIS

In 2020, Icelanders are still reliant on the Icelandic television networks when 

it comes to watching Icelandic content despite the advent of the international 

streaming platforms and the ever-growing supply of Icelandic films and TV 

series.

Furthermore, Icelanders have extremely limited access to Icelandic content 

online. In my dissertation, I explored the viability of creating a streaming platform 

where all Icelandic films and TV series would be accessible to an online audience. 

The majority of the Icelandic audience has in the last few years turned to the 

international streaming platforms for non-Icelandic content, meaning that the 

Icelandic television networks have had to produce and license more Icelandic 

content to air than ever before. Despite that, my research shows that consumers 

are not happy enough with the selection of Icelandic content that is available to 

them online and they also feel it is too difficult to access. In fact, the results of 

a consumer survey I conducted show that 69% of its 624 participants say they 

would be interested in a streaming platform like GulfStream.

One of the things that supports the viability of creating a streaming platform like 

GulfStream is that more and more content is being digitized. Furthermore, the 

market and customer demand indicate that there is a high desire for it. Another 

positive aspect is that the revenue sharing system RPM (Revenue Per Minute) 

would lower the cost of launching and running GulfStream. Lastly, the advent 

of the streaming platforms has forced the film industry to be more flexible and 

open-minded when it comes to negotiating with distributors, which could be an 

advantage for GulfStream.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/thoreythorsdottir/
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The Challenges of 
Distributing Taiwan’s 
National Films Faced by 
Taiwan’s Independent 
DistributorsBIO

Ying-Ju Tseng is from Taiwan. She studied MA International Film Business at 

London Film School just after graduating from her bachelor’s degree in digital 

media. During the MA, she devoted her time to studying distribution and finished 

a dissertation about Taiwan’s film distribution. As a student who studied digital 

media for undergraduate degree and worked at a TV station as an intern for 

two years, she was trained to perform in different fields such as broadcasting, 

filming, film editing, journalism, graphic design, and curating.

The works she did before include a short documentary and feature stories. 

As a freelance graphic designer, she has also worked on logo design, poster 

design, and curation design. During the internship, she broadcasted live a few 

competitions and ceremonies as a television director.

SYNOPSIS

There have been a few negative phenomena happened to Taiwan’s national films 

and Taiwan’s independent distributors in the domestic film market these years. 

These situations included the low market share, low circulation of the national 

films, and low box office. In order to find out the problems related to the above 

situations that of the national films and the independent distributors, this study 

focuses on four parts. The first one is to analyse the current environment in film 

distribution. The second is the development of film distribution within Taiwan 

since 1945. The third is to examine the key policies in Taiwan’s film industry. The 

last one is the case study of an emerging distribution company. In addition, the 

success of Korea’s film industry is taken as a reference in the later section.

This study adopts the secondary data, in-depth interviews and the historical 

data together with the case study. It concludes with the two reasons which 

show that it is hard to attribute the above situations to the problems of Taiwan’s 

national films distributed by Taiwan’s independent distributors. First one is that 

the influential independent distributors tend to distribute non-Hollywood foreign 

films rather than the national films. The other is that the resources of national 

films concentrate on few independent distributors who own the downward 

channels or are owned by the subsidiaries of Hollywood majors. In view of these 

two reasons, this study indicates seven potential factors which make Taiwan’s 

independent distributors challenging to distribute Taiwan’s national films. These 

factors are lack of the national films, exploration of new genres, sufficient films 

in cinemas, insufficient human resources and marketing funds, a wider selection 

of entertainments, the improvement of the transparency of box office and 

insufficient time for newly prospective polices.
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BIO

Xi Wang (Darcy), before coming to the UK, had been engaged in the film industry 

in Beijing for about five years. Beijing is a city with comprehensive film and drama 

resources. She has gained valuable working experience in the process of project 

development, production, publicity, and distribution. In addition, she wishes to 

make her own film one day.

She would like to further improve herself and to have a wider overview. As 

director Richard Linklater said, “There are countless stories and legends in the 

world. And humans are storytellers. Every object has its own story, everyone has 

its own story, we perceive the story, we are interested in the story.”

Currently, she is working as a producer in a documentary team and is preparing a 

feature film with a friend. In the future, she hopes to continue her development in 

film production and expand her career to carry out different businesses.

In the current planning and development, Xi would like to complete the feature 

film as a producer. At the same time, she is also very interested in exhibition 

planning and cultural exchange. During the Pingyao Film Festival, she has 

contacted some domestic film companies in China and hopes to organise 

some film exhibitions and activities related to cultural exchange between 

China and UK as the curator. As for the future development direction, she 

hopes to develop in multiple fields, continue to devote herself to the project 

development of films, and do a good job as producer, as well as carry out 

activities related to cultural exchange.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

https://www.linkedin.com/in/darcy-xi-wang-331969128/
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BIO

Kun got her BFA Literature of Drama and Film degree in Zhejiang Normal 

University, China. During the 4-year undergraduate period, she received a 

systematic education in professional knowledge in film, from creation to 

production. She also played as the photographer of the campus news centre 

and edited the scripts and bugged for some children’s favourite films while 

participating in the public welfare project of films for blind children in Zhejiang 

Province. She completed her postgraduate study in International Film Business 

with the cooperative program between University of Exeter and London Film 

School, and now focuses on new Nollywood films, trying to promote them to 

Chinese market.

Both of Kun’s course leaders are outstanding researchers on French-African 

immigrant films and African filmmakers. Through conversations with them, 

their patient guidance and my efforts on the research, she understood the 

real situations and development of Nollywood films. As a fanatical enthusiast 

and learner for films, she would like to conduct in-depth research on new 

Nollywood films in the future.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

The title of my dissertation is Difficulties and Possibilities: Netflix on The Road 

to Nigeria. This dissertation aims to explore the difficulties and possibilities 

when Netflix enters the Nigerian market. Netflix, as a global subscription-video-

on-demand (SVOD) platform, has announced that it is expanding to about 130 

companies around the world, including Nigeria, by January 2016. It is worth 

mentioning that Netflix launched ‘Netflix Naija’ with a new Twitter and Instagram 

account and announced first Nigerian original series in February 2020. 

Importantly, Africa, as the world’s second-largest and second most-populous 

continent, will be the potentially dominant player in the emerging cinema market. 

Moreover, the Nigerian Film Industry (Nollywood) is globally recognized as the 

second largest film producer in the world. Absolutely, Netflix sees this potential 

of Nigeria, but it is not easy to get success.

The research I did of my dissertation encouraged me to continue a PhD study, 

During the research I found that China’s Huahua Media and Nigeria’s Corporate 

World Entertainment and FilmOne Entertainment are partnering on the first 

co-production between the two countries in 2019 which encouraged by the 

policy “China-Africa community with a shared future” published by the Chinese 

government in 2018. However, few Nigerian films even African films have been 

released in China before, and Chinese audiences are not in the habit of watching 

African films. Under this situation, no one could ensure that African films or 

co-production films will succeed in China. Even though some scholars study 

African films and Nollywood in China, they do so still from an academic rather 

than a market perspective. So I want to do the research through practice and my 

ultimate goal is that one of the biggest Chinese VoD platform will set up a section 

of Nollywood contents.

Difficulties and 
Possibilities: Netflix on 
The Road to Nigeria

SYNOPSIS

https://twitter.com/MissKunXing
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BIO

Shengnan Xu studied advertising (Film & TV) as her bachelor’s degree in the 

Communication University of Zhejiang in China. During that time, she attended 

advertising competitions many times with her teammates and won awards, 

including National 3rd Prize of the 10th National university students advertising 

art Competition; 1st Prize in 2018 the 10th National College Students Advertising 

Art Competition Zhejiang Division; and 1st Prize of ‘Weiaiweiai’ Microfilm creation 

competition in Communication University of Zhejiang.

Shengnan came to England for her master’s degree and studied International 

Film Business at London Film School and University of Exeter. During this time 

of study, she focused on the transmedia franchise and the development of the 

Chinese film market from the perspective of the film value chain. After the effort 

she put in, she got a distinction for her master’s degree, which is a happy ending 

for the time she spent in England.

After graduating from her master’s degree, Shengnan Xu wants to get some 

experience of working in the film industry so that she can have a better 

understanding of what filmmaking is like in real life. She has more interest 

in working in the film development of the film value chain. She enjoys finding 

interesting and creative ideas in real life and has passion for making them into 

film, expressing the feelings and emotions with camera language and meeting 

people who may have same feelings. After getting experience of how to create 

a script for film, she wants to get an opportunity of making her own film in the 

future.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

This dissertation seeks to highlight the effects of internet thinking and the fan 

economy on the Chinese film industry. It identifies and examines techniques that 

production companies use to maximize the exposure and revenue of film projects 

by identifying and owning IP from successful online novels with an already 

large fan base and then identifying and targeting fans with specific tastes and 

preferences, actively encouraging them to participate in on and offline creative 

promotional work and ultimately the distribution of film projects to as large an 

audience as possible. These techniques include excavating big data and using 

online social media platforms to identify fans, extract information about their 

interests and preferences and use their love and enthusiasm to create online 

discussion and excitement to promote film. Highlighting the positive effects of 

fan participation in the creative production process, this dissertation also seeks 

to demonstrate the greater financial rewards made possible by fans engagement 

with the production process.

How Does the Chinese 
Film Industry Capitalise 
Fan Culture in the 
Internet Era?

SYNOPSIS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzob0VGOAM8&feature=youtu.be
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BIO

Jiyue Yang is a woman with an international perspective. She often collaborates 

with filmmakers from different nationalities. Whether in art or in life, when she 

discovers the outstanding ideas and habits of others, she will try to integrate 

these unique things with the culture of one’s own country, while contributing 

to the external development of Chinese culture. For example, in designing and 

holding TWTFET events, it is through observation and understanding of the 

international short video film festival event planning form, and then trying to 

relaunch the existing LCYFP events. On the one hand, it can provide a platform 

for excellent filmmakers to display their works; on the other hand, it can also 

spread Chinese culture to the outside world, and the most important thing is 

to expand its influence. Therefore, she has contributed to the cross-cultural 

communication of films in the film and television industry.

The creation of a movie should first start from a cultural perspective, and 

first understand why such a movie is made, and what is its significance and 

influence? What do you hope the audience will gain after watching this film? 

Then, according to the design of the play, think about whether the psychology 

and actions of these characters fit their cultural background. If it involves 

industries and regions that you don’t know well, you should first go to the 

relevant area to do some background checks, and at least find people who live 

there to do some interviews. Only after the background investigation is fully 

prepared should the shooting and creation stage be entered.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

The World Theme Film Exhibition Tour (WTFET) is a 

selection of ten high-quality short documentaries from 

the films produced by the LCYFP officially over the years. 

It is screened in 4 countries in Europe, Asia, the Americas, 

and Oceania for a two-day exhibition on weekends. These 

exhibitions are held independently – some countries 

may be held in the spring; some countries may be held 

in the fall. The specific time of the event is subject to the 

topic selection and partner country of the year. Every 

year’s exhibition has different screening themes, and 

this annual theme should select by the LCYFP, such as 

women, children, ethnic minorities, food, traditional crafts, 

architecture, kung fu, and so on.

The selection of the ten screening films is divided 

into two parts: audience voting choice and official 

recommendation. LCYFP will first determine the theme 

of the current year’s screening and list the introductions 

related to this theme. Then, the audiences will use the 

official website or social media software to vote for their 

favourite documentaries. The top five films will be selected 

as screening films. Besides, the official needs to select 

another 5 recommended films based on the results of the 

voting, combined with the quality of the film. This will not 

only ensure that the ten selected films are not repeated, 

but also ensure that these films are high-quality.

At the same time, online voting is a voting activity initiated 

throughout the world. Even the audience not selected as 

the host country of the exhibition has the right to vote, 

this help to achieve worldwide publicity, and let more 

documentary lovers or Chinese culture lovers know the 

LCYFP event, and even willing to sign up for this event. The 

World Theme Film Exhibition Tour is not just a screening 

of ten short documentaries but also has events. The 

design of these activities is related to the theme and the 

partner of the exhibition. LCYFP will contact the exhibition 

venue in advance to co-organize with the local company, 

then plan to hold additional events – for example, talking 

with film directors, exchange and sharing with LCYFP 

participants, discussion of film themes, interpretation, 

and analysis of university experts, merchandise sales, live 

cultural experience, etc. These could help to enhance the 

significance of the film exhibit and its influence.

The World Theme Film 
Exhibition Tour

SYNOPSIS

https://v.qq.com/x/page/o0871olb6k6.html
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BIO

Leshu Zhou is a teacher in the Digital Media Art Department of Sichuan 

University of Media and Communications with a focus on film art. Awards: 6th 

and 7th National College Digital Art & Design Awards first prize; Chinese College 

Student Computer Design Competition Animation & Computer Game Design 

group first prize.

The experience of studying in the UK has been valuable. During this year, 

Leshu not only gained professional but also English writing and speaking 

experience. Although the COVID-19 epidemic forced the cohort to complete 

some of their course online, they still completed their learning tasks perfectly. 

Leshu believes she has learned a lot in this year. Firstly, she has a complete 

understanding of the film industry. Secondly, she learned about the culture 

of different countries through the cooperation of students. Thirdly, the final 

essay writing has greatly improved her thinking ability. Fourthly, participating 

in the Berlin International Film Festival gave her an international view. Leshu 

would like to thank the teachers from University of Exeter and London Film 

school for their excellent education. She also sincerely wishes the UK out of 

the haze of the pandemic as soon as possible.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

How Did the Film 
Venom Gain Success 
in the Chinese Market?

SYNOPSIS

Research into the Marketing of Venom in China: A Case Study of a Collaboration 

between Tencent Pictures and Columbia Pictures.

The thesis analyses why Venom can be successful from the Chinese film market 

background and marketing model. From the background, five factors promote 

the success of Venom. Firstly, China is currently the world’s largest box office 

market. Secondly, more and more foreign films can be introduced to China. 

Thirdly, Venom has the brand of Marvel, and the IP “Marvel” is popular in China. 

The fourth point is that technology helps “precision marketing”. The current big 

data technology can accurately portray users and help marketers grasp market 

trends and formulate marketing strategies better. Fifthly, Tencent Pictures and 

Sony, the Chinese marketers of Venom, have abundant marketing channels and 

resources.

Its marketing channels are divided into online and offline channels. Online 

channels such as social media platforms, music software, games. Offline 

channels include shopping mall billboards, subway advertisements to promote 

Venom. Marketers solve problems and optimize marketing models through three 

stages of different marketing tactics. Through Tencent Pictures and Sony’s 

endeavor, Venom gained success in China.

https://www.artstation.com/zhouleshu
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BIO

Luis is a film entrepreneur with eight years of professional experience, currently 

focused on acquiring and positioning independent and arthouse cinema content. 

With previous jobs as a film journalist and movie exhibition operator, plus a deep 

understanding about the latest trends inside the business, he has become an 

asset within the Latin-American cinema industry by connecting with the different 

stakeholders that participate in the commercialization of films throughout the 

region.

Luis’ priority is to keep enriching his knowledge of the film business through 

understanding the practices behind the movie acquisition process in primary 

markets such as the UK. Now that the dream of studying abroad is finally 

accomplished, it’s time to spread his wings and explore new professional 

horizons.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Feasibility Study of 
Films Unlocked

SYNOPSIS

A feasibility study to evaluate the development of Films Unlocked, a digital 

platform thought to smartly connect sales agents and Latin-American content 

buyers making the process of licensing rights within the region more cost/

effective. Films Unlocked would be aimed to operate as a complementary 

business-to-business tool for major independents and specialized buyers 

and sellers with presence in the Latin-American market, with the potential of 

increasing the offer of alternative content to the former and diversify the revenue 

channels to the latter. The purpose of this report was to prove how realistic a 

commercial proposition like Films Unlocked would be.

One personal goal of this project was related to answering questions that 

had come as an independent distributor for a small territory (Chile). Why the 

gatekeeping process of sales and distribution is not fully transparent with indie 

players? What are the reasons certain territories are left without the opportunity 

of releasing some titles? Are minimum guarantees from sales agents in those 

cases based on reliable data? On the other hand, if this project does not convert 

into a business, the generated discussion will be a huge opportunity to connect 

with key players in the film industry thus positioning the Chilean based company I 

run as a strong brand within the Latin-American market.

http://www.cinetopia.cl/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/luis-felipe-z%C3%BA%C3%B1iga-62993677/
https://www.instagram.com/luis_felipe_zuniga/
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BIO

Qihui once dreamed of entering the film industry and continues to work hard for 

it. Long-term student work and multiple internship experiences enable Qihui 

to quickly integrate into the team and learn quickly. She has separate project 

management and personnel management experience, is good at communicating 

with people, coordinating many aspects of affairs, and multitasking. Qihui was 

assistant producer, which made her have a more comprehensive understanding 

of the film production process. Now, after advanced study, she has a deeper 

understanding of the world film market. Qihui hopes to become an independent 

producer within five years.

During the MA International Film Business course, Qihui met many students 

from different countries, and got a preliminary understanding of the culture 

and film market around the world. In the course setting, there are many 

practical courses that allow us to apply theoretical knowledge to practice. 

Especially the practice of BFI London Film Festival and Berlin International 

Film Festival is really great. Qihui has benefitted a lot from the unreserved 

teaching of many guest lecturers from the industry and made her feel that the 

choice of studying abroad is really fantastic.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Before The Funeral 
Financing Package

SYNOPSIS

This project is a graduate work of a student named Yingping YU of the London 

Film School, an 85-minutes film. I am a Co-producer of the project and focus 

on financing part. When I on board, we’ve finish second draft script. At that 

period, we need try to get funding to do some pre-production. I wrote a detailed 

financing package which is a feasible plan. Even though we postponed the filming 

plan due to the pandemic, we will still use this package as a reference to prepare 

for this film.

https://www.facebook.com/taylor.zhang.587
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Dissertation

SYNOPSIS

Next, I am looking for a job as an assistant producer in 

China, film or TV series.

My postgraduate major is International Film Business. 

I mainly study film financing, distribution, marketing 

strategy, film exhibition and other professional skills, which 

involve the whole business process of the film industry. I 

have also done production work both in China and London 

before. I have had a passion for films with a certain topic 

selection ability and artistic taste; Good at communication, 

with excellent project coordination and overall planning 

ability. In addition to making films, I also participated in The 

Berlin Film Festival, gaining a certain understanding of the 

operation of the European film market and international 

film festivals. I have made some achievements in shooting 

documentaries, curating exhibitions and recording 

podcasts. With a flexible mind, I am good at dealing 

with problems arising from various practical situations 

when working. I am diligent, have a strong sense of team 

and good executive capability. I am going to start as an 

assistant producer and would like to be an executive 

producer in the future.

My dissertation analyses the struggle Chinese middle-

aged actresses are facing now which is the general 

flatness and under-representation of female roles 

in domestic films and TV and the reasons behind its 

document. Three aspects with Chinese characteristics 

are inspected: the financier/market, audiences and 

censorship/policy.

China as the world’s second-largest film market, are still 

not mature. The trend of Chinese movie and TV is more 

impetuous a few years ago, the influx of hot money capital, 

IP films and youth films prevailed, severe crowding out 

middle-aged actors of living space. However, in recent 

years, the popularity of IP films has declined, and the 

audience’s aesthetic fatigue has provided an opportunity 

for the development of middle-aged themes.

Historically, Confucianism has had a profound influence 

on China. The preference for sons over daughters is 

deeply rooted and still exists today. According to various 

statistics, the two groups, that is, users of social media 

and viewers who provide ratings, do not coincide. Younger 

people use social media more, but the age group that really 

provides the ratings is much broader. This also explains 

why there are calls on social media for more films and TV 

shows about middle age, which are in fact not very popular. 

As audiences get younger and women in society become 

more independent, this may change.

China has a censorship system instead of a rating 

system, which has led to stricter state control of films 

and TV series. However, how to make use of censorship, 

instead of being restricted, is a very important topic. The 

trend of censorship is not invariable. In recent years, the 

realistic themes that people dare not shoot before have 

become a trend showing that it is not an excuse for the 

lack of material on middle-aged women but could be an 

opportunity.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/xiaoyu-zhang-b85a76182/
https://www.facebook.com/lyric.chang.9
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New-Media Marketing 
Strategies of Chinese Films 
with Case Study on Weibo

SYNOPSIS

With the development of Internet technology in China, the 

forms of new media communication will be more and more 

diverse, and the marketing strategies of new media of 

Chinese domestic films will also change accordingly. How 

to adapt to the new communication trend and understand 

the law of new media communication is the problem we 

need to solve in film marketing.

This dissertation summarizes the communication 

characteristics of Weibo, short videos and other new media 

platforms by analyzing the new media marketing cases of 

Wolf Warriors 2 and The Ex-file 3. Weibo marketing is the 

most commonly used new media marketing strategy in the 

film industry, and it is also the key point of the marketing 

analysis.

Wolf Warriors 2 is the one with high production cost, 

but The Ex-file 3 is the one that has low cost, overall, 

both of these two films have the high box office, not only 

their content is attractive, but also they benefit from the 

successful marketing strategies. Through the analysis 

of different types of marketing modes of the film Wolf 

Warriors 2, such as official Weibo Marketing, Celebrity 

Relationship Marketing and Word-of-mouth Marketing, this 

dissertation summarizes the reasons why the box office of 

Wolf Warriors 2 continues to rise.

To catch the popularity of Weibo topics, stimulating 

the audience’s emotional resonance, online and offline 

linkage of integrated marketing is a good way to stand 

out among many competitors. The Ex-file 3 accurately 

locates the target audience, and through the cooperation 

with the short video platforms gathering young people, it 

achieves a win-win situation of the lowest marketing cost 

and the highest communication efficiency with the “UGC 

communication mode”.
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One Man’s Village

SYNOPSIS

Sun is burning and cicada’s buzzing everywhere. Rong is 

practising Erhu at the roof of their house. His mom comes 

outside to ask him to stop several times because she 

worries that he will pass out. Rong doesn’t listen to his mom 

and keeps playing, sinking himself in the music to escape 

from the buzzing and repeated life in the village. His brother 

comes out of the house and wants to prank him. The 

brother picks up and throws little stones at him. Rong gets 

hit on his head and when he leans forward to check and 

yells back at his brother, he accidentally falls from the roof. 

His Erhu is broken.

After an emotion collapse of losing his Erhu, Rong follows 

his mom to the wheat field. His mom asks him to help. Rong 

picks up a sickle and steps into the field. He slashes the rye 

with his sickle dramatically, looking like he is in the jungle 

and making a path. He goes further into the endless wheat 

field.

He lies down in the middle of the field. The breeze blows 

and makes golden waves of wheat. After a wave he 

scratches his head. A little insect falls from Rong’s hair onto 

his shoulder. The insect’s name is Ku. When Rong pats his 

shoulder, Ku falls on the ground. They stare at each other.

Rong tries to ignore him, but Ku starts buzzing. Ku’s sound 

reminds Rong of his Erhu, and he starts playing without 

the instrument and the sounds appear hypothetically in 

his mind out loud. Ku flies around with him and buzzes that 

rhythm.

BIO

Yiri Zhu is a postgraduate student from London Film School and University of 

Exeter, studying in International Film Business. She worked in film marketing in 

China before, contributing to the publicity and marketing for film projects. During 

this master’s degree year, she collaborated with filmmaking and screenwriting 

students at LFS on several short films. As well as this, she also collaborated 

with students from UAL and University of Kingston on their film projects as 

a producer. Currently, she is developing an LFS graduate film and a start-up 

about digital marketing based in London. With professional job skills and 

good knowledge of the film industry, Yiri Zhu has expertise in film production, 

marketing, and digital marketing.

Yiri Zhu is seeking collaboration with talented young filmmakers to produce 

their personal projects and would like to try something new and experimental. 

Her expertise and interests are mainly film production, marketing, and 

distribution. She is into art / author films and aims to produce good quality 

film to festivals, but also would like to get involved in commercial and studio 

films, to get more practice and experience in the film industry. Yiri Zhu 

accomplished well in each project with diligence and motivation. Her passion 

for film production never stops.

GRADUATE STATEMENT

Rong stands up from the wheat field, stepping out of the 

field. He looks around and pokes an ox walking on the path, 

so does Ku. Rong enters an alley and passes by his house’s 

back yard. There’s a tall flowering locust tree sticking 

out of the back wall, which is a bit muddy and rusty. Rong 

sniffs the scent of the beautiful white flowers on the tree. 

A petal falls in his palm, Rong catches it. Ku sees that and 

tries to catch the petal which falls on Rong’s shoulder but 

missed. They stare at each other and laugh. Rong gradually 

becomes a middle-aged man.

Rong returns home, and it’s already dark. The moon starts 

to appear before he comes in the door. He lights up a 

paraffin lamp above the door. Ku sees it, he wiggles his 

tail and lightens himself. Rong is astonished Ku is a firefly 

all the time. They climb on the roof. Several lamp lights 

scattered in the village, making a beautiful night view. Ku 

sleeps on Rong’s head and slowly fades away.

Rong sees all these views while the views around him 

change gradually. The village becomes a modern town, his 

house has changed to a new one too. Rong has been old yet 

still wearing the same glasses. He is watching the modern 

view around him. Somehow a locust petal has been blown 

in the sky and falls in his palm. When he tries to see it more 

clearly, it vanished. Rong smiles.

https://www.instagram.com/zhyr_yiri/
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LONDON
FILM
SCHOOL

LFS OPEN brings together world-renowned short courses, outreach 
programmes for young people across London, and a network of 
international partnerships. Across this carefully curated programme, 
we aim to bring the best of LFS’ expertise and training to a wider 
audience, from  new entrants through to advanced professionals.

Please contact workshops@lfs.org.uk for more information.

mailto:workshops%40lfs.org.uk?subject=


LFS Open

Outreach 

LFS Outreach aims to nurture talent, broaden horizons, and inspire people to 

have a life-long engagement and appreciation of film. Our activities provide 

learning opportunities to young people from all backgrounds, helping them 

identify a pathway to participate in our industry, be that as an audience member 

or as part of the screen industries’ workforce.

Workshops 

LFS Workshops is a range of evening, weekend, and short professional 

development courses, with the emphasis on a practical, hands-on, intensive 

learning experience. All courses are developed by leading practitioners and offer 

an opportunity to study at a professional level, right in the centre of London’s 

Covent Garden. 

Due to the COVID pandemic this year, we have continued our activities in an 

online capacity. LFS Live is a virtual classroom offering a range of online training 

by industry professionals including craft-based masterclasses, workshops, and 

sessions across all levels. 

LFS GRADUATION 2021
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Alumni —
Congratulations to the Graduating 
Class of 2021, and welcome to the 
LFS alumni community!

The Alumni Office is here to support and celebrate you as 

you take your first steps into the industry and beyond. We 

run events and share opportunities aimed at helping you 

progress in your careers, and we’re keen to hear about 

everything you’re working on. Stay in touch with us via 

alumni@lfs.org.uk, our LFS Alumni Facebook page. We 

can’t wait to see what you achieve!

THANK YOU239238

LFS

THANK YOU
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mailto:alumni%40lfs.org.uk?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/lfsalumni/
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London Film School is committed 
to providing more opportunities 
for under-represented groups in 
the film industry. Film is one of the 
most expensive crafts to learn and, 
without appropriate support, even 
the best emerging talent can face 
overwhelming barriers to success.
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LFS is grateful to all donors who provide bursaries, 

equipment and funding, including: Leverhulme Arts 

Scholarships, ScreenSkills Bursaries, The BBFC, Julie and 

Charles Frater, The Adam Sedgwick Award, Phil Mottram 

Memorial Award, Charles Creighton / Charles Cooper / Roy 

Pointer / Tim Hoorocks Scholarships.

We also wish to thank ScreenSkills for their support and 

funding for training film students. Their bursaries ensure 

great access for a new generation of talented graduates, 

benefitting from a full learning programme at the School.

For more information on how you can help us ensure the 

next generation of talented filmmakers can train with us, 

regardless of their financial position through the provision 

of bursaries or one-off donations, please contact 

Alex Nuttall, Development Executive:

— a.nuttall@lfs.org.uk.

mailto:a.nuttall%40lfs.org.uk?subject=
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Sponsors Thank you to our Sponsors who have supported this year’s 

LFS Graduate Showcase under formidable circumstances.

Lighting rental for the Film, Television

and Entertainment Industries.

A screenwriting software for writing

and formatting screenplays.

The leading UK provider of payroll, production

accounting and production management

software to the entertainment industry

Panalux

Final Draft

Sargent-Disc 

SPONSORS243



PARTNERS & FRIENDS

Act IV 

Avid 

ARRI 

British Council 

Buzzacott 

CILECT 

Cirro Lite 

Clear Cut Pictures 

Cooke Optics 

Film and TV Charity Awards 

Delane Lea 

DeJonghe Labs 

Deutsche Film - und Fernsehakademie 

Berlin 

DJI 

EcoWorld Ballymore 

Essex Insurance Brokers 

European Commission 

FAVA 

Fisher 

GEECT 

Goodman Derrick LLP 

Halo Postproduction 

Hampshire Street Studios 

Harbottle and Lewis 

Image Systems 

Kodak 

Lee & Thompson 

Little White Lies 

National Portrait Gallery 

Nothing to Perform 

Office for Students 

Onsight 

Panalux 

Panavision 

PEC 

Performance Film & Media Insurance 

Pinewood Studio Group 

Pinsent Masons 

Production Park 

Quality Assurance Agency for Higher 

Education 

Royal Academy of Dramatic Art 

Royal College of Music 

Screenskills 

Scuola Holden 

SFZE 

The Adam Sedgwick Award 

The Hollywood Reporter 

The Leverhulme Trust 

University of Exeter 

University of Warwick 

Visual Impact

GOVERNORS

Greg Dyke 

Professor Diana Green CBE DL 

Nick Humby 

Sophia Wellington 

Robin Graham 

Kemal Akhtar 

Olivier Kaempfer 

Peter Armstrong 

Peter Holliday 

Peter Hogenson

HONORARY ASSOCIATES

Asif Kapadia 

Abi Morgan 

Sir Alan Parker CBE 

Amma Asante 

Ben Gibson 

Cedric James 

Christine Langan 

Christopher Hird 

Colin Tucker 

Elisabeth Karlsen 

Frank Spotnitz 

Gillian Anderson 

Gurinder Chadha OBE 

Hayden Griffin 

Jeremy Thomas 

Jim Broadbent 

Kasi Lemmons 

Kate Kinninmont 

Ken Loach 

Les Blair 

Lynne Ramsay 

Margaret Glover 

Marianne Jean-Baptiste 

Pawel Pawlikowski 

Phil Davis 

Philip French 

Ralph Fiennes 

Rebecca O’Brien 

Richard Lester 

Richard Linklater 

Rita Tushingham 

Roy Pointer 

Samantha Morton 

Sophie Okonedo 

Stephen Frears 

Tessa Ross 

Walter Murch 

William Friedkin 

PATRONS

Alan Yentob 

Anthony Smith CBE 

Charlie Parsons 

Christopher Heard 

Hanif Kureishi 

Iain Smith OBE 

Jeremy Thomas 

Roger Graef 

Tilda Swinton 

Tony Elliott

Thank You—
At London Film School, we are 
leaders in introducing both 
international talent and best practice 
to the UK and global film industries. 
We are dedicated to fostering 
creative freedom while instilling craft 
excellence and are grateful for all 
contributions we continue to receive 
from our various partners and friends 
across the industry.

THANK YOU245244

LFS

THANK YOU

GRADUATION 2021
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+44 (0)20 7836 9642

lfs.org.uk

info@lfs.org.uk

London Film School

24 Shelton Street

London, WC2H 9UB

  @lsforguk

  @thelondonfilmschool

  /thelondonfilmschool

https://lfs.org.uk/
mailto:info%40lfs.org.uk?subject=
https://twitter.com/lfsorguk
https://www.instagram.com/thelondonfilmschool/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/thelondonfilmschool/


Adamou, Petros / Anderson, William Michael / Arratibel, Kristina Zorita / Boykov Kotzev, Vassil / Buncelmans, Joanns / Cahill-Hayes, Connor / CaoCao, Henry / Carbone, Paolo / Chadha, Aviya / Cornwall, Julien / Davies, Gareth Wyn / de Oliveira, Vasco / Deshpande, Ronil / 

D’Adesky, Chelsey / D’Alverny, Servane / Elkhateeb, Norah / Feng, Shuo / Ferguson, Brianna / Gaul , Piper Katherine / Goodwyn, Hannah / Gorman, Sarah / Greenwood, Harry / GuoGuo, Jinfang / Haimovici, Shira / Hao, Zhizi / Harrison, Alexander / Helbling, Simon / Hirt, Ben / Hong, Xinyi

Howe, Luke Samuel / Hughes, Anthony / Jaimes, Natalia Romero / Kaut, Jozef / Khamis, Davi / Kindrachuk, Malindi / Kumar, Rochna / Lamprecht, Natalie / Lazović, Nicholas / Lewis, Alannah / Liang, Naixin / Lin, Shijun / Lopez, Diana / Lozano Wulf , Maria Isabel / 

Magalhães, Miguel / MaMa, Guyuan / Manjuvil, Shyam / Manuel, Rafael / Marrazzo, Angela / Maziere, Paul / McFarland, Sam T. / Meng, Gen / Montague, Andrew Paul / Méder, Támas Apor / Ng, ET / Nobre, Gabriela Nemésio / Ogden, Ewan / O’Connor, Sarah-Kate /  

Pan, Lauren Yue / Pantò, Nadjana Nerina Patricia, Xenia / Pensa, Prospero / Qamar, Muzna / Renaudeau, Loula / Ribeiro, Gonçalo / Roberts, Cam / Robinson, Nailah / Rudiman, Adriano / Sabiri, Anisa / Sequeira, Antonio / Shears, Molly / Song, Junyi / Sordi, Ludovica /  

Souchet, Elicia / Stairs, Kathleen /  Streffer, Elisabeth Tang, Mengdan / Tennant, Flora / Thorsdottir, Thorey / Trefusis, James Fane / Trezzolani, Davide / Trotter, Scott / Tseng, Ying-ju / Vees, Tobias / Vorotniuk, Anastasiia / Wan, Xi Kun / Wang, Xiaoyu / Wang, Zhiyi  

/ Whitehorn, Daniel J. / Wilson-Flynn, Alexander / Woolcott, Erik / Xing, Kun Xu, Shengnan / Yang, Jiyue / Yoshida, Taiyo / Zhang, Hui / Zhang, Qihui / Zhang, Xiaoyu / Zhang, Xinyi / Zhou, Jiahong / Zhou, Leshu / Zhu, Yiri / Zuniga, Luis Felipe
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